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Sommaire

Cette thèse traite du problème de la déforestation excessive et des externalités négatives qui

en résultent. L’objectif des trois essais présentés est d’identifier et de mettre en évidence les

causes de la déforestation ainsi que de proposer un nouvel ensemble de politiques forestières

compatibles avec un développement économique durable.

Le problème de la déforestation est étudié d’un point de vue microéconomique et, par la

suite, ses effets à grande échelle sur l’accumulation des gaz à effet de serre sont analysés. On

insiste sur la nécessité de traiter simultanément le problème de l’accumulation de gaz à de

effet de serre et celui de la déforestation et on propose un ensemble de stratégies durables.

La notion du développement durable de la forêt est présente tout au long de ces trois

essais mais les objets étudiés ainsi que les techniques utilisées varient. Dans le premier essai

on analyse le problème de la disparition de la forêt en modélisant le système productif d’une

communauté traditionnelle représentative - Les Tandroy à Madagascar- dont la subsistance

dépend entièrement de l’utilisation et de l’exploitation de la forêt. Les Tandroy déboisent

pour survivre et l’impact négatif de leurs activités sur la forêt augmente au fur et à mesure

que leur population crôıt.

On montre que leur système productif n’est pas durable et on en analyse les causes. On

propose un ensemble de politiques forestières qui doivent être implémentées pour assurer la

viabilité de leur système.

Dans le deuxième essai on analyse le problème de la déforestation à une échelle globale

et on étudie le lien qu’il existe avec un autre problème : l’accumulation de gaz à effet de

serre (GES) dans l’atmosphère. On montre qu’actuellement la déforestation tout comme

les émissions sont loin d’être viables, et un certain nombre de scenarios alternatifs sont con-

sidérés. En utilisant la théorie de la viabilité on obtient des conclusions sur le rapport à long
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terme entre la déforestation et l’accumulation de GES ainsi qu’un ensemble de politiques

dites durables. L’importance qu’ont les transferts monétaires pour achever ces objectifs est

également mise en évidence.

Dans le dernier essai on travaille dans un cadre de théorie des jeux avec un modèle à deux

agents où on considère de façon explicite, cette foi ci, les coûts et bénéfices de différentes

politiques forestières.

On obtient les politiques optimales pour différents scenarios et on montre dans quelles

conditions, les résultats obtenus sont durables. La conservation de la forêt implique néce-

ssairement l’existence de coopération.

Mots clés: Forêt, durabilité, théorie de la viabilité, théorie des jeux, jeux dynamiques,

contrôle optimal, émissions, transferts, déforestation, Madagascar.



Summary

This dissertation deals with the problem of forest depletion and the negative externalities

that result from it. The objective of these three essays is to indentify and account for the

causes that are responsible for deforestation and propose a new set of forest-management

strategies that are compatible with a sustainable economic development.

We address the problem of deforestation from a microeconomic point of view and analyze

its large scale effects on the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. We argue

on the need to address the problem of greenhouse gases accumulation and forest depletion

jointly and give a number of policy recommendations as to what strategies yield sustainable

outcomes.

The notion of sustainable forest management is present throughout the three essays

but the objects studied as well as the techniques used vary. In the first essay we capture

the problem of forest depletion by modelling the productive system of a representative

traditional community -The Tandroy in Madagascar- whose subsistence entirely relies on the

use and exploitation of the forest. The Tandroy deforest to subsist and, as their population

expands, the negative impact that their activities have on the forest increases. We show

that their productive system is not sustainable, analyze the causes and propose a set of

sustainable forest-management strategies that need to be implemented in order to slow

down the rapid deforestation witnessed in the region.

In the second essay we analyze the problem of deforestation at a global scale and study

its link with another environmental problem: the accumulation of greenhouse gases (GHGs)

in the atmosphere. We show that current net deforestation and world emissions are far from

being sustainable and consider a number of alternative policy scenarios. By means of via-

bility theory techniques we obtain insights on the long run impact of global forest depletion
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on GHG accumulation and retrieve a set of viable policies. We show the importance of

monetary transfers to achieve these goals.

In the third essay we propose a game theoretic framework with a two agent model

where we account for both the costs and the benefits of applying different forest policies.

We obtain the optimal policies for different scenarios and show under which conditions the

outcomes are also sustainable. Forest conservation necessarily requires cooperation.

Key words: Forest management, sustainability, viability theory, game theory, dynamic

games, optimal control, emissions, transfers, deforestation, Madagascar.



Resumen

Esta tesis trata el problema de la desaparición de los bosques y de las externalidades ne-

gativas que de ella resultan. El objetivo de estos tres ensayos es identificar las causas de

la deforestación y al mismo tiempo proponer un conjunto de estrategias forestales que sean

compatibles con un desarrollo económico sostenible.

Abordamos el problema de la deforestación desde un punto de vista microeconómico y

se analizan sus efectos a gran escala sobre la acumulación atmosférica de gases de efecto

invernadero. Defendemos la necesidad de resolver el problema de la acumulación de gases

de efecto invernadero y de la desaparición de los bosques de manera conjunta y realizamos

una serie de recomendaciones sobre qué estrategias generan resultados sostenibles.

La noción de desarrollo sostenible de los bosques está presente a lo largo de los tres

ensayos; pero, tanto los objetivos estudiados como la metodoloǵıa utilizada vaŕıan. En el

primer ensayo se estudia el problema de la desaparición de los bosques. Para ello se modeliza

el sistema productivo de una comunidad tradicional -el pueblo Tandroy en Madagascar- cuya

subsistencia depende del uso y la explotación del bosque. Los Tandroy deforestan para

subsistir y a medida que su población aumenta, aumenta también el impacto negativo de

sus actividades sobre el bosque. En nuestro estudio mostramos que su sistema productivo

no es sostenible, analizamos las causas y proponemos un conjunto de poĺıticas forestales

sostenibles que han de ser aplicadas para reducir la deforestación en la región.

En el segundo ensayo analizamos el problema de la deforestación a escala global y

estudiamos su relación con otro problema medioambiental: la acumulación atmosférica

de gases de efecto invernadero. Mostramos que la tasa de deforestación y las emisiones

mundiales están lejos de ser sostenibles y consideramos una serie de escenarios alternativos.

Además mostramos la importancia que tienen las transferencias monetarias para lograr

estos objetivos.
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En el tercer ensayo proponemos un modelo de dos agentes dentro de un marco de teoŕıa

de juegos que nos permite dar cuenta de los costes y beneficios de aplicar diferentes poĺıticas

forestales. Obtenemos las poĺıticas óptimas para diferentes escenarios (cooperativo y no-

cooperativo) y mostramos en qué casos los resultados, además de óptimos, son sostenibles.

Nuestros resultados indican que para lograr conservar los bosques es necesario que exista

cooperación.

Palabras clave: Bosques, sostenibilidad, teoŕıa de la viabilidad, teoŕıa de juegos, juegos

dinámicos, control óptimo, emisiones, transferencias, deforestación, Madagascar.
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General Introduction

Forests provide us with a number of services and intangible goods, and according to FAO

(2006): “Forests host biological diversity, mitigate climate change, protect land and water

resources, provide recreation facilities, improve air quality and help alleviate poverty.”Forests

also provide shelter, nourish people and constitute the main source of income in many rural

areas. However, total world forest area is decreasing at an alarming rate and every year an

area of forest equivalent to the size of Costa Rica is lost (FAO, 2010).

According to FAO, rapid deforestation is related to a number of factors such as rural

poverty, population increase, forest ownership, agricultural expansion, excessive -and often

illegal- logging, industrial development and increasing demand of forest products. The study

of the link between deforestation and all these factors has generated a vast literature that

can be broadly divided into three groups: the theoretical literature, the empirical literature

and a third branch that we could define as the case-study literature.

The theoretical literature has proposed models that explain the link between deforesta-

tion and one or several of these deforestation-related factors. Some well known examples are:

Angelsen (1999) on population expansion and property rights, Larson and Bromley (1990)

on property rights, Pattanayak et al. (2006) on poverty, Barbier and Burgess (1997), Ehui

et al (1990) and Van Soest and Lensink (2000) on agricultural expansion, Barbier et al.

(1995) on industrial development and demand of forest products.

This theoretical literature has been well supported by the empirical literature which has

focused on explaining deforestation using these same factors. See e.g., Deacon (1999) on

poverty, Cropper and Griffiths (1994) on poverty and population increase, Panayotou and

Sungsuwan (1994) on forest ownership and demand of forest products, Reis and Guzmán

(1994) on population, agricultural expansion and logging.
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The papers in these two strands are complementary and identify the qualitative aspects

that relate to deforestation. The general conclusion arising from them is that deforestation

is a very complex problem where, typically, several of these factors are present and their

individual contribution is hard to disentangle.

Because deforestation is a complex phenomenon and cannot be de-coupled from other

social, cultural or political factors, the so called case-study literature has proved particularly

useful at contextualizing the problem and at identifying other deforestation-related factors.

Some notable examples are Sunderlin and Rodŕıguez (1996) for the context of Honduras,

Reis and Guzmán (1994) for the Amazonia, Bernard (2011) for central Madagascar, Ehui

and Hertel (1989) for the Ivory Coast, Cropper and Griffiths (1999) for Thailand, etc.

The first main objective of our research is to gain insight on how all these factors relate

to deforestation, to model deforestation and to explain its causes. Our approach borrows

aspects from these three branches of the literature. First, we have built a theoretical model

to explain the evolution of forest surface area. Second, our theoretical model also addresses

the link between deforestation and poverty, population expansion, property rights, agri-

cultural expansion and demand of forest products. Third, we have estimated the relevant

variables and parameters of our theoretical model and obtained both qualitative and quan-

titative conclusions. Fourth, we have followed a case-study approach to analyze and explain

deforestation at the microeconomic level.

The second main objective of this research is to model the consequences from deforesta-

tion at the macroeconomic level. Forest destruction is not just a local problem, it has rather

become an issue of great international concern for several reasons: First, world forests have

great ecological value both as carbon tanks and carbon sinks. Second, forests host much of

the world’s biodiversity. Third, forests protect land and water resources and help prevent
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land erosion and desertification. Here, we concentrate mainly on the first of these three

aspects even if the other two are also considered.

In this thesis we account for the ecological value that forests have in mitigating climate

change and study the link between deforestation and long-term accumulation of greenhouse

gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere.

Forests are a major carbon tank and store 283 gigatons of carbon in living matter, and

more than 600 gigatons if we include the carbon in the soil below (FAO, 2006). This amount

constitutes 35% of the approximate 800 gigatons of carbon (3000 GtCO2) in the atmosphere.

Forests also behave as carbon sinks. During photosynthesis trees absorb (i.e., sequestrate)

carbon that they convert into organic matter (wood mainly). As trees grow in volume,

they sequestrate a proportional amount of carbon from the atmosphere, and roughly half

the dry weight of biomass is carbon (IPCC, 2000). Current anthropogenic emissions are

approximately 9 gigatons of carbon and increasing. Of these, forests sequestrate worldwide,

in average, 2.6 GtC every year (Le Quéré et al., 2009). However, carbon sequestration by

the world’s forests may be affected in the long run by forest depletion. A tree that is cut

cannot grow and thus cannot sequester carbon. Hence, a significant reduction in the forest

stock, may bring a reduction in total carbon sequestration.

The third main objective of this thesis is to analyze deforestation from a sustainable

viewpoint. The notion of sustainability is present throughout this work. We have made use

of the seminal definition of sustainable development given by the Brundtland Comission,

according to which development is said to be sustainable if it “meet(s) the needs of the

present generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their

own needs.” (WCED, 1987) We have articulated this definition in the form of (economic

and environmental) constraints that measure the fulfilment or not of those needs.
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The methodology used in this thesis serves well to the purpose of capturing this notion

of sustainability. We call upon viability theory (Aubin, 1991) because its framework is

particularly well suited to give answers to the following two simple questions:

- Is a sustainable development possible for some given economic and environmental

requirements?

- Is this sustainable development possible for the current economic and environmental

state of the system?

Viability theory was developed as a tool to analyze the evolution of complex dynamic

and constrained systems and has been used for economic and environmental applications in

the field of natural and renewable resources. Some of these applications are: Aubin et al.

(2004) on renewable resources; Béné and Doyen (2008) on biodiversity, Bernard (2011) on

deforestation and poverty issues; De Lara et al. (2007), Doyen et al. (2007) and Martinet

and Blanchard (2009) on fisheries and marine ecosystems; Martinet and Doyen (2007) on

exhaustible resources.

The first two essays of this thesis use viability theory. In the first essay we have concen-

trated on the causes of deforestation. We analyze the impact that rural poverty, increasing

population, forest ownership and agricultural expansion create on deforestation. In partic-

ular, we have considered the traditional economic system of the Tandroy people in Mada-

gascar for theirs is a paradigmatic case of a poor and rural society whose economy heavily

relies on the forest. In Tandroy society, trees and more generally forests are seen and used

as a common property resource and the Tandroy cut and sell them as an additional source

of revenue.

The Tandroy’s production system is characterized by the slash-and-burn farming agri-

culture (hatsake) and the burning of cacti (ororaketa) used as fodder to feed the livestock.
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These two practices, together with timber harvest, fuelwood and charcoal production in-

duce land degradation and forest depletion. Deforested land is used to grow maize, manioc,

sweet potatoes and a variety of legumes. The combined effect of an increasing Tandroy

population and its reluctance to change their traditional lifestyle and production system

has led to great ecological pressure on the Androy forest.

We have built a theoretical model to account for forest evolution, the various causes of

deforestation at the microeconomic level and the specificity of Tandroy’s productive system.

We have introduced a number of economic and environmental requirements and, with the

help of viability theory, obtained valuable insights on the reasons why their economic system

is not sustainable. We have analyzed what changes are necessary to achieve a sustainable

development and proposed some alternative ways of achieving those requirements.

In the second essay of this thesis we move away from the causes of deforestation to

analyze some of its consequences. To do so we enlarge our scope and consider greenhouse

gases accumulation. Forests prevent or delay climate change by absorbing carbon. We focus

on the long term impact of forest depletion on the atmospheric accumulation of GHGs. To

do so we have modelled the dynamics of three key variables, namely, GHG emissions, the

stock of emissions in the atmosphere and world’s total forest area. In continuation with

the first essay, we examine the trade-offs faced to comply with environmental and economic

objectives. We try to give answers to the following research questions:

- Is the current emissions-deforestation-afforestation model sustainable?

- Which policies are part of a sustainable development?

These questions are related to the notion of sustainability and, again in this case, we

make use of viability theory to give answers to them. We find that forest depletion has an

important impact on GHG accumulation in the long run and that the current emissions-
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deforestation-afforestation model is far from being sustainable. A detailed sensitivity anal-

ysis is performed to determine which are the policy changes needed to achieve a sustainable

development and it is shown that monetary transfers may ease the environmental problem

in some cases.

In the two first essays we focus on the feasibility or achievability of a set of desirable

economic and environmental objectives. This being said, the results obtained somehow

presuppose the existence of a central planner that can drive the system in the desirable

direction. In the third essay we move away from this optics and clearly differentiate the

existence of two types of agents: forest owners and non forest owners. These two types of

agents have somewhat conflicting objectives. On the one hand forest owners care about

the revenues that they obtain from forest exploitation. On the other non-forest owners

produce goods and emit GHGs as a by-product but also suffer from GHG accumulation.

This specification allows capturing the negative externality that deforestation creates on

non-forest owners due to the reduced carbon sequestration induced by forest depletion.

The methodology used in this third essay is different. Both forest owners and non-

forest owners optimize their payoffs which are mutually influenced. To account for this we

make use of dynamic game theory for it offers a natural environment to model this inter-

action. Dynamic game theory has been extensively used to model deforestation problems,

see e.g., Van Soest and Lensink (2000), Fredj et al. (2004), Fredj et al. (2006), Mart́ın-

Herrán and Tidball (2005) and Mart́ın-Herrán et al. (2006). In all these cases there is an

environmentally aware player or donor who is willing to compensate the environmentally

unaware player, forest owner, for implementing a greener environmental policy (lower de-

forestation). In all these cases the reasons why the donor is willing to compensate forest

owners are somewhat abstract. The novelty of our third essay with respect to the existing

literature is that we explicitly model the evolution of the accumulation of the GHGs in the
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atmosphere and relate it to the evolution of forests worldwide. In so doing we are explicitly

linking these two issues and capturing the negative externality that deforestation creates

on atmospheric GHG accumulation. As a consequence the philanthropy of the donor is not

taken for granted and depends, rather, on the state of the system.

Part of the novelty of this essay consists precisely on building a bridge between the exist-

ing literature on deforestation and that on the control of emissions. Within this framework

we answer to the following research questions:

- What are the optimal non-cooperative emissions and net deforestation policies?

- Are they sustainable?

- Can cooperation bring economic and environmental gains?

We show that the optimal non-cooperative strategies are far from being sustainable and

analyze in which cases the cooperative solution is strictly welfare improving and sustainable

from the environmental point of view.

To summarize, this thesis contributes to the existing literature by analyzing numerous

causes and some of the consequences of deforestation and by modelling these processes both

at the local (for the case of the Androy Region in Southern Madagascar) and global level.

At the same time this thesis goes beyond by giving real figures to forest area, population,

agricultural expansion, deforestation, demand for forest products, etc. We have also defined

a number of economic and environmental objectives and, working with these real figures,

investigated the conditions under which these objectives can be simultaneously attained.

Our results show the importance of addressing both types of objectives jointly.

We address this complex environmental problem by dividing it into three parts. The

first part is dedicated to modelling and understanding the relationship between poverty and
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deforestation. The second is devoted to accounting for the link between deforestation, emis-

sions and greenhouse gases accumulation. In the third we consider the colliding objectives

in terms of forest policy that different economic agents have. We also consider the nega-

tive environmental externalities that some agents create on others and explore under what

conditions a decentralized but coordinated solution can yield both optimal and sustainable

outcomes. These three parts correspond each to one of the three essays presented.
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Essay 1

Sustainability of the dry forest in Androy:

A viability analysis

Essay information
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dry forest in Androy: A viability analysis. Ecological Economics, under revision.

Abstract

We investigate the dynamic effect that the Tandroy’s unsustainable practices have on the

forest. The Tandroy people lives in Androy, a region located in the southern part of Mada-

gascar. They are mainly an agricultural and cattle herding society whose subsistence relies

on the slash-and-burn farming agriculture (hatsake) and the burning of cacti which are

given as fodder to the livestock (ororaketa). These activities generate ecological pressure

on the surrounding dry forest and socio-economic risks related to the lack of sustainability

of these practices in the long run. In this paper we address the notion of sustainability

and confront it with the Tandroy’s current productive and economic system. By means

of viability theory, we characterize the actions and scenarios that are compatible with a

sustainable use of the forest in the region.

Key Words: Viability theory, sustainability, deforestation, Androy, Madagascar.
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1 Introduction

Androy is a region located in the southern part of Madagascar and is home to one of the

most unique and biologically rich dryland areas on Earth (Olson and Dinerstein, 2002; US-

AID, 2008). It contains a relatively thick vegetation cover dominated by several species of

Didiereaceae, Euphorbia and Adansonia za and hosts locally endemic succulent plants that

have evolved under arid and poor-soil conditions (Elmqvist et al., 2007).

Figure 1.1: The An-
droy region is located
in the south of Mada-
gascar

In Madagascar, 85% of the population are farmers whose main eco-

nomic activities are farming and cattle raising. The Androy region

is no exception and its population, the Tandroy, are characterized

by their reliance on slash-and-burn farming agriculture (hatsake)

and the burning of cactus for livestock (ororaketa). These two ac-

tivities, along with fuelwood and charcoal production, are directly

related to land degradation and forest depletion. Forest trees are

seen as a common-property resource, and the Tandroy cut and sell

them as an additional source of revenue. Deforested land is used to

grow maize, manioc, sweet potatoes and a variety of legumes (e.g.,

antake, catjang, beans and lentils) which are essential to people’s

livelihoods, particularly in the south.

The Tandroy population has more than doubled in the last 30 years and the combined

effect of an increasing population and of the reluctance to change their traditional lifestyle

and production system has led to great ecological pressure on the dry forest. As both human

and cattle populations increase, hatsake and ororaketa activities require ever-increasing land

space. This has resulted in great environmental degradation. Forest cover in the region has

declined: It occupied only 23% of Androy’s total area in 2005 compared to more than 30%
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in 1960 (Humbert and Cours-Darne, 1965; RM, 2008; USAID, 2007). Rapid forest depletion

imperils Tandroy’s whole production system and has negative impacts on soil productivity

and the hydrological cycle, causing recurrent famines, increased aridity, drought, migration

and cultural changes (Fanokoa, 2007).

Our main research question is whether there is something that the Tandroy can do to

stop or slow down this relentless process, and ultimately, whether sustainability can be

achieved. To formalize the notion of sustainability, we look at a number of socioeconomic

indicators, such as consumption, capital accumulation and timber demand for heating, and

define minimum thresholds. We build an economic model to explain the evolution of three

key variables (i.e., the Tandroy population, forest cover in the Androy region and physical

capital) and we define sustainability thresholds with respect to all three.

We make use of viability theory (Aubin, 1991) to assess the sustainability of the Tan-

droy economic system. Viability theory is particularly well-suited to model environmental

problems and applications (e.g., Aubin et al., 2011; Aubin et al., 2005; Béné and Doyen,

2008; Doyen et al., 2007; Martinet and Blanchard, 2009; Martinet and Doyen, 2007) and

has already been used to model deforestation problems (Andrés-Domenech et al., 2011) and

to assess the sustainability in other regions of Madagascar (Bernard, 2011).

Using viability theory, we find that the Tandroy’s current production system is clearly

not sustainable. We show that neither the human nor the cattle population can continue

to increase at the current levels. We compute the system’s maximum carrying capacity for

human and cattle populations in the long run and show that there is a trade-off between

forest area and human and cattle carrying capacities. Our results also acknowledge the

importance of reducing the current net deforestation rate in order to achieve sustainable

outcomes.
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Social aspects, such as open access to the resource, may make it imposible to slow

down deforestation. To tackle this problem, we propose an alternative solution: increased

afforestation on abandoned agricultural and farming land. We show that the current defor-

estation rate, though very high, may be part of a sustainable solution, provided that the

afforestation rate increases greatly.

Total current population is too high and the current state of the system is not sustain-

able. To achieve sustainability, either the population has to decrease or the Tandroy have to

greatly reduce their current consumption rate. Deforestation in Androy is mainly caused by

poverty; hence, asking the Tandroy to reduce their consumption will probably exacerbate

the problem of forest depletion.

We analyze the role that monetary transfers can play in easing the economic-environmental

problem. We determine the amount with which the Tandroy should be compensated so that

they are able to (i) guarantee their current consumption levels, and (ii) ensure that the for-

est may be preserved. According to our results, it will take roughly 65 billion ariary1 per

year (approximately 31M 2011$US) to preserve the dry forest in Androy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we model Tandroy

economic system and Androy forest evolution. In Section 3, we specify the economic and

environmental objectives and in Section 4, we explicitly define the states, the set of controls

and their bounds. Our main findings are presented in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes and

concludes.

1The national currency in Madagascar.
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2 Model

2.1 State dynamics

Time is discrete and denoted by t. The Tandroy economic and environmental system is

described by three state variables, namely, the Tandroy population N , the forest area in

the Androy region F , and the physical capital K.

Population dynamics: The Tandroy population evolves according to the following

difference equation:

Nt+1 −Nt = Nt · (αt − β + γt) , (1)

where αt denotes the birth rate at time t, β the death rate and γt is the net migration rate

at t.

We model the birth rate as a linear process formed of a given fixed component α and a

controllable one bt, that is,

αt = α+ bt. (2)

One can think of bt as the increment or reduction in the fertility rate due to some govern-

mental policy (e.g., birth-control campaigns, tax cuts to support larger families). Because

the Tandroy’s lifestyle remains traditional and seems not to change significantly with higher

levels of wealth or income, we assume that the mortality rate β is constant over time. The

sign of the migration rate γt depends on the difference between the number of immigrants

and the number of emigrants. We measure the Androy region’s attraction level at time t by

the difference between the per capita income in the region and the corresponding figure in

the rest of Madagascar. More specifically, we denote by Rt the total revenue in the Androy

region and by M the per capita income in Madagascar. Then, the migration rate is given
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by

γt = θ ·
(
Rt
Nt
−M

)
, (3)

where θ is a positive parameter measuring the propensity to migrate. Admittedly, our

specification is not the most general. Indeed, the migration rate may also depend on

sociological and political factors. Our implicit assumption is that these factors are somehow

embedded in parameter θ. In the same vein, we could have considered the magnitude of

the propensity to migrate to vary with the sign of the difference Rt
Nt
−M . Further, our

assumptions that M is constant and that it corresponds to the per capita income in the

whole country, as opposed to in Madagascar excluding Androy, are simplifying assumptions,

which are mainly dictated by data availability. We refer the reader to the Appendix for

more details on all of the model’s parameters.

Forest dynamics: The forest area in the Androy region is measured in hectares. The

evolution of its size depends on decisions about afforestation2 and deforestation. Denote

by at the afforested area at t and by dt the size of deforested area. Forests also grow and

spread naturally. According to Bennett (1983), Chen (1988), Sugita and Tsukada (1982)

and Tsukada (1981, 1982) tree expansion is non-linear and the area occupied by a given

taxon can be well approximated by exponential or logistic functions. We follow this line

of thought and assume the expansion of forest area follows a logistic growth function with

a maximum carrying capacity Fmax to which the forest naturally converges. The value of

Fmax is given by the maximum size of land suitable for forest colonization and is set equal

to the forest area in 1960 (Humbert and Cours-Darne, 1965). The evolution of the forest

2In this paper we use the term afforestation to denote “[...] planting of trees on land that was not
previously forested” (FAO, 2010).
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area is then governed by the following difference equation:

Ft+1 − Ft = at − dt + η ·
(

1− Ft
Fmax

)
· Ft, (4)

where η is a positive parameter. The above specification was also adopted in Andrés-

Domenech et al. (2011).

Note that there exist several reasons for deforestation; namely, hatsake, ororaketa, and

demand for fuelwood and timber. Hence, the total deforested area dt, in equation (4) is

allocated to three different uses.

We denote the hatsake area by dat; the deforested area for wood production by dwt;

and, the ororaketa area by dzt. The three together give the identity below:

dt = dat + dwt + dzt. (5)

Capital dynamics: One of the most unique characteristics of the Tandroy traditional

society is the dual role played by zebus, as both productive capital and stock of value.

Zebu is a type of domestic cattle of the bovid family that is widespread across Madagascar.

Zebus are used in Androy to harvest, as a means of transport, as source of milk and food,

as stock of wealth and as source of social status. Because they are central to Tandroy life

and have all the characteristics of physical capital, we have considered the number of zebus

in the region to be a good proxy for the stock of capital in Tandroy society.3 Denote by

K the number of heads of zebu, and by µ the difference between the birth and mortality

rate of the zebu population. A first source of variation in the stock of zebus is captured

by the term µK. A second source is trade and consumption. Denote by ct the per capita

consumption at time t in monetary units. The economic surplus (or deficit) in the Androy

3Other types of cattle in Androy (e.g., goats or sheep) have minor importance compared to the zebu.
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region is then given by Rt−ct ·Nt. Denote by Pz the constant price of a zebu in an adjacent

region. This assumption of constant price is reasonable because the Androy region can be

considered an atomistic player in the zebu trade.4 Assuming that the surplus is entirely

devoted to the acquisition of zebus, then the capital dynamics are given by

Kt+1 −Kt = µ ·Kt + (Rt − ct ·Nt)
1

Pz
. (6)

Note that if the Tandroy society is witnessing a deficit, that is, if Rt− ct ·Nt is negative,

this would mean that the Tandroy either kill or sell off part of their cattle in order to

feed themselves. Note also that given the nature of capital (number of zebu heads) our

specification makes sense for integer values of K.

2.2 Revenues

As we have seen, Tandroy revenues have an impact on the evolution of both the population

(through the migration rate γt) and the capital stock. The total revenues can be decomposed

into four main categories or sources: First are the revenues from agricultural activities (e.g.,

growth of corn, manioc, chickpeas, potatoes). These revenues are related to hatsake and

are denoted by RAt. Second, the revenues from selling wood and charcoal are denoted

by RWt. Third, revenues from cattle breeding and ororaketa-related activities (e.g., milk,

meat) are denoted by RZt. Fourth, we have revenues from monetary transfers Tt. These

transfers are almost negligible nowadays, but could play a crucial role in the future to ensure

sustainability, as we will see in Section 5. Total revenues Rt can then be written as

Rt = RAt +RWt +RZt + Tt. (7)

4The Tandroy population is roughly 550 000 people, whereas the Malgache population is over 20 million.
Extending this specification to the national level, however, would necessarily require general-equilibrium
considerations on the price and availability of zebus in the market.
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Revenues from agriculture: For simplicity, we suppose that agricultural revenues

RAt come from the growth of a single (or composite) good whose price is given by PA. The

total yield depends on the area available for agriculture, that is, Fmax − Ft − δKt, and on

the productivity of this land, denoted Xt. Therefore, we have

RAt = PA ·Xt · [Fmax − Ft − δKt] . (8)

Note that, in our specification, we have made the assumption that the total available

area for either forest, agriculture or pasture is given by Fmax. The extension of agricultural

land is then defined as the land that is not occupied by neither forest, Ft, nor zebu pastures,

δKt. Parameter δ captures the area of pasture land needed per zebu.

The productivity of the agricultural land, Xt, depends on the fertility of the soil, which

is affected by hatsake activities. Indeed, the Tandroy slash and burn the forest and grow

mostly corn, manioc and potatoes on the fertile ashes that remain. The productivity of

agriculture land is approximated as follows:

Xt = X + λt · dat − ϕ ·
Fmax − Ft
Fmax

, (9)

where X is the average productivity of this land. The term λt ·dat captures the productivity

gained by burning an area dat, and the term −ϕ · Fmax−Ft
Fmax

represents the reduction in

productivity due to forest depletion, with ϕ being a positive parameter. The time-varying

coefficient λt is given by

λt =
ψ ·X

Fmax − Ft − δKt
, (10)

where ψ is a positive parameter. In words, λt measures the normalized increase in produc-

tivity due to burning land.
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Revenues from wood: In Androy, people log trees and gather fallen branches from

the forest and use them primarily for heating and cooking. Denote by qt the quantity of

wood retrieved at time t; by cw the annual wood consumption per capita; and by Pw the

price of timber. The revenues from selling wood are then given by

RWt = pw · (qt − cw ·Nt) . (11)

Note that whenever qt − cw · Nt < 0 there is not enough wood to cover the Tandroy

society’s minimum needs for heating and cooking. Such a deficit is not realistic for as long

as the forest exists, but it could happen in the future if the forest is depleted and/or the

population continues to increase. If that were the case, then the Tandroy would need to

import wood and, rather than a source of revenue, the term RW would become a cost.

Tandroy society obtains wood through logging, which is done by men, and the gathering

of fallen branches by women. Denote by n the amount of wood per hectare of forest,

measured in cubic metres. Then, the product n · dwt gives the total timber yield from

deforestation. Let τ be the forest patches where the Tandroy do not enter for religious or

superstition reasons. These sacred parts are known as taboo forest (Ferguson, 2007). The

total quantity of wood harvested at time t can then be approximated by

qt = n · dwt + n · ε · (Ft − τ) , (12)

where ε is a small positive parameter capturing the fraction of trees and branches that fall

every period.

Revenues from zebus: Denote by ω the estimated yearly revenues obtained from milk

and meat. The revenues from zebus are simply given by

RZt = ω ·Kt. (13)
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To summarize, we have a model with three state variables, namely population Nt, forest

area Ft, and capital stock Kt, and seven control variables: afforestation at, a control on

the birth rate bt, per capita consumption ct, the deforestation rate for agriculture dat, the

deforestation rate for wood dwt, the deforestation rate for cattle breeding dzt, and total

transfers Tt. Note that the deforestation rate dt is controlled through its components, not

directly. Also, it is interesting to point out that these control variables do not belong to a

single economic actor but rather to a number of them. We are concerned with the possibility

or impossibility to commonly drive the system to a desirable (i.e. sustainable) set of states.

3 Sustainability objectives

Tandroy society heavily relies on the dry forest. However, its increasing population, tra-

ditional lifestyle and extensive production system (characterized by hatsake and ororaketa

activities) has great destructive impact. Consequently, forest area continues to decrease

alarmingly. It appears natural that their economic system will be sustainable only if it

encompasses a sustainable use of the forest. This being said, it is quite arbitrary to define a

threshold (in terms of forest area) beyond which Tandroy development stops being sustain-

able. Due to the difficulty of defining a minimum sustainable level of forest area, we instead

enumerate a number of desirable properties that any so-called sustainable development must

meet.

According to the definition given by the Brundtland Commission (WCED, 1987), a

development is said to be sustainable if it “meet(s) the needs of the present generations

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” We shall

put this definition in practice through a number of desirable economic requirements that,

in our view, reflect the needs (the basic needs at least) of the Tandroy. We analyze the
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extent to which these requirements can be satisfied in time. In particular, following Ekins

et al. (2003), we are interested in the underlying relation between compliance with these

economic requirements and the state of Androy forest. As it turns out, we do not need to

define explicit threshold levels for the stock of forest. Rather, the viability techniques used

will tell us what initial levels of our system’s three state variables (and not just the forest)

are compatible with the perennial satisfaction of such needs.

Finding a set of initial states that allow the Tandroy to forever satisfy such needs is

equivalent to saying that a sustainable development (both economic and environmental) is

achievable for those initial states of the system. More precisely, what viability theory does

is to give a clear-cut yes or no answer to the following two questions:

1. Can we find a subset of initial states such that the economic needs of the Tandroy

can be satisfied forever?

2. Is the current situation (i.e., current population, forest area and capital stock) part

of this set of initial states?

If the answer to the two questions is positive, then both economic and environmental

sustainability are achievable. Else one has to identify the necessary policy changes that

could lead to sustainable development.

We express the needs of Tandroy society in terms of consumption, production of timber

and capital. In line with the definition of sustainability given above, we require the future

levels of these variables to be at least as high as their current ones. More specifically, we

adopt the following constraints:

ct ≥ c, (14)

qt ≥ cw ·Nt, (15)
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Kt ≥ K2005, (16)

Kt

Nt
≥ K2005

N2005
. (17)

Constraint (14) states that the per capita level of consumption ct at any period t must

be at least equal to the current per capita consumption c.5 In (15), we impose that the

production of wood covers at least the basic needs of the Tandroy population at any time

period. Given the great importance of zebus in Tandroy society in terms of source of food,

revenues, wealth and social status, the constraints in (16) and (17) require maintaining both

the absolute and relative levels of capital, at least, at their 2005-levels. The year 2005 is

chosen as a benchmark because it is the most recent year for which we have reliable data

on many of our model’s key variables.

4 State and control variables

4.1 State variables

Recalling that our model has three state variables, namely, population (N), forest area in

Androy (F ), and capital (K), our state space is defined as follows:

k := {x = (N,F,K) /N ∈ [Nmin, Nmax] , F ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] ,K ∈ [Kmin,Kmax]} ,

where x denotes a point in this set k.

Forest area in Androy is bounded. Current forest area (453 561 hectares in 2005) is 37%

less than it used to be before massive deforestation began in the 1950s-1960s (Fanokoa,

2007). According to Humbert and Cours-Darne (1965), forest area in 1960 was equal to

5Current per capita consumption is measured as the per capita consumption in the region in 2005.
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623 000 hectares. We use their estimation as a proxy for the upper bound of forest area.

This upper bound, Fmax, is set as equal to the forest’s carrying capacity.

To determine Fmin, recall that part of the forest is taboo and that the Tandroy do not

enter it. Taboo forest covers an area approximately equal to 60 000 hectares (Ferguson,

2007). Therefore, we shall use F ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] = [60 000, 623 000].

Once we have the bounds on F , we can endogenously determine the bounds for the

other two state variables as a function of F itself. Recall from equation (8) that param-

eter δ denotes the area of pasture required by a head of cattle. Suppose that the whole

available area in the model was turned into pasture land. Then, maximum cattle popula-

tion would be given by the expression 1
δ · (Fmax − Fmin) = 1 555 248 zebus. We thus have

K ∈ [Kmin,Kmax] = [0, 1 555 248].

We can determine the upper bound on population in a similar manner. Minimum per

capita consumption is given by inequality (14) and revenues are given by (7). This means

that Nmax = 1
c max[R]. From (8), if all available land was dedicated to agriculture, then

revenues would equal PA·Xt·(Fmax − Fmin). Conversely, if all available land was dedicated to

cattle herding, then, according to expression (13), cattle-herding revenues would be ω·Kmax.

Finally, if all available land was used to obtain and sell wood, then timber revenues would

equal Pw · n · ε · (Fmax − τ). Given the fact that monetary transfers T are set equal to zero,

the upper bound on population can be computed as follows:

Nmax =
1

c
max

[
PA ·

(
X − ϕ

)
·(Fmax − τ) , ω ·Kmax, Pw ·n·ε·(Fmax − τ)

]
. (18)

If we substitute all variables and parameters in (18) by their values, we obtain that

agriculture is the most efficient way, per unit of land, of creating revenue and that: Nmax =
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1
c ·PA ·

(
X − ϕ

)
·(Fmax − τ) = 1 836 128 people. We thus have that N ∈ [Nmin, Nmax] = [0,

1 836 128].

The bounds on the three state variables are summarized in Table 1.I below.

Table 1.I: State variables

State Lower Bound Current Upper Bound

N 0 548 418 ps 1 836 128 ps
F 60 000 ha 453 561 ha 623 000 ha
K 0 290 000 zb 1 555 249 zb

4.2 Control variables

As stated above, our model includes seven control variables. Table 1.II provides their current

values as well as the adopted upper and lower bounds.

Table 1.II: Control variables

Control Lower Bound Current Upper Bound

at 0 69 ha yr−1 100 ha yr−1

bt 0 % 0 % 1 %
ct 298 600 ar yr−1 298 600 ar yr−1 597 200 ar yr−1

dt 0 5 708 ha yr−1 6 000 ha yr−1

dat 0 −−− 6 000 ha yr−1

dwt 0 −−− 6 000 ha yr−1

dzt 0 −−− 6 000 ha yr−1

Tt 0 0 0 ar yr−1

Control at denotes the afforestation rate. We have chosen an upper bound on the

afforestation rate that is quite low or pessimistic. We shall assess later how the solutions

change when we allow for a larger afforestation rate, i.e., higher amax. Control bt denotes

the variation in the fertility rate that can be induced by local authorities. To start with,

we have kept a lower bound on bt that is equal to zero. This means that the birth rate

cannot be reduced. Again, we shall analyze later the impact of letting bt take negative

values (i.e., bmin < 0). With respect to the per capita consumption variable, ct, we have set
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the lower bound exactly equal to current per capita consumption in order to be consistent

with the definition of sustainable development put forward above. The deforestation rate dt

has been included in the table even if it is not a true control variable. We have no current

observation for da, dw and dz. However we do have an estimate of the current value of dt.

Recall from (5) that d = da+ dw + dz; and, hence, that the upper bound is shared for all

four variables even if da, dw and dz cannot simultaneously have the maximum value of 6000

hectares per year. Although it has not been made explicit in Table 1.II, deforestation is

limited by the availability of forest land, i.e., d ∈ [0,min (F − τ, 6000)]. Finally, we set the

monetary transfers Tt equal to zero and, in the sequel, check the impact of having positive

values for Tt. All monetary values are stated in ariary, hereafter denoted “ar”. Note that

for all of our control and state variables, the current observation lies somewhere between

these two bounds.

To wrap up, our three-dimensional dynamic system, to which we shall refer to as S,

consists of

(S)


Nt+1 −Nt = Nt · (αt − β + γt)

Ft+1 − Ft = b(t) + η ·
(

1− F (t)
Fmax

)
· F (t)− d(t),

Kt+1 −Kt = µ ·Kt + (Rt − ct ·Nt)
1
Pz
,

with u := (a, b, c, da, dw, dz, T ) ∈ U,

(19)

where U is the feasible set of controls

U = [amin, amax]×[bmin, bmax]×[cmin, cmax]×[damin, damax]×

[dwmin, dwmax]×[dzmin, dzmax]×[Tmin, Tmax] .

For future reference, we generically write the three first lines of S as xt+1 = g (xt, ut) with

xt = (Nt, Ft,Kt), t ∈ N.
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5 Results

5.1 Feasibility set

In the previous section, we introduced the set k, which is our computational area. Denote

now by kC the feasibility set, that is, the subset of k for which our constraints (14)-(17)

can be met.

The first constraint (14) refers to the minimum per capita consumption and was used

to obtain the boundary Nmax.

The second constraint (15) refers to the minimum wood consumption level necessary to

satisfy the Tandroy demand for heating and cooking. If we plug (12) in (15), we obtain

the following expression: n · dwt + n · ε · (Ft − τ) ≥ cw · Nt. From this last expression,

we can obtain the minimum forest area required to meet our demand as a function of the

population N and dw:

F ≥ cw ·N − n · dw + n · ε · τ
n · ε

. (20)

Bearing in mind that dw ∈ [0,min (F − τ, 6000)], substitute N and dw by their maxi-

mum in expression (20) to obtain the minimum forest area required to guarantee the heating

and cooking needs of the Tandroy, that is,

F ≥ cw ·Nmax + n · τ · (ε+ 1)

n · (ε+ 1)
. (21)

We can compute the value of F by inserting the values of our parameters into expression

(21). F equals 62 319 ha. Now define kq as the subset of k for which condition (21) can

be satisfied in the absence of timber commerce: kq := {(N,F,K) /F ≥ F}. Figure 1.2 is a

plot of set kq. The set comprises all the states above the horizontal plane at the bottom of

the figure. As it appears, this constraint is only binding when forest area is very low.
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The third constraint (16) refers to the minimum level of capital K. We require the

absolute level of wealth to be at least as high as it was in 2005. Denote by kK the subset

of k for which condition (16) can be satisfied: kK := {(N,F,K) / K ≥ K2005}. Figure 1.3

is a plot of set kK . This set includes all the states to the right of K2005.

Figure 1.2: Set kq is above the horizontal
plane

Figure 1.3: Constraint on capital: Set kK

Our fourth constraint refers to the minimum per capita level of capital. We require that

wealth in per capita terms always be at least as high as in year 2005. Denote now by kKpc

the subset of k for which condition (17) can be satisfied: kKpc := {(N,F,K) / K
N ≥

K2005
N2005

}.

Figure 1.4 is a plot of set kKpc .

By merging all our constraints together, we obtain our feasibility set kC . We can now

formally define kC in the following manner:

kC := {x = (N,F,K) / kq ∩ kK ∩ kKpc}. (22)

Figure 1.5 is a plot of set kC .
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Figure 1.4: Constraint on capital per
capita: Set kKpc

Figure 1.5: Feasibility set: kC

5.2 Benchmark case: V iabS(kC)

Set kC does not involve the system dynamics; it is a static set. Our three state variables

N , F , K are not constant and evolve in time. To determine whether or not Tandroy’s

productive system is sustainable we refer to viability theory. Viability theory provides us

with the concept of the viability kernel. Denote by V iabS(kC) the viability kernel of set kC

for system S. The viability kernel V iabS(kC) is the largest subset of kC for which one can

find at least one control rule such that its resulting trajectory remains in kC forever (such

a trajectory is then called viable).

For our application, set V iabS(kC) can be understood as the set of initial states for which

sustainable development is possible, in the sense that an evolution that always remains in

kC is an evolution for which our constraints can always be satisfied. If the set V iabS(kC)

is empty, then this would mean that there is no initial state in kC from which a viable

evolution starts. In such case Tandroy productive system is said unsustainable.
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More formally, denote by x0 = (N,F,K) any point in kC . Denote now by SS(x0) the

set of all evolutions x(·) for the dynamic system (29) which emanate from x0, that is,

SS(x0) :=
{

(xn)n∈N /∃ (un)n∈N ∈ U
N such that xn+1 = g (xn, un) , x0 = x0

}
.

Then, the viability kernel is given by

V iabS(kC) := {x ∈ kC / ∃x(·) ∈ SS(x), ∀n ∈ N, xn ∈ kC} .

Using the viability algorithm proposed in Saint-Pierre (1994),6 we obtain that V iabS(kC)

is an empty set. This means that there are no states in kC for which all our constraints can

be satisfied forever.

For this particular case, it is easy to identify the reason why sustainability fails, i.e.,

V iabS(kC) is empty. Substituting for αt and γt, from (2) and (3), in the population dynamics

(1) we obtain

Nt+1 −Nt

Nt
= α+ at − β + θ ·

(
Rt
Nt
−M

)
.

Given that Rt is positive, and that at ∈ [amin,amax], then we have the following lower bound

on the population’s variation rate:

Nt+1 −Nt

Nt
≥ α+ amin − β − θM. (23)

Substituting for the parameters values in (23), we get Nt+1−Nt

Nt
≥ 0.01, i.e., total popu-

lation will increase by at least 1% every year. As the set kC is bounded and the population

can only increase, then, clearly, all evolutions will leave kC in finite time. Consequently, the

set V iabS(kC) is empty and this means that Tandroy’s productive system is not sustainable.

6The viability algorithm is a set-valued algorithm to numerically approximate the viability kernel. VI-
MADES Inc. developed this algorithm and allows us to use a version that is well adapted to environmental
problems. All the viability kernels appearing in this paper were computed with this type of algorithm.
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Faced with this negative result, the relevant question becomes the following: Can the

Tandroy do something to turn their system into a sustainable one? Our previous results

show that the current birth rate is too high, so we begin by exploring what changes in the

birth rate are required in order to have a non-empty viability kernel.

5.3 Reduction in the birth rate

Recall that the net birth rate in (2) is given by two terms: a fixed one α = 0.026 and a

variable one at. A necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the viability kernel to be

non-empty is that Nt+1−Nt

Nt
≤ 0 is feasible. This is possible if amin ≤ −0.010. Denote by

S1 the dynamic system that results when we let amin = −0.015. The viability kernel of

kC for the dynamic system S1 can be denoted by V iabS1(kC). In Table 1.III, we specify

the bounds for all of our control and state variables for system S1. We also include the

specification used for all the different scenarios computed throughout this paper:

Table 1.III: Bounds on control variables for all scenarios studied

System at bt ct dt Tt
S [0, 100] [0, 0.01] [298 600, 597 200] [0, 6000] [0, 0]
S1 [0, 100] [−0.015, 0.01] [298 600, 597 200] [0, 6000] [0, 0]
S2 [0, 100] [−0.015, 0.01] [298 600, 597 200] [5708,5708] [0, 0]
S3 [0,3000] [−0.015, 0.01] [298 600, 597 200] [5708,5708] [0, 0]
S4 [0, 100] [−0.015, 0.01] [298 600, 597 200] [0, 6000] [0, 0]
S5.5 [0, 100] [−0.015, 0.01] [180 000, 597 200] [0, 6000] [0, 0]
S6 [0, 100] [−0.015, 0.01] [298 600, 597 200] [0, 6000] [0,6.5 · 1010]

The units for all variables in Table 1.III have been omitted for simplicity. The values

in bold indicate a change with respect to S1. Monetary transfers are constant and equal

to zero for most of the scenarios considered. Scenarios S4-S6 were computed requiring an

extra constraint on the total forest area (F ≥ F2005).

Figure 1.6 below is a plot of V iabS1(kC).
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Figure 1.6: Two views of set V iabS1(kC)

Figure 1.6 shows two views of V iabS1(kC) from two different perspectives.7 Set V iabS1(kC)

is made of all the points contained within the coloured volume. There are at least three

distinct regions in the cube that do not belong to V iabS1(kC). We have labelled these

regions with letters A, B and C in the figure. Region A is determined by the constraint

on minimum capital (16). Region B is related to the existence of constraint (17) on the

minimum per capita capital. Finally, region C is also determined by constraint (17), but

here, the relation is more subtle. Recall that if the population increases, capital must also

increase in order to satisfy (17). Recall also that every head of cattle requires δ hectares

of pasture land. The inclined surface that we observe relates these three facts. Take any

point in the boundary of V iabS1(kC) in region C. For a variation in population equal to

∆N , capital must increase at least ∆N K2005
N2005

units, i.e., ∆K ≥ ∆N K2005
N2005

. Now, if capital

increases ∆K units, then pasture land must increase (i.e., forest area must decrease) at

7Most of the figures representing the viability kernels plotted in this paper consist of two views of the
same set from two different perspectives. The sets are complex and this double representation allows the
reader to better seize the geometry of the set. It is also worth noting that the axes representing capital and
population are inverted in each of these views.
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least δ hectares for every additional head of cattle: ∆F ≤ −δ · ∆K. We thus have that

∆F ≤ −δ ·∆N K2005
N2005

. This explains the shape of the frontier of V iabS1(kC) in region C.

5.4 Forest ownership and afforestation

Until now, we have supposed that the deforestation rate in Androy can be controlled. One

of the reasons why V iabS1(kC) was not empty is that low deforestation rates are feasible.

Figure 1.7 is a plot of the highest possible deforestation rate, d, along the boundary of the

previously computed V iabS1(kC).

Figure 1.7: Highest viable deforestation rate along the boundary of V iabS1(kC)

Figure 1.7 shows that the Tandroy can afford to have a high deforestation rate for as

long as they are not close to the lower boundary of V iabS1(kC).

Forest in Androy is, in practice, an open-access resource. Whoever clears and subse-

quently occupies a piece of land is identified as its de facto owner. This type of behaviour

poses a great problem and makes the task of reducing deforestation quite hard -if at all

possible- to achieve.
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Now suppose that it was not possible to reduce the deforestation rate. That is, suppose

d is constant and equal to its current rate (i.e., d = dcurrent = 5708 ha yr−1). This raises an

interesting question: Can Tandroy’s economic system be sustainable if deforestation cannot

be reduced? Put differently: Would the viability kernel (V iabS2(kC)) be non-empty if d

were fixed and equal to the current deforestation rate?

Our results show that V iabS2(kC) is empty. In fact, it is easy to prove analytically that

the current deforestation rate is not sustainable. Consider equation (4) and substitute dt

by its current value to obtain

Ft+1 − Ft = at + η ·
(

1− Ft
Fmax

)
· Ft − dcurrent. (24)

The left-hand side of (24) is maximized when F = Fmax
2 and a = amax and can be

expressed as follows:

Ft+1 − Ft ≤ amax +
η · Fmax

4
− dcurrent. (25)

Substituting for the parameters’ values, we obtain that Ft+1 − Ft ≤ −2390 ha yr−1.

Hence, if the deforestation rate is set constant and equal to its current level, the forest

area will decrease by at least 2390 ha every year. The current afforestation rate in Androy

(acurrent) is equal to 69 ha yr−1(RM, 2003). Up to now, the upper bound used for the

afforestation rate, amax, was equal to 100 ha yr−1. Now suppose that the yearly afforestation

rate could be as high as 3000 ha and denote by S3 the dynamic system that results when

we allow for a ∈ [0, 3000]. Figure 1.8 below is a plot of V iabS3(kC).

There is not a great difference between Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.8. In fact the two

sets almost coincide. This means that if we are able to fully control deforestation and

afforestation is low (V iabS1(kC)), we obtain a similar result as when we are not able to

reduce current deforestation levels but the afforestation rate is high (V iabS3(kC)). This
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Figure 1.8: V iabS3(kC): Impact of increasing the upper bound on reforestation

is a positive message for local forestry authorities: Implementing a high afforestation rate

yields similar results as controlling the deforestation rate, and it is probably less difficult

and costly to monitor.

5.5 Keeping the forest intact

Figure 1.8 provides an optimistic message: Sustainability is achievable even if the current

deforestation rate remains high and unchanged. This same figure, however, also conveys a

negative message: Sustainability can be achieved even when the forest area is quite low.

As we saw in Figure 1.8, forest area can converge to Fmin and still be part of a sustainable

solution. In other words, it is sustainable to virtually deplete the forest.

Therefore, we ask ourselves if it would be feasible to maintain the forest untouched

provided it were possible to monitor and control the deforestation rate. Once more, we can

translate this question into the language of viability theory. Denote by kCF
the following

set: kCF
:= {kC ∩ {(N,F,K) / F ≥ F2005}}. Now denote by V iabS4(kCF

) the viability

kernel for set kCF
where S4 ≡ S1. We want to determine whether or not V iabS4(kCF

) is
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empty. Note that, by construction, V iabS4(kCF
) ⊆ V iabS4(kC) ∩ kCF

. Figure 1.9 is a plot

of V iabS4(kCF
).

Figure 1.9: Two views of V iabS4(kCF
). Maintaining current forest area

One can observe that V iabS4(kCF
) is not empty. In fact it is equal to the intersection

between V iabS1(kC) and kCF
. The main message we get is that if one can control the

deforestation rate then it is possible to satisfy all constraints without harming the forest.

5.6 Current state of the Tandroy economy

Up to now we have computed a number of viability kernels. Some of them were empty,

while others were not. However, we have not yet addressed our second research question,

namely, is the Tandroy economy’s current state sustainable? Or put differently, does x2005 =

(N2005, F2005,K2005) belong to any of the kernels that we have computed so far?

The answer to this question is negative. Figure 1.10 and Figure 1.11 are a plot of

V iabS1(kC) and V iabS4(kCF
) respectively. The initial state x2005 does not belong to either.

Figure 1.10 is a plot of the previously computed V iabS1(kC) from a different perspective.

One can observe that x2005 /∈ V iabS1(kC). Figure 1.11 shows the same set as in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.10: State x2005 does not belong
to V iabS1(kC)

Figure 1.11: State x2005 does not belong
to V iabS4(kCF

)

We have now added x2005 and again show that x2005 /∈ V iabS4(kCF
). What these two figures

tell us is that, even if Tandroy’s economic system is sustainable for some initial states, this

is not the case for the current state.

The main reason why x2005 is not sustainable in any of the scenarios studied is that

overall Tandroy consumption, c · N2005, is not sustainable in time. Recall that parameter

cmin = c is equal to 298 600 ar yr−1. Figure 1.12 is a plot of the highest feasible (i.e.,

affordable) consumption along the boundary of our previously computed V iabS4(kCF
). We

show two views of this set from different perspectives.

Figure 1.12 shows the obvious fact that as population increases the highest affordable

consumption must decrease. It also suggests that if the lower bound in consumption, cmin,

decreases (for a constant level of capital and forest area) then the boundary of the viability

kernel would shift and include states with greater population.

To clarify this last point, we have performed a sensitivity analysis and computed the

viability kernel for several scenarios. Each scenario has a different lower bound on the per
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Figure 1.12: Highest affordable consumption along the boundary of V iabS4(kCF
)

capita consumption variable, as specified in Table Table 1.IV. The idea is to obtain the

highest lower bound on the consumption variable for which the currrent state of the system

is part of the viability kernel.

Table 1.IV: Different lower bounds in consumption per capita

Scenario C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

cmin 298 600 270 000 240 000 210 000 180 000

Denote by V iabS5.1(kCF
) the viability kernel of scenario C1. The minimum consumption

rate in scenario C1 is exactly the same one that we used to compute V iabS4(kCF
). In fact,

V iabS5.1(kCF
) is exactly the same set as the previously computed V iabS4(kCF

). Now, denote

by V iabS5.2(kCF
)-V iabS5.5(kCF

) the viability kernels corresponding to scenarios C2 to C5.

The viability kernel for C5 is the only one of the of the five proposed scenarios that includes

x2005 inside its boundaries. In this scenario, cmin = 180 000 ar yr−1.

Figure 1.13 is a plot of the kernel for scenario C5. The size of the viability kernel

increases when cmin decreases. Since x2005 lies at the boundary of V iabS5.5(kCF
), we can

write that, ceteris paribus, cmin = 180 000 is the largest minimum consumption rate for
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Figure 1.13: State x2005 belongs to V iabS5.5(kCF
)

which the current state of the system is viable. In other words, the current per capita

consumption rate in Androy must be reduced by 40% in order for x2005 to be viable.

5.7 Monetary transfers

The viability kernel computed in Figure 1.13 somehow presupposes that reducing consump-

tion is feasible. The current consumption rate is already very low and the Tandroy perceive

the forest as something to be exploited if needed. Therefore, it is not clear that the Tandroy

would be willing to sacrifice 40% of their consumption in order to be viable and preserve the

forest. It is important to mention that reducing consumption is not the only way to ensure

that x2005 is included in the viability kernel. Another possibility would be using monetary

transfers.

So far we have considered monetary transfers as being equal to zero. It is possible, how-

ever, that national authorities or international organizations or countries would be willing

to compensate the Tandroy for their keeping the forest intact. The question then becomes
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how much money would have to be transferred in order that there are no decreases in either

the forest area or the current consumption rate.

To answer this question, we need to review our previous findings: V iabS4(kCF
) is not

empty; therefore it is possible to preserve the current forest area and current consumption

levels, although not at the current population levels. Analogously V iabS5.5(kCF
) contains

x2005, which means that it is possible to preserve the current forest area and the current

population, but not the current consumption rate. The only difference between these two

sets is the lower bound in consumption, cmin, used to obtain them.

Denote by T̃ the minimum value of transfers that guarantees that current consumption

is sustainable for the current Tandroy population. One can compute T̃ analytically as the

product between current population and the difference in the cmin used for S4 and S5.5:

T̃ = N2005 (c− cC5) = 6.5 · 1010 ar · yr−1,

where c and cC5 are the minimum per capita consumption rates allowed in scenarios S4

and S5.5, respectively. Now denote by S6 the dynamic system that results when we use

T ∈ [0, T̃ ]. Figure 1.14 below is a plot of V iabS6(kCF
).

State x2005 is included in the boundary of set V iabS6(kCF
) by construction. Hence, for

transfers as high as 6.5 ·1010 ar · yr−1 (31 M2011$US yr−1) it is possible for the Tandroy to

maintain their current per capita consumption, and for their valuable forest to be preserved.

It is also worth noting that V iabS5.5(kCF
) and V iabS6(kCF

) do not strictly coincide. We

have that for N > N2005 / N · (c− cC5) > T̃ . Hence V iabS5.5(kCF
) includes some states

with high population levels that do not belong to V iabS6(kCF
). Conversely, for N < N2005 /

N · (c− cC5) < T̃ . Hence V iabS6(kCF
) includes some states with low population levels that

do not belong to V iabS5.5(kCF
).
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Figure 1.14: Monetary transfers can make x2005 viable: V iabS6(kCF
)

6 Conclusions

The dry forest in Southern Madagascar has great ecological importance and much of its

biodiversity is unique. In this paper we modelled the economic and productive system

of the Tandroy people and showed that it is far from being sustainable. We proposed a

number of policy changes that are necessary to recover sustainability. The Tandroy need to

reduce their birth rate, else population will continue to grow and put pressure on the forest

resource. Reducing natality is necessary, but not sufficient.

The current deforestation rate is also far from being sustainable. Forests in Androy are

an open-access resource and it is not clear that deforestation can be reduced. If reducing

deforestation is beyond reach, or if it is too costly to monitor and control deforestation,

then it may be desirable to boost afforestation by means of public programs to offset part

of the deforestation damage and help stabilize the area of forest.

We have found a number of requirements (e.g., low birth rates, lower deforestation rates

than the current levels, low consumption rate) that make the Tandroy production system
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sustainable for a small set of states. However, the current population in Androy is high and

is not part of the set of initial states for which sustainability can be guaranteed. One way

to ensure a sustainable development for the current level of population (more than 550 000

people) is to reduce per capita consumption in the region by roughly 40% with respect to

2005 levels.

Reducing consumption can have devastating consequences, though. Deforestation is

mainly caused by the mix of poverty and ill-defined property rights over the forest. It

is thus very unlikely that the forest will be spared if the Tandroy’s consumption rate is

reduced. On the contrary, the deforestation problem may worsen if consumption decreases

or if population increases persist over time.

Malgache national authorities, developed countries and NGOs are showing increasing

interest in preserving the dry forest in Androy. We have computed the amount of money

that would be required from them on a yearly basis to preserve the forest as it currently is.

According to our estimates, as much as 65 billion ariary (roughly US$ 31M), are required

to maintain the current level of consumption for the region’s population.

Appendix: Variables description

State Variables

N : Tandroy population

Tandroy population in the Androy region. The data on the Tandroy population that we

used was forecasted by RM (2003). According to their forecasts Tandroy population in

2005 totalled 548 418 individuals. State variable N can take values within two bounds N ∈

[Nmin, Nmax]. Nmin = 0 is exogenously determined and Nmax is determined endogenously
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as the largest population that can consume their subsistence level c:

Nmax =
1

c
max [RA,RW,RZ] =

1

c
PAX (Fmax − τ) = 1 836 128,

where the terms inside the brackets represent the maximum agricultural yield, the maximum

yield from cattle farming, and the maximum timber yield, respectively, when the whole

available area is allocated to either of the three activities.

F : Forest area in Androy

The forest stock in our model is measured as the total area of dry forest in the Androy

region given in hectares. RM (2008) and USAID (2007) estimate that the forest in 2005

covered 453 561 ha. Forest area can take values in the range F ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] where Fmin is

set equal to the size of the taboo forest (see estimate of parameter τ below) and parameter

Fmax denotes the maximum extent of the Androy forest measured in hectares. Fmax was

set equal to the original pristine size of the forest. The oldest and most accurate estimate

we have access to is the one by Humbert and Cours-Darne (1965) who estimated that the

forest in Androy covered 623 000 ha in 1960.

K : Capital stock in Tandroy society

The stock of capital is proxied by the zebu population. The current zebu population in

Androy for 2005 is 290 000 heads (Fanokoa, 2007). The capital stock is bounded in our model

and belongs to the set K ∈ [Kmin,Kmax]. Kmin is set equal to zero and represents a physical

constraint (we do not allow for banking or negative capital assets) and Kmax is the maximum

achievable cattle stock that is determined endogenously according to the region’s maximum

carrying capacity. A zebu needs, on average, an area of δ ha for pasture.8 If we suppose

8The value of δ is estimated below.
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that all available land, Fmax − τ , is used for pastures, we then obtain Kmax = 1 555 994

zebus.

Control Variables

a : Afforestation rate

Total afforested area measured in hectares. Total afforestation in the region is very small.

RM (2003) estimates the afforestation for 2005 to be 69 ha. The afforestation rate in our

model belongs to the interval a ∈ [amin, amax] = [0 , 100].

b : Control on the birth rate

Ability that the governmental institutions have to influence the base birth rate with re-

spect to its natural value α. A positive value indicates a policy that aims at increasing

natality (e.g., tax cuts for larger families) and vice versa (e.g., advertising and educational

campaigns for the use of contraceptive measures). For our benchmark case, we consider

b ∈ [bmin, bmax] = [0 , 0.01].

c : Consumption per capita

Yearly per capita consumption in the region. We have allowed consumption to fluctuate

around the following interval: c ∈ [cmin, cmax] = [c , 2c], where c denotes current con-

sumption (estimated below). The upper bound chosen for maximum consumption, cmax, is

completely arbitrary but has little or no impact on the solution. We simply chose a value

that doubles the current per capita consumption. This upper bound is just required for

mathematical tractability.
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d : Deforestation rate

Total human deforestation measured in hectares. We do not have direct measures or estima-

tions of current deforestation in the region. Nevertheless, we have access to observations of

the yearly variation in total forest area in Androy (USAID, 2007). According to USAID, the

total forest area decreased at a rate of 3098 ha yr−1 during the period 2000-2005, meaning

that average forest loss in equation (4) equals 3098 ha yr−1. We know all the other terms

in equation (4). We can thus compute current deforestation as a residual. Substituting for

parameters and current values of the afforestation rate, we obtain an estimate of current

deforestation: d2005 = 5708.4 ha. In our paper d is modelled as a bounded pseudo-control

variable that the Tandroy can adjust, i.e., d ∈ [0 , dmax] where we rounded up and set

dmax equal to 6000 ha so that the value of the upper bound is consistent with current

deforestation figures, that is, we set the current deforestation as a worst-case scenario.

da : Area deforested and burnt for agricultural purposes

Total area burnt and subsequently used to grow agricultural goods. Typically, the produc-

tivity of this type of land is much higher.

dw : Area deforested to obtain wood

Forest area deforested to obtain wood primarily used for heating and cooking. The wood

obtained can also be sold to obtain economic revenues.

dz : Area deforested for pasture use

The Tandroy burn the cacti and use them to feed cattle. This practice is known as ororaketa.
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T : Monetary transfers

Total monetary transfers expressed in ariary. These are monetary transfers coming from

the national authorities or foreign aid agencies. They can be seen as transfers or subsidies

to the Tandroy people with the objective of compensating them for reducing deforestation

or applying a given forest or environmental policy.

Parameters

The parameters are written in order of appearance in the text.

α : Average birth rate

The birth rate in Androy is measured in child births per person and year. We compute α

using the estimates from RM (2003) for the four main districts in the region in 2005. The

numbers inside parentheses correspond to the birth rates while the other figures correspond

to the population in each of these four districts.

α =
146078·(0.020) + 51592·(0.023) + 50652·(0.028) + 99194·(0.032)

146078 + 51592 + 50652 + 99194
= 0.026.

β : Average mortality rate

Average mortality rate was computed using the same source (RM, 2003) and in the same

manner as α.

β =
146078·(0.006) + 51 592·(0.003) + 50652·(0.009) + 99194·(0.006)

146078 + 51592 + 50652 + 99194
= 0.006.

θ : Population willingness to migrate in terms of revenue

Current migration in the region is γ = −0.005 (Fanokoa, 2007). We have calibrated θ using

equation (3) to fit current migration. This gives us an estimate of θ = 5.956 · 10−8.
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M : Per capita income for Madagascar

Average per capita income for Madagascar measured in ariary per year for 2005. IMF

(2007) estimates per capita income at US$ 309. The average exchange rate between the

ariary and the US dollar for the period from 2003 to 2006 is 1238.33 ar per dollar. This

gives a value of M = 382 644 ariary.

η : Natural growth rate of the forest

Elmqvist et al. (2007) report that the Androy forest cover grew 4% in abandoned rural

areas from 1993 to 2000. The authors show that these findings are also consistent with

data for the period between 1984 and 1993. This change in forest area can be expressed

on an annual basis to obtain a mean annual increase of 0.5619%. Considering that total

area of Androy forest in 2005 was 453 561 ha, we estimate the natural regeneration of forest

area to be 2548.6 ha yr−1. If forest grows following expression (4), substituting, we obtain

η = 0.021.

µ : Natural net growth rate of livestock population per annum

This parameter denotes the yearly net growth rate of zebu population when taking into

account natality and mortality rates for natural causes. Note that the Tandroy often kill

zebu in times of famine in order to eat. This has to be taken into account when computing µ

or else the parameter could be underestimated. We used data from RM (2007) to estimate

µ at 0.029.

Pz : Price per zebu

The average price of a zebu has been proxied by the price of the meat in an adult animal

or rather what is called a tropical cattle unit (TCU). Barral (1974) and Kirsch-Jung and
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Soeftestad (2006) introduce this synthetic unit to compare across zebus of different ages

and types. An adult zebu weights approximately 250 kg on the hoof, while the average one

is slightly smaller (approximately 25 % smaller). The price of meat being Pmeat = 2900

ar/kg we estimate the price per zebu at 543 750 ariary.

δ : Area needed for pasture per head of cattle

This parameter is estimated by computing the ratio of current pasture land, here denoted

SZ2005, with respect to the current stock of cattle, i.e., δ = SZ2005
K2005

. To obtain SZ2005,

we subtract the surface area dedicated to agriculture, SA2005, from the already deforested

area (Fmax − F2005). The area dedicated to agriculture SA2005 equaled 65 000 ha in 2005

(INSTAT, 2006) and Fmax − F2005 = 170 000 ha, hence SZ2005 = 105 000 ha. Parameter

δ = 0.362 ha/zebu.

X : Average land productivity

Average land productivity is measured in kilograms of agricultural good per hectare. We

use a single agricultural good in our model even if the Tandroy grow a variety of goods.

To compensate for this shortcoming we computed X taking into account the three most

important agricultural products in the region (i.e. corn, manioc and sweet potato). RM

(2006a and 2006b) provide us with estimations of the average productivity per hectare for

each of these goods, namely Xcorn = 1000 kg/ha, Xmanioc = 6300 kg/ha and Xpotato = 4500

kg/ha. Note that in one year one may grow corn and sweet potato on the same land since

both growing calendars are compatible; however, manioc cannot be mixed with either of

them because its growing calendar overlaps that of the other two crops. We compute the

average yield in tons of crop per hectare by aggregating together corn and sweet potato on

the one hand and manioc on the other: X =
(Xcorn+Xpotato)+Xmanioc

2 = 5900 kg/ha. We
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thus have three crops but two possibilities, for this reason we have a two in the denominator.

We can do this type of aggregation as long as we are careful in computing the average price

of the representative agricultural product PA.

PA : Price of the representative agricultural good

The price of the representative agricultural good in ariary per kilogram of crop. We ag-

gregate the information on the three most important crops, to compute both the price and

the average land productivity of our representative good. RM (2006a and 2006b) and WFP

(2006) provide us with the price, in ariary, per kilogram of crop of corn, manioc, and sweet

potato: Pcorn = 191 ar/kg, Pmanioc = 178.8 ar/kg and Ppotato = 178.8 ar/kg. To determine

the average price, PA, we aggregate the economic value of these three products as follows:

PA =
Pcorn ·Xcorn + Ppotato ·Xpotato + Pmanioc ·Xmanioc

2X
= 179.8ar/kg.

ϕ : Reduced agricultural productivity due to forest depletion

Eswaran et al. (2001) estimate the loss in productivity as a consequence of land degradation,

erosion and desertification. They report that the productivity loss due to such processes

in Africa ranges between 2% and 40% and they provide an average estimate for the whole

continent: 8.2%. We use their estimates to compute ϕ. Average productivity in our model

is X. Hence ϕ = 0.082· X = 483.8kg/ha.

c : Per capita consumption per annum

WB (2007) estimates that per capita consumption in Androy in 2005 is 298 600 ariary.
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ψ : Increased agricultural productivity per ha deforested and burned

This parameter is computed as a ratio with respect to average land productivity. Blanc-

Pamard and Rebara (2001) estimate this increase between 50% and 100% for the first two

years after the land is burnt. We have set ψ = 0.75.

Pw : Average price of wood

Price of wood per cubic meter. This parameter is determined by the ratio between the

total economic value of wood (industrial round wood and fuelwood) in Madagascar and its

total volume. FAO (2006) estimates the economic value of this volume at US$ 75.34 million

and the total volume of wood in year 2005 at 7.03 million m3. We compute the price as

Pw = 75.3
7.03 = 10.7$/m3 and translate it into the local currency. This gives Pw = 13250

ar/m3.

cw : Per capita consumption of wood

This parameter is measured as per capita consumption of wood per annum. In Madagascar,

one person consumes 0.037 m3/yr−1 of fuelwood (FAO, 1983).

n : Per-hectare timber yield

The timber yield is measured in cubic metres of wood per hectare of deforested forest.

Timber yield is estimated by DEF-ME (1996) at 29 m3/ha for Eastern and Southern Africa,

particularly for the Euphorbiaceae, Acanthaceae, etc.

ε : Free collection of wood ratio

This is the ratio of free collection of wood per hectare with respect to the average timber
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yield of deforested land. The ratio has been estimated in the literature to range between

[0.01, 0.025]. We follow Andrés-Domenech et al. (2011) and adopt ε = 0.01.

τ : Total area of taboo forest

Parameter τ denotes the part of the forest that is taboo for the Tandroy for various reasons,

namely, religion and superstition. The Tandroy do not enter and do not collect wood in

these parts of the forest. According to Ferguson (2007), the total area of taboo or sacred

forest in Androy is 60 000 ha.

ω : Yearly revenue per cattle unit

This parameter measures annual economic revenues in ariary coming from cattle. Zebus

give milk and provide the Tandroy with meat, two revenue sources that are far from being

negligible. Parameter ω can be computed as follows:

ω = pmilk · qmilk ·
KL

K
+

pmeat · qmeat
life expectancy

,

where pmilk is the price of a litre of milk; qmilk is the number of litres of milk produced yearly

by a cow in lactation. The ratio KL
K denotes the proportion of zebus in lactation. With

respect to meat revenues, pmeat stands for the price per kilogram of meat, qmeat equals the

amount of meat per average zebu (its weight is 75% of that of a TCU). We divide by the life

expectancy to obtain an average quantity of meat on an annual basis. The values estimated

for these parameters by RM (2006c) are pmilk = 400 ar/litre, qmilk = 300 litres/year,

KL
K = 0.1875, pmeat = 2900 ar/kg, qmeat = 0.75 ·250 kg, and their life expectancy is 8 years.

Merging these figures together we obtain an estimation of ω = 90469 ar zb−1 yr−1.
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Abstract

We adopt viability theory to assess the sustainability of the world’s forests while taking into

account some of the competing economic, social and environmental uses of these forests;

namely, timber production, poverty alleviation through agriculture, and air quality, as well

as the negative externalities that these uses create. We provide insights on the different

trade-offs faced to achieve sustainability and draw some policy implications as to what is

the path leading to sustainability in the long run.
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1 Introduction

For the Food and Agriculture Organization “[Forests] are to provide renewable raw mate-

rials and energy, maintain biological diversity, mitigate climate change, protect land and

water resources, provide recreation facilities, improve air quality and help alleviate poverty”

(see, Global Forest Resources Assessment 2005 (FAO, 2006)). The report also states that

“Competing interests in the benefits of forest resources and forest land are omnipresent,

and the need for a sound basis for analysis and conflict resolution has never been greater.”

The aim of this paper is to assess sustainability of the world’s forests by taking into ac-

count some of these competing economic, social and environmental uses; namely, timber

production, poverty alleviation through agriculture, and air quality, as well as the negative

externalities that these uses create.

Both the provision of timber and agricultural use of deforested land bring economic

revenues in the short run. However, an excessive exploitation of forests (and subsequent

reduction of the forest mass) may make it harder, if possible at all, to fulfil either economic

or environmental goals in the long run. As world forests grow smaller not only timber pro-

duction falls, but also the capacity of world forests to absorb (i.e., sequester) carbon (FAO,

2001, 2006). World’s forests clean the air by sequestering carbon from the atmosphere and

releasing oxygen as they grow. This carbon is fixed in the form of organic matter. World

forests thus behave both as a carbon tank, storing carbon in form of biomass, and as a

carbon sink, sequestering carbon from the atmosphere as they grow. A decrease in forest

biomass implies a reduction in the total amount of carbon stored, however, it is often ne-

glected that the size of forest biomass may also affect the ability of forests to work as a

carbon sink.
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Forest expansion depends on total forest land. Some forestry studies have shown that

the speed at which forests expand is far from being constant or even linear (see e.g., Bennett

(1983), Chen (1988), Sugita and Tsukada (1982), Tsukada (1981, 1982)). This non-linearity

implies that forest depletion has an impact on the role of forests to behave as a carbon sink.

A tree that is cut cannot grow and thus cannot sequester carbon. Deforestation not only

reduces total forest biomass, but also total carbon sequestration.

Based on this simple idea we have built a model that accounts for the exacerbating

effect that deforestation has on the accumulation of greenhouse gases, namely CO2, in the

atmosphere. Increases in the atmospheric concentration (i.e., stock) of greenhouse gases

due to emissions cause problems like global warming (see IPCC9 (2001, 2007), The Royal

Society (2005)) and a number of heart and breathing diseases (NIOSH10, 2007).

We have modelled deforestation as a means to get revenues from timber production as

well as from agricultural use of deforested land. To model these two sources of revenues

we took stock on the forestry model presented in Van Soest and Lensink (2000) and added

some new elements, i.e., afforestation effort and natural growth of the forest to account for

its renewable nature.

Together with the forestry model, we have considered CO2 emissions and the stock of

CO2 in the atmosphere. The main objective of this paper is to link deforestation to the

issue of accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

We have introduced a number of economic and environmental requirements and char-

acterized the set of controls (deforestation and afforestation rates, emissions and eventual

monetary transfers to forest owners) and initial states of a dynamic system that are com-

patible with the compliance of such requirements.

9IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
10NIOSH: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.
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In particular, we question ourselves about the sustainability of the current emissions-

forestry system. To tackle this question we call upon viability theory, see e.g., Aubin

(1991), which offers a natural framework to assess sustainability by retrieving the set of

initial states of a system for which it is possible to find a control path that satisfies a

number of requirements. This approach proves to be extremely useful when working with

complex dynamic systems where analytical solutions are beyond reach. Recent applications

of viability theory to resources and environmental economics include, among others, De

Lara and Doyen (2008), De Lara et al. (2007), Doyen et al. (2007), Martinet and Doyen

(2007), Aubin et al. (2005), Aubin et al. (2004).

Our results show that sustainability requires larger afforestation levels, decreases in

emissions, and convergence, in the long term, to emissions 18% lower than its 1990 levels.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the model.

Section 3 serves to introduce the notion of sustainability and relate it to viability theory. In

Section 4 we obtain a first set of results that is complemented in Section 5 with a series of

scenarios where the values of main model’s parameters are modified. Section 6 concludes.

2 Model

In this section, we introduce the dynamical system, the control variables and the constraints.

The forest model that we use was originally proposed in Ehui et al. (1990) and later modified

and specified in Van Soest and Lensink (2000). We enrich the version in Van Soest and

Lensink (2000) by capturing new elements of the forest dynamics such as afforestation and

the natural growth of the forest. We have included the dynamics of both CO2 emissions

and the stock of CO2 in the atmosphere. As a result, we have a dynamical system involving

three state variables. The four control variables retained in our model are the rate of
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deforestation, the rate of afforestation, the speed of adjustment of CO2 emissions and,

eventually, monetary transfers to land owners.

2.1 Dynamical system

Although it is trivial to state that a forest is a renewable resource that grows and expands

overtime, it is a highly challenging issue to measure how fast it expands. The reason lies in

the fact that “There is little information, on the population dynamics of trees [...] and any

significant changes in populations usually occur over at least several decades, making field

observation and experimentation very difficult” (Chen, 1988). Because of this difficulty to

model the expansion -surface wise- of different taxa, a number of studies have used pollen

data to track their historical evolution (see, e.g., Bennett (1983), Chen (1988), Sugita and

Tsukada (1982), Tsukada (1981, 1982)). The conclusion to which most of these studies

arrive is that the expansion of the analyzed taxa depends positively on their size, and can

be well modelled through an exponential or logistic law.

Although in this paper we are interested in modelling the growth rate of the forest itself,

and not just a few species, we shall take stock on the above cited studies in modelling the

expansion of the global forest. Indeed, we assume this expansion to be non-linear and limited

by the availability of conquerable land.11 As a forest expands, total available conquerable

land diminishes until a point where land scarcity matters and slows down forest expansion,

exactly as it happens with individual tree taxa. We approximate this process by a logistic

function exhibiting a carrying capacity. Denote by F the world’s total forest area, and by

ρ and d the instantaneous reforested and deforested area, respectively. The evolution of

11Conquerable land can be broadly defined as the land that is suitable for forest colonization. In our case
conquerable land is proxied by world total forest area prior to industrialization.
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forest area is described by the following differential equation

Ḟ (t) = ρ(t) + η ·
(

1− F (t)

Fmax

)
· F (t)− d(t), (26)

where η is a positive parameter12, and Fmax is the maximum carrying capacity of the forest.

Previous studies have estimated the total size of world’s forests before pre-industrial levels

at roughly 42% of total land (that is 5 500 million hectares). We have set Fmax at this

value. The above dynamics is a generalization of the forest dynamics used in Van Soest

and Lensink (2000) and Fredj et al. (2006), where ρ = η = 0 in the first and ρ = 0 in the

second.

Let E(t) represent the flow of anthropogenic CO2 emissions. We suppose that emissions

take time to adjust. Indeed, it seems unrealistic to assume that emissions can be changed

(i.e., reduced) drastically overnight, for many reasons, among them inertia in consumption

habits and technology. Denote by v the rate of variation of emissions, i.e., Ė(t)
E(t) = v(t).

Our assumption that emissions take time to adjust implies that v is bounded. Note that

saying that emissions are a flow control variable whose rate of change is bounded, is entirely

equivalent to the expression below, where, for simplicity, we have modelled emissions as a

state variable and v as a bounded control variable:

Ė(t) = v(t) · E(t), (27)

where v ∈ [vmin, vmax] ,with vmin < 0 and vmax > 0. The lower and upper bounds of v,

discussed in the appendix, can be seen as technological caps. We have kept vmin constant,

for it is the simplest specification that allows us to capture the increasing difficulty to abate

emissions in absolute terms as emissions decrease. One could think of more sophisticated

specifications where vmin and vmax are parameters that depend on technology or emissions

12All parameters values and references used to obtain them are provided in the appendix.
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themselves. However, in this exploratory study, we keep vmin and vmax constant for sim-

plicity.

Denote by S the cumulated stock of CO2 in the atmosphere. This stock increases with

the release of emissions and decreases with carbon sequestration by world’s forests and

oceans.13 Trees sequester carbon as they grow and IPCC (2007) and FAO (2006) estimate

that roughly 50% of the dry weight of forest biomass is carbon. The total amount of carbon

sequestered is proportional to the variation in volume of biomass in world forests. However,

measuring this variation is far from being an easy task. Further, other factors, e.g., the value

of forest captures, need to be considered to avoid underestimating the carbon sequestration

effect by world forests. To overcome these difficulties, we make the simplifying assumption

that there exists a representative and homogeneous forest with a constant growth rate -in

terms of volume- per unit of area. Considering the growth rate of biomass as given enables

us to express total carbon sequestration in terms of forest area alone. This implies, ceteris

paribus, that carbon sequestration increases with forest area. It is tempting to assume, for

the sake of generality, that the marginal rate of sequestration depends on the availability of

CO2, and, therefore, have the rate of sequestration given by ϕ (S) ·F . However, due to lack

of conclusive evidence showing larger absorption rates in environments with greater CO2

concentration,14 we suppose that total carbon sequestration by the forests is given by ϕ ·F ,

where ϕ is a positive parameter that denotes the amount of carbon sequestered per unit of

area and time.

The second carbon sink considered in this paper are oceans. Denote by W (t) the carbon

sequestered by oceans per unit of time. To keep the numerical computations manageable,

we assume W to be constant, i.e., W (t) = W . This assumption, however, is in line with

13For simplicity land use change emissions have been neglected in this paper.
14See, e.g., Norby et al. (2002).
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empirical evidence showing that carbon uptake during the last few years has remained

relatively stable despite small year to year variations due to el Niño effects (Le Quéré et al.

(2009)). The evolution of the stock of pollution is, then, given by the following differential

equation:

Ṡ(t) = E(t)− ϕ · F (t)−W. (28)

To wrap up, our three-dimensional dynamical system, to which we shall refer to as D,

consists of:

(D)


Ḟ (t) = ρ(t) + η ·

(
1− F (t)

Fmax

)
· F (t)− d(t),

Ė(t) = v(t) · E(t),

Ṡ(t) = E(t)− ϕ · F (t)−W,
with u := (ρ, d, v) ∈ U,

(29)

where U is the feasible set of controls, that is,

U = [ρmin, ρmax]× [dmin, dmax]× [vmin, vmax] .

For future reference, we generically write the first three lines of D as

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) ,

with x (t) = (F (t) , E (t) , S (t)) .

2.2 Control variables and revenue

The forest in our model is owned and managed by some agents (private or public) who get

revenues from three different sources: forest exploitation (i.e., selling of timber), agricultural

activities and monetary transfers. Denote by R the revenues generated from these three

sources. Timber exploitation yields a revenue given by P · q, where P is the price and q

the quantity of timber put on the market. We assume that the prevailing price of timber is
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given by the following linear inverse demand function

P = P̄ − θ · q, (30)

where P̄ is the choke price (maximum price consumers are willing to pay) and θ > 0 is the

slope of timber demand.

As in Van Soest and Lensink (2000), we assume that timber can be obtained from two

sources: clear felling and selective logging. Clear felling a given forest area d provides a

quantity of timber n · d, where n stands for the per hectare timber yield. Timber can also

be retrieved by selectively logging a few trunks per hectare, which has little impact on the

stock of forest. The per hectare yield of selectively-logged forest land equals n · γ ·F , where

parameter γ stands for the efficiency of selective logging with respect to clear felling. We

have included an additional parameter δ to account for the fact that only a fraction of the

world’s forests is currently being used for productive purposes (FAO, 2007).15 The quantity

of timber available in the market is thus given by

q = n · d+ n · γ · δ · F. (31)

Revenues from agriculture depend on the quantity of good produced and its price. We

suppose that the price of the agricultural good is a given constant PA. The harvest depends

on the size of the land available for agriculture, that is Fmax − F , and on its productivity,

denoted by Z. The productivity of agricultural land is determined by three components, a

fixed element, and two variable ones:

Z = Z̄ + α · d− β Fmax − F
Fmax

. (32)

15Van Soest and Lensink (2000) set δ = 1.
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The term α · d stands for the enhanced soil productivity of newly deforested land, and

−β Fmax−F
Fmax

captures the positive externality generated by forests that serve as shelter and

source of nutrients and rain to nearby agricultural land. Note that this positive externality

becomes a negative one as the forest is depleted. We use α to remain consistent with Van

Soest and Lensink’s notation; however, here α is a variable, rather than a fixed parameter,

and is given by

α =
ψ · Z̄

Fmax − F
. (33)

The rationale for having this variable term, instead of a fixed one as in Van Soest and

Lensink (2000), is to normalize the impact of d among all agricultural land Fmax − F ,

and recognize that newly deforested land is more productive by a factor ψ. In fact, omit-

ting this normalization term in the denominator would imply overestimating the impact of

deforestation on productivity.

The third source of revenues for forest owners comes from eventual monetary transfers

T . The determination of the latter has been the subject of a number of papers (see, e.g.,

Barbier and Rauscher (1994), Stähler (1996), Van Soest and Lensink (2000), Fredj et al.

(2004, 2006), Mart́ın-Herrán et al. (2006)). Basically, the idea in this literature is to let

the monetary transfers by industrialized countries (North) be contingent on deforestation

rate or size of the tropical forest in the developing countries (South). We do not address

here the issue of designing a payment scheme having some desirable properties (e.g., time

consistency). We focus rather on the determination, if necessary, of the monetary transfer

that can be part of a sustainable environmental and economic regime.

Taking into account the three above-mentioned sources of revenues together we obtain

the following total net revenue function:

R = P · q + PA · Z · [Fmax − F ] + T − κ1ρ− κ2d, (34)
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where PA is the price of the agricultural good,16 transfers T unless otherwise specified are

taken constant and equal to zero, and κ1 and κ2 denote the per-hectare afforestation and

deforestation costs respectively.

3 Defining sustainability

In 1987 the World Commission on Environment and Development of the United Nations

released the famous report entitled “Our Common Future” where sustainable development

was formally defined for the first time as: “Development that meets the needs of the present

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” It is

now admitted that the term sustainable development embodies three components, namely

environmental, economical and social. This paper deals with the first two aspects in the

context of exploitation of the world forests.

Before we formally define what we intend by environmental sustainability, we introduce

the state-space used, that is made of three state variables: forest area, CO2 emissions and

atmospheric concentration of emissions. The state space to which we shall refer to is a subset

of R3
+:

K := {x = (F,E, S) /F ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] , E ∈ [Emin, Emax] , S ∈ [Smin, Smax]} .

The set is a cube with upper and lower bounds for each state variable. The upper and

lower bounds that we use for the forest area F represent physical rather than normative

16Note that PA, unlike the price of timber P , is constant. In fact, our model accounts for all wood
production and it makes sense to have a variable P . On the contrary, the agricultural production in our
model represents only a fraction of world agricultural production. For this reason, we make the simplifying
assumption that PA is constant.
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constraints. The upper bound on F denotes world forest area at pre-industrial levels and

the lower bound Fmin is set to zero.17

The bounds on emissions E can be seen as reasonable economic constraints. It is not

very realistic to think that emissions can be totally eradicated. For this reason we have

chosen a lower bound for emissions, Emin, that is different from zero. This lower bound

on emissions can be identified with a minimal size of the economy. In particular we have

chosen Emin equal to the level of emissions in 1990 (Emin = E1990), since this figure has

found large consensus in the economic literature as a benchmark level following the Kyoto

Protocol. The upper bound on emissions, Emax, that we have retained is two times Emin.

This choice, though arbitrary, is set sufficiently large so that its impact on the solutions

retrieved throughout is negligible. In fact the only reason to have an upper bound on

emissions is mathematical tractability (i.e., need to work with bounded states).

Finally, the upper and lower bounds on S do have a clear and important environmental

interpretation. The lower bound reflects pre-industrial atmospheric carbon levels, i.e., 284

ppm; while the upper bound, Smax, accounts for carbon concentration levels beyond which

serious climate issues may arise. We have used the upper bound of 650 ppm CO2 as a

benchmark level.18 The benchmark 650 ppm CO2 concentration is equivalent to roughly

700-750 ppm CO2-equivalent and, according to the IPCC, such concentration will lead, by

the end of the 21st century, to a very likely increase in temperature above 1.8oC (most

probably 4.3oC) and a sea level rise between 0.26 to 0.59 meters mostly due to the thermal

expansion of the water. As any choice is somehow arbitrary, we shall also run the model

with a different upper bound (550 ppm), and assess the impact on the results.

17Note that Fmin = 0 has to be seen as a physical constraint and we, by no means, think that a world
without forests is sustainable.

18The selection of the lower and upper bounds for each state variable is further discussed in the Appendix.
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Our approach of restricting the control and state variables values to lie in pre-defined

intervals, is similar to the so-called Tolerable Windows Approach (see, e.g., Petschel-Held

et al. (1999), Bruckner et al. (2003) and Aubin et al. (2005a)). Actually, the bounds on the

controls simply reflect the idea that decisions cannot be changed drastically overnight, while

the bounds on the states are related to physical, technological or environmental constraints.

Table 2.I summarizes the benchmark bounds that will be used for the state and control

variables of our model in the scenarios showed in sections 3 and 4. In section 5, we have

performed some sensitivity analysis with respect to these key variables and thresholds for

the sake of completeness.

Table 2.I: State and control variables’ bounds

Variable Lower Bound Upper Bound

F 0 ha 5.5 Gha
E 21.4 GtCO2 42.8 GtCO2

S 284 ppm 650 ppm
ρ 0 ha 3 Mha
d 0 ha 15 Mha
v −0.015 0.03

The benchmark upper bound values used for ρ and d correspond to the current or

business-as-usual (BAU) ones. With respect to v we have allowed for a lower bound of up

to −1.5% that is consistent with what is achievable, but is far from the BAU scenario of

1%-3% yearly emissions increase.

3.1 Environmental sustainability

Once our working environment, K, has been defined, our goal is to find a control policy such

that the system remains within K, and more particularly within the bounds [Smin, Smax].

Denote by x0 = (F0, E0, S0) any point in K. Any such point x0 is said to be viable if and

only if we can find at least one evolution whose trajectory remains inside K forever.
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Denote by SD(x0) the set of all evolutions x(·) for the dynamical system (29) which

emanate from x0, that is,

SD(x0) := {x(·)/∃u(·) ∈ U such that ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) , x(0) = x0} . (35)

To generalize this notion from one single point (as in (35)) to a whole set of states we call

upon viability theory and its definition of the viability kernel. The viability kernel is the

set of points x0 for which there exists at least one evolution x (·) ∈ SD(x0), which remains

in K:

V iabD(K) := {x0 ∈ K / ∃x(·) ∈ SD(x0), ∀t ≥ 0, x(t) ∈ K} .

The concept of V iabD(K) is particularly useful since it coincides with the set of points de-

noted as environmentally sustainable. By construction, for all points (states) in V iabD(K) it

is possible to find a control rule such that our environmental criterion (i.e., S ∈ [Smin, Smax])

can be met at all times. Although we do not impose a priori a minimum level of F ,19 this

does not mean that having a small-sized forest is desirable (or sustainable). In this paper,

forests are seen as an instrument to control pollution and we do not actively require that

forest area remains above a specified level. This being said, if the forest area becomes too

small, then the stock of greenhouse gases accumulates quickly (see equation (28)) and sus-

tainability may not be achieved. In other words, we let the model determine endogenously

which is the minimum size of the forest that is compatible with a sustainable development.

3.2 Economic sustainability

To account for economic sustainability we have retained two indicators: the level of revenues

R and the quantity of wood produced q. Economic revenues measure the income of forest

owners and we use them as a proxy to their welfare, while the quantity of wood q accounts

19Recall that Fmin = 0.
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for the needs in terms of furniture and heating. We operationalize economic sustainability

through the following two constraints:

q (x, u) ≥ q, (36)

R (x, u) ≥ R, (37)

that is, we require that forest revenues and supply of timber always be greater or equal than

some pre-specified thresholds. We have equated these lower bounds q and R to current

timber production and economic revenues. Current levels are used here as a proxy to

account for the needs of the present. At the same time, by requiring q and R to be always

greater or equal than these current threshold levels, we are operationalizing the definition

of sustainable (economic) development put forward before. This being said, the choice of

any pair
(
q,R

)
may be subject to a long debate. In any event, one can modify these values

at will and verify if under the new ones, sustainability is still feasible.

3.3 Global sustainability

After having introduced the two notions of sustainability, one can further define global

sustainability as the simultaneous fulfilment of both economic and environmental objectives.

Again, this notion of global sustainability can be easily dealt with by the existing tools in

viability theory.

The functions q and R, defined respectively by (31) and (34), depend on the state x and

the control u. They must satisfy the constraints (36) and (37).

For any x = (F,E, S), define the set-valued map

x→ UC (x) :=
{
u ∈ U such that q (x, u) ≥ q and R (x, u) ≥ R

}
. (38)
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Note that if there is no pair (x, u) verifying the economical constraints then UC (x) is empty.

Introduce now the corresponding constrained dynamical system:

(DC)


Ḟ (t) = ρ(t) + η ·

(
1− F (t)

Fmax

)
· F (t)− d(t),

Ė(t) = v(t) · E(t),

Ṡ(t) = E(t)− ϕ · F (t)−W,
with u := (ρ, d, v) ∈ UC (F,E, S) .

(39)

We now define the viability kernel of K for the above dynamical system:

V iabDC
(K) := {x0 ∈ K, ∃x(·) ∈ SDC

(x0), ∀t ≥ 0, x (t) ∈ K} .

By construction, all the elements x0 belonging to V iabDC
(K) are environmentally and

economically sustainable. By comparing (29) and (39) we observe that for all x ∈ K,

UC (x) ⊂ U , therefore we have

V iabDC
(K) ⊆ V iabD(K). (40)

4 Results

Step 1: Computation of V iabD(K)

Consider the system D, that is, the vector of controls, u plus the three state equations

governing the evolution of forest area, emissions and stock of emissions, (26)-(28); and

consider V iabD(K) the subset of K for which at least one evolution remains in K forever.

The set V iabD(K) is made of the states for which there exists a control rule such that our

environmental requirements can be sustained.

The first insight that we get is that V iabD(K) is empty. Recall that our system D is

made of three dynamic equations, where the third one is Ṡ(t) = E − ϕF −W and with

F ∈ [0, Fmax] , E ∈ [Emin, Emax] and W constant. We observe that, for E = Emin and

F = Fmax, Ṡ is positive for our parameters’ values. A fortiori, Ṡ will be positive for any
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other values of E and F . Now, if Ṡ > 0 is always positive for any point x = (F,E, S) ∈ K

and K is a bounded set, this means that any solution starting from any point in K, leaves

K in finite time. Put differently, a necessary condition to recover viability is that there

exists a state x ∈ K for which the following condition applies:

E − ϕF −W ≤ 0. (41)

The highest emissions level for which inequality (41) can be satisfied is obtained by substi-

tuting F by its maximum value. We denote this emissions level by E#:

E# = ϕFmax +W.

We define the new set K# accordingly as:

K# :=
{
x = (F,E, S) / F ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] , E ∈

[
E#, Emax

]
, S ∈ [Smin, Smax]

}
,

where K# is the minimum set for which one can find a non-empty viability kernel. By

this we mean that emissions E# is the highest level of emissions for which environmental

sustainability is achievable.

From now onwards we work with K# rather than with K. Figure 2.1 below is a plot of

V iabD(K#), where V iabD(K#) is the region above the coloured surface.

From Figure 2.1 we draw a number of conclusions: (i) The larger the initial stock of

CO2 in the atmosphere, the larger the minimum initial forest area needed to guarantee

sustainability. (ii) States with too low forest levels and high stock of GHGs (bottom-

right) or states with high emissions and high stock levels of CO2 (top-right corner) are not

sustainable, regardless of the values of the other state variables: If the forest area is too

small and GHG concentrations are high, then one cannot reforest fast enough to counter

balance the rapid increase of greenhouse gases due to high emissions levels. Similarly, if both
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Figure 2.1: Viability kernel of set K#: V iabD(K#)

emissions and the stock of CO2 are too high, then, whatever the forest area, one cannot

reduce emissions quickly enough to ensure sustainability. In either case, sustainability

cannot be achieved because of a too large accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere.

Note that in Figure 2.1 we have the paradoxical result that some low-forest states are

sustainable. This result, however, has to be interpreted with great care. In fact, forest

area needs to converge to Fmax in the long run, else we have a perennial accumulation of

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Hence, forests play a key role in maintaining GHG

concentrations within the pre-specified limits, even if forest area is small in the short run.

What this figure suggests is that such low-initial forest-area scenarios may still be viable in

the long run provided that we reforest fast enough and forest surface increases sufficiently

fast.
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Step 2: Introduction of the economic constraints

Let us define

K#
C :=

{
x ∈ K# such that UC (x) 6= ∅

}
. (42)

In this step we retrieve K#
C , which is the subset of K# for which one can find a set of

controls for which it is possible to satisfy our economic constraints. The only state variable

involved in constraints (36) and (37) is forest area F . The aim here is to determine the

lowest and highest value of F (further denoted F and F respectively) for which it is possible

to satisfy these two constraints at any time. Unlike with V iabD(K#) one can now retrieve

analytically the half spaces where each of these two constraints are satisfied. From (31) and

(36), the supply of timber reads

n · d+ n · γ · δ · F ≥ q. (43)

Note that the greater the deforestation rate d, the lower the stock of forest required to

achieve the minimum wood supply q. The above condition gives

F ≥ F :=
q − n · dmax

n · γ · δ
. (44)

Inequality (44) provides the minimum value of F for which there exists a control (dmax

in this case) that satisfies q ≥ q. We show the half-space K#
q := {(F,E, S) / F ≥ F} in

Figure 2.2 below.

The value of F (3.3 billion hectares) in Figure 2.2 is obtained by substituting all the

values of the parameters in (44). This represents approximately 85% of the world’s current

forest area (3.95 billion hectares in 2005 (FAO, 2006)).
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Figure 2.2: Addressing our timber constraint: Set K#
q

To retrieve F we proceed analogously. Substitute expressions (30)-(33) in (34) and then

consider constraint (37). We obtain the following expression:

R=

[
− PAβ
Fmax

− θn2γ2δ2
]
F 2+

[
−2θn2γδd+P̄ nγδ − PAZ̄+2PAβ

]
F

−θn2d2+[P̄ n+PAψZ̄]d+PA[Z̄Fmax+βFmax]−κ1ρ−κ2d+T ≥ R. (45)

Solving expression (45) for F and substituting the values of our parameters gives us the

maximum forest size, F , that can secure R.20 Once we have F , we can define the set K#
R

:=
{

(F,E, S) / F ≤ F
}

drawn in Figure 2.3. The values of F that satisfy R ≥ R are those

inside the shaded area.

By looking at Figure 2.3 it may seem counter-intuitive that our revenue constraint

cannot be met for high levels of forest area. The rationale behind this result is that an

expansion of forest area necessarily implies a reduction in the surface area available for

agriculture. Reducing the agricultural surface area, however, has a pronounced negative

20Note that, for the time being, T is kept constant and equal to zero.
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Figure 2.3: Addressing our revenue constraint: Set K#
R

impact on economic revenues since agriculture, rather than timber, is the main source of

revenue for land owners. This result is in line with other empirical evidence, see, e.g.,

Barbier and Rauscher (1994), Barbier and Burgess (2001) or FAO (2006).

The value of F obtained equals 3.96 billion hectares which is only slightly greater than

current forest area. In other words, forest area cannot increase beyond F due to the pressure

set by agricultural revenues. As we will later see, the only possible way to increase forest

area is by compensating forest owners with monetary transfers.

Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 represent the subsets K#
q and K#

R where inequalities (36) and

(37) are respectively satisfied.

The set K#
C -defined in (42)- is contained in the intersection of these two sets, i.e., K#

C

⊆
{
K#
q ∩K#

R

}
. We have computed K#

C and, in this case, it coincides with the intersection

of the two (i.e., K#
C =

{
K#
q ∩K#

R

}
) since there is no conflict between the simultaneous

fulfilment of the two constraints. Figure 2.4 is a plot of subset K#
C .
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Figure 2.4: Addressing both economic constraints jointly: Set K#
C

To summarize, if the forest stock grows beyond the top plane in Figure 2.4 then revenues

are too low and inequality (37) is violated. Conversely, if the forest size is below the bottom

plane, wood demand cannot be met and inequation (36) is not satisfied.

Step 3: Combining environmental and economic constraints

In this third step, we compute the Viability Kernel of K#
C for the dynamical system DC ,

denoted V iabDC
(K#

C ). Note that by construction

V iabDC
(K#

C ) = V iabDC
(K#) = V iabD(K#

C ).

This set includes all the points that are sustainable both in economic and environmental

terms.

Before computing V iabDC
(K#

C ), recall that in Step 1 we showed that 1990 emissions

levels are not compatible with a long run stabilization of GHG concentrations. We then

defined the set K# that is given by the highest emissions level that is compatible with the
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non-emptiness of the viability kernel, and subsequently computed V iabD(K#). Recall also

that, when defining both E# and K#, sustainability relied on the possibility to have forests

grow and reach Fmax.

Then, in Step 2, we reduced the area of interest to region K#
C . That is, the states of the

system for which it is possible to find controls that allow the satisfaction of the economic

constraints. We showed that the forest area that is compatible with the satisfaction of such

economic constraints (F ≤ F ≤ F ) is much lower than Fmax (i.e., F < Fmax).

Recall that for V iabDC
(K#

C ) not to be empty we need, by construction, the following

things : (i) That Fmax is reachable and reached or else GHGs will not cease to accumulate.

(ii) That F < F or else the revenue constraint cannot be addressed. The two requirements

cannot be met simultaneously. Therefore, it is trivial to conclude that V iabDC
(K#

C ) must be

empty. In other words, environmental and economic sustainability enter in contradiction.

The main reason being that emissions E#, are not low enough to guarantee a non-empty

viability kernel for F .

From the computation of K#
C we have that F is the largest economically viable for-

est area. Let us denote by E[ the maximum emissions level for which both the revenue

constraint can be satisfied and Ṡ(t) ≤ 0 is feasible. Then E[ is given by the following

expression:

E[ = ϕF +W.

A necessary but not sufficient condition to have a non-empty V iabDC
(K#

C ) is to have a new

lower bound on emissions not higher than E[.

This being said, E[ emissions are not enough to guarantee the stability of the atmo-

spheric concentration of GHGs. It is also required that forest area F is sustainable over
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time. Let us recall that F and F represent threshold levels, but nothing prevents that the

forest gets depleted while we are in the region K#
C .

In what comes next we show that there exist other additional reasons that cause

V iabDC
(K#

C ) to be empty. These are indeed related to the fact that not only F is not

sustainable but also that F decreases throughout K#
C due to a too high deforestation rate

and/or a too low afforestation rate.

Recall from inequality (44) that, for the threshold level F , quantity q can be supplied

only if deforestation is set at its maximum level, dmax. As we move towards the interior of

K#
C (i.e., as F increases) the minimum deforestation required to satisfy constraint (36) will

decrease. Now, let us define dq as the minimum deforestation rate required to guarantee a

supply of timber q throughout K#
C :

dq := inf
{
d / ∀x ∈ K#

C , q ≥ q
}
. (46)

where q is given by equation (31).

If we now link (46) with our forest dynamics (eq. (26)) we obtain that if dq is too large

it will force F to decrease:

∀F ∈ K#
C , dq > ρmax + η

(
1− F

Fmax

)
F ⇒ Ḟ < 0. (47)

Equation (47) gives us an explanation of why V iabDC
(K#

C ) is necessarily empty if the

timber constraint is too stringent: If the minimum deforestation required to ensure q (dq)

is always larger than maximum afforestation, ρmax, plus the natural growth of the forest,

η
(

1− F
Fmax

)
F , then forest area is doomed to decrease. In such case, compliance with q

ultimately leads to forest depletion thus creating a vicious cycle such that complying with
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q becomes always harder. As a result, all the possible evolutions starting from any point

inside K#
C will necessarily leave K#

C in finite time.

This is exactly what we observe. We are not sustainable since all the possible control

policies have to face the dilemma of depletion of the forest vs non compliance of economic

objectives: While the system remains within region K#
C the forests keep being depleted but

the economic constraints can still be satisfied. But as soon as the stock of forest (i.e., forest

area) goes below F the economic crisis begins21 and if we continue trying to address our

economic constraints during the crisis we will further deplete the forest until it completely

disappears. That is, until leaving K, and not just K#
C .

According to FAO (2006) the average world net forest loss equals 7.3 million hectares

every year, our model closely replicates this stylized fact. Figure 2.5 shows the evolution of

forest area supposing that the business-as-usual (BAU) scenario prevails. If the tendency

is not reverted and one extrapolates the current data on deforestation and afforestation, it

will take roughly 80 years to trespass the threshold level F .

The qualitative message that we get is that if we want to satisfy the economic objectives

we may do so in the short run, but only at the price of creating an ever growing environ-

mental breach that will ultimately lead to forest depletion and impossibility to satisfy those

same objectives in the long run. Furthermore, from (46) we know that deforestation cannot

be reduced or else the economic constraints are not met. If deforestation cannot be reduced,

then total forest area is bound to decrease unless afforestation can compensate for it.

Afforestation affects the forest dynamics (eq (26)) just as deforestation does. Since

afforestation and deforestation are linked, one can compute the minimum necessary af-

forestation in terms of dq. We can rewrite condition (47) to obtain a necessary, though not

21The term economic crisis is used here to denote the non fulfilment of one or more of the economic
constraints.
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Figure 2.5: Forest surface evolution when applying the BAU policy

sufficient, condition for V iabDC
(K#

C ) not to be empty:

∃F ∈ K#
C / ρmax > dq − η

(
1− F

Fmax

)
F (48)

We need afforestation ρ to be at least greater than the right-hand side of expression (48),

to avoid having an empty V iabDC
(K#

C ). Since η
(

1− F
Fmax

)
F is decreasing in F in the

interval [F2 , F ] and we have that F
2 < F we thus have that the natural growth rate of

the forest is decreasing in F throughout [F , F ], i.e., throughout K#
C . Making use of this

monotonicity property on the natural growth rate of the forests we can rewrite our last

necessary condition for V iabDC
(K#

C ) not to be empty in simpler terms:

ρmax > dq−η
(

1− F

Fmax

)
F (49)

Substituting dq by its value in (49) gives ρmax > 9.4 million hectares per year. Other way

put, if ρmax < 9.4 million hectares then V iabDC
(K#

C ) will surely be empty since Ḟ will be

negative. According to FAO (2006) current world afforestation is 2.8 million hectares per

year. The upper bound for afforestation used so far in this paper is 3 million hectares.
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To summarize, there are several reasons why the business-as-usual (BAU) system is not

sustainable. Among them, the following three: First, deforestation is too large and is leading

to forest depletion. Second, afforestation is too low to counterbalance the negative effect

of deforestation. Third, emissions create excessive accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere

and emissions E# are not low enough to ensure sustainability since compliance with the

economic constraints prevents forest area from expanding beyond F .

Facing this gloomy perspective, a natural question to ask is whether there is something

that can be done about it. The answer is positive. Indeed, if we can fulfil all the following

requirements sustainability can be recovered:

1. Deforestation is too high and causes forest depletion. However, deforestation cannot

decrease or else our constraint on timber supply cannot be met. This means that

afforestation must increase to compensate for the high deforestation rates.

2. Yearly afforestation has to increase beyond 9.4 million hectares. Otherwise F de-

creases (Ḟ < 0) and minimum timber supply (31) will not be achievable in the long

run due to forest depletion.

3. Emissions as low as E[ need to be achievable. That is, Emin ≤ E[.

4. Emissions have to be at least non-increasing. This means that the lower bound on the

speed of variation of emissions, vmin, has to be smaller than zero. Emissions may be

constant provided that they do not exceed ϕ · F +W . Since current world emissions

surpass by more than 50% the boundary ϕ · F +W , emissions must decrease.
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Figure 2.6 below is a plot of a non-empty viability kernel computed with the following

parameter specification:

vmin = −1.5%, δ = 0.30, ρmax = 11 · 106 ha.

Figure 2.6: A viable solution: Set V iabDC
(K[

C)

The lower bound on emissions has also been changed and we will apply Emin = E[ = 17.5

Gt CO2. The new set with which we shall work is denoted by K[:

K[ :=
{
x = (F,E, S) /F ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] , E ∈

[
E[, Emax

]
, S ∈ [Smin, Smax]

}
.

Analogously the constrained set K[
C :=

{
x ∈ K[ such that UC (x) 6= ∅

}
.

Figure 2.6 is a plot of V iabDC
(K[

C). This set contains all the initial states of the system

for which one can find both an economic and environmentally sustainable development path.

Needless to say, sustainability is achievable as long as the correct controls are applied. It

is worth noting, also, that the current state of the system: (F = 3.95 Gha, E = 28 Gtons

CO2, S = 379 ppm) lies within this viable set. This is good news. However, implementing
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these sustainable policies is obviously a challenging task. Indeed, to achieve sustainability,

the current rate of afforestation has to more than triple; emissions, rather than increasing,

need to decrease. It is also necessary that emissions are reduced in the long run to levels

sensibly lower (18% lower) to what they were in 1990.

Figure 2.7 shows three viable trajectories among many possible ones. Each of them

departing from (F2005, E2005, S2005) but with different properties

Figure 2.7: Three examples of viable trajectories

Trajectory A is obtained by applying the following vector of constant controls u = (v =

vmin, ρ = 10 ·106 ha, d = 13 ·106 ha). Trajectory A quickly converges to a stable equilibrium

point characterized by a low concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere. On the other hand,

trajectory B has been obtained by applying the vector of controls u′ = ( v = 0, ρ = 10 · 106

ha, d = 13 ·106 ha). Emissions are constant, the stock of emissions increases and the system

moves towards the frontier of the set. Then, just before leaving V iabDC
(K[

C) there is a

policy switch to u′′ = u = (v = vmin, ρ = 10 · 106 ha, d = 13 · 106 ha ). Finally, trajectory C

can be obtained by applying u′′′ = (v = vmax, ρ = 10 · 106 ha, d = 13 · 106 ha). Emissions
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are now increasing at its BAU rate until reaching Emax, then emissions stay constant until

the threshold beyond which continuing with high emissions takes the evolution outside the

Viability Kernel. For trajectories B and C the system finally converges to a new equilibrium

characterized by a much higher concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere. Trajectories B and

C follow the so-called heavy evolution that prescribes that the control only changes when

strictly necessary, that is, when the evolution hits the boundary of the viability kernel. For

the sake of clarity, in Figure 2.8, we have plotted in 2D the trajectories of emissions and

the stock of emissions for each of the three evolutions.

Figure 2.8: Time trajectories of the state variables

5 Sensitivity analysis and scenarios

In this section, we assess the impact of changes in some of the most important variables

and their bounds on the solution. The aim of this exercise is to understand the separate
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contribution of each of them on V iabDC
(K[

C). To simplify the presentation, we analyze in

some cases the impact on K[
C or on V iabD(K[) separately rather than on V iabDC

(K[
C) for

exposition (pedagogical) reasons. As a benchmark we have taken the following values:

Emin = E[ = 17.5 GtCO2, vmin = −1.5%, Smax = 650 ppm,

δ = 0.30, T = 0 $, ρmax = 11 Mha.

These are the same values that we used to obtain Figure 2.6 in the previous section. In

each of the following scenarios, one of the above parameters is changed every time.

5.1 Carbon free economy

So far we have worked with the hypothesis that emissions cannot be reduced sine die.

We have operationalized this idea by adding a constraint on the side of minimum yearly

emissions. We have seen that setting the lower bound on 1990 emission levels (Emin = E1990)

yields non-sustainable outcomes. Considering the slightly more optimistic case of Emin =

E# < E1990 also fails since emissions E# require that forest area increases and reaches

pre-industrial levels (Fmax). As we saw, increasing forest size beyond F (with F < Fmax)

enters in contradiction with the economic constraints of the model. It thus takes the more

optimistic Emin = E[ < E# (i.e., 4 GtCO2 less than 1990 emissions levels) to be compatible

with our long term goal of staying within the threshold of 650 ppm of CO2.

In this scenario we explore yet another possibility, albeit extremely optimistic: What

if in the long run anthropogenic emissions could be reduced to zero? That is, what would

be the outcome if we allowed for Emin = 0? It is straightforward to conclude that if

emissions are equal to zero, then the role of forests as a carbon sink is no longer essential.

This, however, does not mean that forests are now totally unnecessary. In fact, emissions

reduction is slow and it will take time for current emissions to converge to zero. Following
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the emissions dynamics equation -eq (27)- and keeping in mind that the speed of adjustment

of emissions, v, is bounded, there are still many states of the system for which the situation

is irreversible. Introduce the new set K♦:

K♦:= {x = (F,E, S) / F ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] , E ∈ [0, Emax] , S ∈ [Smin, Smax]}

Figure 2.9 shows V iabD(K♦), that is made of the points between the two coloured surfaces

depicted. By looking at Figure 2.9 we see that when we allow emissions to converge to

zero, we have a new set of states (to the left of the curved surface on the left side of the

figure) for which we are not sustainable. For these states with low emissions levels, carbon

sequestration by forests may actually reduce carbon concentration below pre-industrial lev-

els. This curved surface shows the threshold beyond which one cannot avoid the stock of

carbon from decreasing below 284 ppm.

Figure 2.9: Carbon free economy: Set V iabD(K♦)

Set K♦ is quite different from K[ since K♦ includes states with null emissions levels,

while K[ only allowed for emissions as low as E[. Since emissions is one of the three state
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variables, the size of both sets differs and this has an impact on the size of V iabD(K♦)

and V iabD(K[) as well. Figure 2.10 is a joint plot of the two previously computed sets,

V iabD(K♦) and V iabD(K[), using the same scale for both. Figure 2.10 gives us a fairer

understanding of the differences between them.

Figure 2.10: Comparison of two scenarios: V iabD(K♦) vs V iabD(K[)

The set V iabD(K[) is made of the states above the inner dark-coloured surface. While

V iabD(K♦) is made of the set within the two multicoloured surfaces that span the big cube.

The vertical cut that we observe in the middle of the figure corresponds to E[ and this is

the reason why V iabD(K[) does not span to the left of this vertical plane. It is clear to

see that V iabD(K♦) ⊃ V iabD(K[). This being said, if we analyze the differences on the

half-cube where the two sets overlap, the most interesting findings are: First, by allowing

emissions to converge to zero in the long run, one can see that sustainability is achievable

for a wider range of initial states with low forest levels. And, second, applying Emin = E[ or

Emin = 0 as our lower bound on emissions results in no difference for states with high initial

GHG concentrations and high forest levels. The main reason to explain why the boundary
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is common to both sets on the top right corner of the figure is simply that in this part of

the cube it is short-run excessive accumulation of greenhouse gases, rather than long term

convergence to null emissions, that poses a viability problem.

To sum up, the qualitative message that we get is that reducing emissions beyond E[

does not change the situation much, except in those cases in which initial forest area is

low. However, in the more realistic case where forest’s area is not low and both emissions

and the stock of GHGs in the atmosphere are high, then what matters is not long term

convergence to null emissions, but rather being able to reduce emissions fast in the short

run. This ability to reduce emissions fast depends on vmin rather than on Emin and explains

why both sets overlap in the top-right part of the cube.

5.2 Rate of reduction of emissions

We now study how the previously computed V iabD(K[) varies with changes in the lower

bound of CO2 emissions adjustment rate (changes in vmin). Recall that so far all figures

have been computed with vt ∈ [vmin, vmax] = [−0.015, 0.03]. The lower bound vmin = −0.015

implies that it is possible to reduce CO2 emissions from one year to the next at a rate of 1.5%.

This lower bound is probably too optimistic. In fact, according to real data, world emissions

increased roughly 1% yr−1 during the 1990s and 3.4% yr−1 between 2000 and 2008. During

this time only a few economies were able to reduce their emissions. Among them, Germany

is probably the most outstanding example and managed to reduce its emissions by 1.8%

yr−1 during the 1990s. Eastern European countries and former Soviet Republics were also

able to reduce their emissions, but this was mainly due to the collapse of their economic

system. In fact, the number of countries that achieved a sustained economic growth while

reducing their emissions is rather small.
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We have considered, here, five different scenarios (see Table 2.II) ranging from the

realistic business-as-usual (BAU) scenario of +3%, to the optimistic emissions-reduction

scenario of −1.5% and we have computed the Viability Kernel for each to test its sensitivity

to changes in vmin. Intuitively, the value of vmin is related to technology. We do not claim

here that such technology is already available, but look at what would be its impact if it

were.

Table 2.II: Different lower bounds on the rate of adjustment of emissions

Scenarios E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

vmin +3% 0% −0.5% −1% −1.5%

Figure 2.11 shows the plot of the lower boundary of the viability kernel for each of these

scenarios. These scenarios can be compared to E5 that shows the benchmark V iabD(K[)

computed in the previous section.

Figure 2.11: Impact on V iabD(K) of changes in vmin

From Figure 2.11 we draw the following conclusions: First, if emissions are, at best,

strictly increasing (scenario E1) then the corresponding viability kernel is empty (unobserv-
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able in the figure) meaning that the business-as-usual scenario that describes the world’s

current economic system is not sustainable. Second, if emissions are not decreasing and

at best constant (scenario E2) then the viability kernel is non-empty but current emissions

must not exceed ϕ · Fmax +W .22 Third, if emissions can be reduced (i.e., scenarios E3, E4

and E5) then the viability kernel increases considerably with respect to E2. However, the

difference among E3, E4 and E5 is not very substantial. The qualitative message that we

get is that it takes some emissions reduction to have a viable environmental system.

In fact, if emissions continue to increase at the BAU rate of 3% yr−1(scenario E1)the

atmospheric concentration will exceed the upper bound of 650 ppm in 45 to 50 years de-

pending on what is the forest policy implemented.

Figure 2.12: Evolution of GHGs concentration with BAU emissions

Figure 2.12 illustrates this last statement. The horizontal line denoted by S is the 650

ppm line. BAU emissions are depicted by the curve SBAU . Note that if emissions continue

to increase at a 3% rate, it will take roughly 45 years to go beyond the 650 ppm threshold.

22Note that ϕ · Fmax + W = 17.5 GtCO2. Current world emissions are far from these figures. This rules
out scenario E2 as an alternative.
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5.3 More stringent environmental targets

Up to now we have worked with an upper bound on the atmospheric concentration of

greenhouse gases of 650 ppm CO2 which according to IPCC (2007) will very likely result

in a temperature increase above 1.8oC with respect to pre-industrial levels. This 650 ppm

threshold, however, may also be too optimistic. In fact, there exists empirical evidence

suggesting that beyond 560 ppm CO2 net dissolution of reefs worldwide is possible due to

the acidification of the oceans (Silverman et al., 2009).

The modelling framework used here does not consider the possibility of changes in the

feedbacks governing carbon sequestration by the oceans. What we have done, instead,

is perform a sensitivity analysis with respect to Smax and recalculated V iabD(K[) for the

case in which the upper bound on emissions is S′max = 550 ppm rather than the 650 ppm

threshold used so far. We have computed the viability kernel for this new scenario, further

denoted as V iabD(K550[). To make the new results comparable with the previous ones, we

graph together V iabD(K[) and V iabD(K550[) in the same figure (Figure 2.13).

The results show that V iabD(K550[) has essentially the same shape as V iabD(K[) apart

from having its boundary shifted 100 ppm to the left. In addition to this, there are some

small changes between the two sets in the bottom part of the cube. With the 650 ppm

setting, most of the initial states with low forest levels were viable, whereas with 550 ppm

one, they are not viable any longer. The reason why reducing Smax has an impact on

the bottom of the cube -state values close to Fmin- is that more stringent environmental

targets reduce the transition time: If we start off from a state with high emissions and a

low forest area, we will now have less time to steer the economy towards sustainable levels.

And considering that vmin is constant, a reduction in Smax translates into an increase of the

minimum forest area necessary to stay viable.
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Figure 2.13: Comparing the 550 ppm & 650 ppm environmental targets

5.4 Selective logging

Selective logging is a source of timber. The assumption up to now has been that the share

of world forests selectively-logged is constant and equal to its current level, i.e., δ = 0.30.

Nothing prevents, though, that the share of world forests used for productive purposes

increases in the future. An increase in δ leads to a reduction in the minimum size of forest,

F , needed to supply the minimum required quantity of timber q. Recall from (44) that

F =
q−n·dmax

n·γ·δ . We thus have that

∂F

∂δ
= − 1

δ2
·
q − n · dmax

n · γ
.

The sign of the derivative is always negative since we have that q >> n · dmax. Hence,

increasing δ shifts the bottom plane (F ) of K[
C downwards.

We propose four possible values for δ in Table 2.III. The current value of δ is referred

to as scenario SL1, which is the same lower bound used to compute the timber constraint
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in Figure 2.4. We have recalculated this set analytically for each of the other three values

in Table 2.III and depicted them all together in Figure 2.14 below.

Table 2.III: Different values of parameter δ

Scenarios SL1 SL2 SL3 SL4

δ 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.36

Figure 2.14: Impact of increasing selective logging on set K[
C

By looking at Figure 2.14 we learn that increases in δ correspond to large shifts of F .

Greater selective logging does not impact the dynamics (i.e., does not impact V iabD(K[)).

Nevertheless, higher levels of δ make the forest problem less stringent: From equation (43)

we have that greater values of δ imply more wood coming from selective logging, hence, less

deforestation is required to achieve q. Increases in δ and ρ are thus somewhat interchange-

able and contribute in the same direction. In other words, increasing marginally the share

of forests selectively logged can help considerably in achieving a sustainable development

of the forest since it compensates deforestation.
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5.5 Transfers

So far in this paper we have neglected monetary transfers and set them equal to zero. Recall

from equation (34) that transfers T are a part of the revenue function and can be seen as an

economic incentive given to forest owners so that they deforest less and/or reforest more;

or simply as a lump sum donation to compensate them for reducing their agricultural land.

Let us consider monetary transfers as a decision variable of non-forest owners who may

decide to transfer money to forest owners for as long as they implement a given desirable

forest policy. In this paper we work with a very simple formulation: Non-forest owners com-

pensate forest owners with the difference between status quo revenues and current revenues

before transfers.

T = R−RBT ,

where revenues before transfers are equal to:

RBT = P · q + PA · Z · [Fmax − F ]− κ1ρ− κ2d.

Using this simple transfer mechanism -and bearing in mind that revenues are a function of

forest area- we can easily retrieve the required level of transfers for whatever forest area F >

F such that condition (37) is not violated. In other words, we have an economic trade-off

between sustainable forest area and yearly monetary transfers. Figure 2.15 shows this trade

off.

Recall that for values below F (Recall that F = 3.95Gha) no compensation is required

since F is, by construction, the largest forest area for which the revenue constraint can be

addressed. But, as forest area increases beyond F , larger economic transfers are needed in

order to compensate for the reduction in agricultural land. This relation is quasi linear in

F .
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Figure 2.15: Minimum transfers to maintain forest area

Note also that, ceteris paribus, the greater the forest area, the greater the amount of

carbon sequestered per unit of time. This implies that if the size of the forest increases so

does the maximum sustainable emissions rate.

In the previous section -in Step 2- we showed that emissions E# were not viable due

to the impossibility to increase forest area towards Fmax in the long run. In particular, we

retrieved E[ which is the maximum emissions level that is compatible with the maximum

achievable forest area, F .23 If we now link these two concepts together (transfers and

maximum sustainable emissions) and make use of equation (28) we can obtain for each

emissions level above E[ the corresponding price in terms of monetary transfers required to

ensure sustainability.

Figure 2.16 illustrates the trade-off between emissions and monetary transfers. If trans-

fers are null then E[ is the maximum sustainable level of emissions, just as seen before.

On the contrary, increasing economic transfers to forest owners so that they increase forest

area will in turn increase the maximum sustainable level of emissions. Monetary transfers,

23As we saw, increasing forest area beyond F entered in contradiction with the satisfaction of our revenue
constraint (37).
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Figure 2.16: Maximum emissions as a function of transfers

however, cannot buy infinite emissions. The maximum sustainable level of emissions that

one can buy with monetary transfers is E#. Going beyond E# is not possible due to the hy-

pothesis made that the maximum land conquerable by forests is bounded by Fmax. The line

in Figure 2.16 shows all possible combinations of different maximum sustainable emissions

levels and its corresponding monetary transfers. For the purpose of illustration, a yearly

emissions rate of, say, 20 Gtons of CO2 can be viable in the long run provided that world

forests have roughly 5 billion hectares in size. This implies that world’s forests be a billion

hectares larger than nowadays. In order to achieve and sustain such large increase in forest

area, yearly transfers of as much as 1 trillion dollars are necessary to compensate forest

owners for their lost agricultural revenues. If these transfers are judged too onerous then

the policy maker may decide among any of the other combinations presented in Figure 2.16.

It is not the purpose of this paper to determine which is best, but rather to provide a

clearer view of what is feasible and what is not. This essay shows that there is no easy

way out of the problem. The world has to either seriously reduce emissions and bring

them at least 18% below 1990 emissions levels or else great compensation to forest owners
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is required. Moreover, even if compensation to forest owners is to be envisaged, some

emissions reduction cannot be avoided.

This being said, the situation is not as hopeless as it appears, for the following reasons.

First, transfers have been treated here globally. Actually, this is a proxy to both national

effort, e.g., the Brazilian rainforest fund approved in August 2008, and international effort

to maintain the world’s forests, e.g., the Norwegian contribution to the Brazilian fund in

September 2008. In the last years we have observed a notable increase in the contribution to

these funds and, even if they are still very small, this aid is expected to continue to increase

in the next years to come. Second, forest owners and forestry countries should boost other

forest usages and sources of revenue like the sale of non-wood forest products, e.g., medicinal

herbs and rubber. Indeed, according to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO,

2006), these revenues represent less than 10% of total forest revenues (i.e., $4.7 billion in

2005) but remain a promising avenue that may help counterbalance the loss of economic

revenues associated to increasing forest land.

6 Conclusions

We have focused on two interlinked environmental issues, the conservation of the world’s

forests and the control of the stock of CO2 in the atmosphere within a given economic

setting, and addressed the notion of sustainability from both an economic and environmental

point of view.

The results obtained can be summarized as follows: The current business-as-usual emis-

sions/deforestation system is far from being sustainable. Reducing emissions is capital; if

emissions are not reduced, sustainability is not achievable. Reducing emissions, however, is

not enough. As the world forests are depleted their ability to sequester carbon is decreased.
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Sustainability necessarily requires high and non-decreasing levels of forest area. Deforesta-

tion cannot be reduced, or else wood supply is too low and the economic objectives cannot

be met. To achieve non-decreasing levels of the forest stock, it takes greater afforestation

and/or an increasing share of world forests selectively-logged. Note, however, that the

assumption made here that selective logging does not affect forest biomass or forest size

significantly should be taken into account to interpret these last results. Finally, monetary

transfers can ease the problem of emissions reduction. Transfers both encourage forest-stock

growth and are needed as an instrument to implement any desired afforestation policy. In

this sense, forest transfers can be seen as a useful way to pay for part of the emissions

reduction needed. This being said, the carbon-sequestration potential of forests is limited

and, even under the most optimistic afforestation scenarios, emissions need to converge to

levels below 1990 emissions in order to stabilize CO2 atmospheric concentrations.

The objective of this paper was to explore what is part of a sustainable world and

what is destructive. Since we have neglected some aspects, the conclusions are meant to

be indications of course of action rather than definitive ones. Indeed, the model needs

to be expanded to include other state variables, e.g., population dynamics, temperature

dynamics. Further, we did not account here for technological progress which may help in

reducing CO2 by unit of output or lead to a more productive agriculture. These aspects

need surely to be integrated in future investigations.
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Appendix: Variables description

We provide in this appendix details regarding the construction and measurement of the

model’s variables and the estimation of parameters’ values.

State variables

F : Forest surface area

Forest area in the world measured in hectares. The current stock of forest is estimated by

FAO (2006) at 3952 million hectares in 2005. Parameter Fmax has been estimated for 1750

AD at 42% of the globe’s surface area24 (i.e., 13067 million hectares excluding Antarctica

and Greenland). This gives us a value for Fmax of approximately 5500 million hectares.

Consequently, we require that Ft ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] = [0, 5.5 Gha].

E : Yearly emissions of CO2

These are world yearly emissions of CO2 measured in metric tons. In 2005, total CO2

emissions amounted to 28.2 gigatons.25 Minimum emissions are set to equal 1990 emission

levels, i.e., 21.4 gigatons. The value of maximum emissions used plays a minor role. It has

been set to equal the double of 1990 emissions. The reason to choose a maximum is simply

the need to have bounded states. Hence, the constraint reads Et ∈ [Emin, Emax] = [21.4

GtCO2, 42.8 GtCO2].

S : Cumulated stock of CO2 in the atmosphere

The cumulated stock of carbon in the atmosphere is measured in gigatons. The atmospheric

stock of carbon has been estimated to be approximately equal to 800 GtC in 2005. The

24Source: http://www.geo.vu.nl/˜renh/deforest.htm
25Source: EIA (2008)
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current concentration of carbon measured in parts per million was approximately 379 ppm

in 2005.26 The upper bound value is set at 650 ppm i.e., 1372 GtC. The lower bound has

a negligible impact on the solution. We have set it at pre-industrial levels, that is 284 ppm

(i.e., roughly 591 GtC) in year 1832. In short, we want St ∈ [Smin, Smax] = [591 GtC, 1372

GtC] ≡ [2167 GtCO2, 5031GtCO2].

Control variables

ρ : Yearly afforestation [ρmin, ρmax] = [0, 3 Mha yr−1]

For the period 1990-2005, FAO (2006) estimates world yearly afforestation at 2.8 million

hectares. We let afforestation vary between no afforestation and three million hectares per

year.

d : Yearly deforestation [dmin, dmax] = [0, 15 Mha yr−1]

For the same period, FAO (2006) estimates the average global deforestation rate at 13

million hectares per year. We let deforestation vary between zero and fifteen million hectares

per year.

v : Rate of adjustment of CO2 emissions [vmin, vmax] = [−0.015, 0.03]

During the decade going from 1990 to 2000 world CO2 emissions increased roughly 1%

per year.27 Only a few countries like Germany, United Kingdom, Denmark, Finland, some

Eastern European countries and former Soviet Republics were able to reduce their emissions.

In particular, Germany achieved a 1.8% yearly cumulative decrease. On the other hand

China’s emissions increased at a rate of 3% per annum. All the other big economies lie

somewhere in between. Between 2000 and 2008, however, world emissions have increased

26Source: NOAA (2007)
27Source: Bernstein et al (2006) and EIA (2008)
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at a faster rate, 3.4% yr−1, (Le Quéré et al., 2009) with a probable decrease during the

next two years (2009-2010) due to the world crisis. Following these observations we have

set both the lower and upper bounds on v. As a benchmark scenario we have chosen

v ∈ [vmin, vmax] = [−0.015, 0.03].

T : Monetary transfers

Monetary transfers to forest owners expressed in 2005 US$. Unless otherwise specified,

transfers are set constant and equal to zero, T = 0.

Other parameters

η : Natural growth rate of the forest

FAO (2006) estimates net yearly afforestation (5.7 million hectares). A fraction is due to

human afforestation and the rest belongs to the natural renewal of the forest. Human

afforestation ρ is estimated at 2.8 million hectares, meaning that the term η ·
(

1− F
Fmax

)
·F

has been, on average, equal to 2.9 million hectares during this period. If we substitute F by

its value for the last years and Fmax by the value pointed above we obtain η = 2.61 · 10−3.

ϕ : Carbon absorption rate

This parameter is measured in metric tons of CO2 equivalent absorbed per hectare of forest

per year. According to Le Quéré et al. (2009), during the decade from 1990-2000 forests

absorbed 2.6 PgC yr−1(i.e., 2.6 GtC) which amounts to 9.53 GtCO2. Considering that

world total forest area equals 3952 million hectares, we can estimate average yearly carbon

sequestration at 2.412 tonnes of CO2 ha−1yr−1.
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W : Carbon absorption rate by oceans

Accounts for the amount of carbon absorbed by oceans every year. According to Le Quéré

et al. (2009), the oceans were able to sink on average 2.2 PgC yr−1 for the period 1990-2000,

this is equivalent to 8.07 GtCO2 yr−1.

R : Minimum revenue of land owners

Measured in US$. We denote R as the current or status quo revenue. We compute R by

substituting in equation (34) the current values of all the variables and parameters in our

model.

R : Minimum timber supply

Minimum timber supply is measured in m3 of timber per year. Current timber supply is

estimated by FAO (2006) equal to 1623 million m3 yr−1 of industrial roundwood and 1777

million m3 yr−1 of fuelwood. We estimate minimum timber supply to be equal to current

timber supply, i.e., 3400 million m3 yr−1.

n : Timber yield

The timber yield is measured in m3 per hectare and year. We use the average world figures

given by FAO (2006), i.e., n = 110 per hectare of growing stock.

β : Lower productivity due to forest depletion

Lower agricultural yield measured in tons per hectare. Eswaran et al. (2001) estimate the

loss in productivity as a consequence of land degradation, erosion and desertification. They

report that the productivity loss due to such processes in Africa ranges between 2% and
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40% and provide an average estimate for the whole continent to be equal to 8.2% in average.

If average productivity is Z, then β is equal to 0.061.

γ : Selective logging yield, fraction of average yield

The selective logging yield is measured as a fraction of average yield. When forests are

managed for wood production they produce as much as 1-3 m3 per hectare (in other words

n · γ =1-3 m3). We have set the value of γ = 0.015.

δ : Fraction of forests selectively logged

Share of the world’s forests selectively-logged. Following FAO (2006), parameter δ has been

calibrated at 30% (i.e., δ = 0.30) to fit the world yearly production of wood q.

θ : Slope of wood demand

According to FAO (2006), the commercial value of all wood (i.e., roundwood and fuelwood)

in 2005 was $64 billion per year of which only 7 billion correspond to fuelwood. World

production equals 3400 million m3. The average price for both types of wood is 18.8 dollars

per m3. FAO (1997) gives the elasticity of demand for several countries and several types

of wood.28 A representative value of both the mean and median price elasticity of wood is -

0.50. We have approximated an iso-elastic curve by a linear one in an interval of 2000 million

m3 centred at 3400 million m3 such that the average elasticity inside the interval equals

-0.50. The slope of our demand can be then computed accordingly to obtain θ = −2.7·10−9.

28Most elasticity values are comprehended between -0.25 and -0.75
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P : Choke price of wood

With the average price of wood and the slope of demand computed above, we can retrieve

the choke price of our inverse demand function and obtain P = 27.98 (US$ per m3).

ψ : Extra productivity of deforested land

Parameter ψ denotes the productivity gain of land after deforestation. It is measured as

a fraction of average productivity. A reasonable range for ψ suggested in the literature is

0.2− 0.5. We adopt ψ = 0.3.

κ1 : Per hectare afforestation cost

Parameter κ1 denotes the afforestation cost per hectare of forest. According to the World

Bank the cost for seedling is roughly 40 $ per thousand seedlings and the number of seedlings

per hectare is equal to approximately 2000. This amounts to approximately 80 $ per hectare

of forest just for seedling. Afforestation costs, however, also include other costs such as

labour costs that change with countries. The World Agroforestry Centre gives estimates for

the Philippines around 1000 $/ha, other non-governmental organizations provide estimates

that range between 180 $/ha for Senegal and 400-500 $/ha for other countries in Africa

such as Sudan, Madagascar and Ethiopia.29 We have chosen the round value of 500 $/ha

that is representative of the average cost taking these different observations.

κ2 : Per hectare deforestation cost

Parameter κ2 denotes the deforestation cost per hectare of forest. The Bureau of Business

and Economic Research of Montana University estimates the costs of ground-based logging

to be equal to 22.70 $ for every green ton of harvest for the year 2006.30 Considering that a

29See e.g.: www.villageprojectsint.org and www.edenprojects.org
30www.bber.umt.edu/pubs/forest/prices/loggingCostPoster.pdf
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green ton is equivalent to 2000 pounds of undried biomass material (i.e., 907 kg) and that

the density of wood is typically 500 kg/m3, then for a representative douglas fir plantation

(530 kg/m3) we obtain that the deforestation cost is equivalent to 13.26 $/m3. If the yield

per hectare is equal to 110 m3/ha, then we obtain an estimate of the deforestation cost per

hectare of 1459 $/ha.

PA : Average price of representative agricultural product

Measured in US$ per metric ton. To determine the average price of the representative

agricultural good we took four representative commodities (i.e., cocoa, coffee, cotton and

sugar) from FAO (2004). Coffee and sugar in Brazil and Latin America and cotton and cacao

in Africa are four crops that are related with deforestation processes. The net economic

yield per hectare of crop ranges from 1660 $/ha for coffee to 771 $/ha for cocoa. The

average yield equals 1141 $/ha. We have chosen the price of cotton to be the representative

price of the agricultural good since its prices and economic yield (1467 $ per metric ton and

1088 $/ha) are the closest to the mean.

Z : Average land productivity

Measured in tons per hectare. The average yield has been computed taking into account the

yield of those same four crops in metric tons per hectare and annum as mentioned before.

The estimated annual yield per hectare is equal to 0.742 metric tons per hectare.
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Abstract

We model the role of the world’s forests as a major carbon sink and consider the impact

that forest depletion has on the accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere. We consider two

types of agents: Forest owners who exploit the forest and draw economic revenues in the

form of timber and agricultural use of deforested land; and non-forest owners who pollute

and suffer the negative externality of having a decreasing forest stock. We retrieve the

cooperative solution for this game and show in which cases cooperation allows to partly

reduce the negative externality. We analyze when it is jointly profitable to abate emissions,

when it is profitable to reduce net deforestation; and when it is optimal to do both things

(abate and reduce net deforestation).

Key Words: Game theory, dynamic games, optimal control, deforestation, forest manage-

ment, emissions, renewable resources.
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1 Introduction

World forests cover nearly one third of planet Earth’s surface. However, total world forest

area is decreasing at an alarming rate. Every year an area equivalent to the size of Sierra

Leone is deforested (FAO, 2006). World deforestation has become an issue of great inter-

national environmental concern for a number of reasons: First, world forests have great

ecological value as carbon sinks. Second, forests host much of the world’s biodiversity.

Third, forests protect land and water resources and help prevent land erosion and desertifi-

cation. In this paper we concentrate mainly on the role of forests as carbon sinks, although

the framework used here could be extended to include the other two.

We view forests as a provider of somewhat competing economic and environmental

goods. While forest logging brings economic revenues from both timber and agriculture on

deforested land in the short run (FAO, 2006), excessive logging can exacerbate the problem

of greenhouse gases (GHGs) accumulation in the long run. We have built a model where we

account for the accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere. We propose a GHG accumulation

dynamics in terms of both anthropogenic emissions and carbon sequestration by the world’s

forests. The framework used allows us to (i) evaluate the impact that forest depletion has on

atmospheric GHG accumulation through the so called reduced-carbon-sequestration effect ;

and (ii) compare short-term rewards from high emissions and intensive deforestation policies

with its long-term costs due to excessive GHG accumulation and forest depletion.

There exist many papers that deal with the role of excessive GHG accumulation in the

atmosphere within a dynamic setting (see, e.g., the early papers by Van der Ploeg and De

Zeeuw (1992), and the literature review by Jørgensen et al. (2010)). In this literature,

emissions are a control variable and the issue is to determine the optimal emissions rate so

as to reduce the environmental damage coming from the excessive accumulation of GHGs.
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Typically, these models concentrate on the difficulty to coordinate on the optimal level of

emissions, while treating carbon sequestration as exogenously given.

In this paper, we extend the literature and explicitly account for endogenous carbon

sequestration by modelling the role of forests as a carbon sink. We consider forests as a

renewable resource whose evolution has an impact on the accumulation of GHGs in the

atmosphere.

There exist a number of papers in the literature that deal with the issue of forest

depletion using a dynamic-game approach (e.g., Van Soest and Lensink (2000), Fredj et

al. (2004), Fredj et al. (2006), Mart́ın-Herrán and Tidball (2005) and Mart́ın-Herrán et

al. (2006)). In these articles, the players are forest owners who exploit the forest to obtain

economic revenues, and a donor community, or an environmentally-aware player, that is

willing to compensate forest owners who engage in preservation efforts of the resource.

We have merged these two strands of the literature. We have built a dynamic optimiza-

tion problem where two economic agents interact. On the one hand we have forest owners

who exploit (and eventually deplete) the forest. Their actions have an environmental impact

on the atmospheric accumulation of GHGs. On the other hand we have non-forest owners

who derive utility from production (i.e., emissions) and disutility from the accumulation of

GHGs in the atmosphere. In this setting, it is this disutility that they experience that, in

some cases, may turn them into donors who seek for forest conservation.

In our model, forest owners have an incentive to deforest since deforestation increases

their economic revenues. Conversely, non-forest owners have an interest to preserve forests

for their value as a carbon sink. This modelling framework allows us to capture both the

high opportunity cost to reduce deforestation and the negative economic externality that

forest owners inflict on non-forest owners as a consequence of their deforestation policy.
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Unlike the other papers aforementioned we do not focus solely on forest conservation but

also on its impact on GHG accumulation. Non-forest owners are to decide what is their

optimal level of emissions. The parameters of the model have been calibrated to fit real data.

We compare jointly optimal outcomes with non-cooperative or business-as-usual policies.

We show that cooperation allows to partly reduce the negative externality. We analyze

when it is profitable to abate emissions, when it is profitable to reduce net deforestation;

and when it is optimal to do both things (abate and reduce net deforestation).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the model

and the economic problem for the two types of agents. In Section 3, we characterize ana-

lytically the non-cooperative optimal policies for each player. In Section 4, we compute the

cooperative optimal policies, and compare them to their non-cooperative counterparts. We

also perform a sensitivity analysis. Our results are summarized in Section 5.

2 The model

We consider two types of agents: forest owners and non-forest owners. We model forest

owners as environmentally unconcerned agents who only care about the forest revenues ob-

tained with deforestation. We suppose forest owners to neglect the environmental impacts

of their actions, i.e., they do not consider the consequences that their deforestation pol-

icy brings out in terms of GHG accumulation. On the other hand, non-forest owners get

revenues from the production of economic goods. Their productive activity generates emis-

sions and non-forest owners do take into account the negative effects of current emissions

policies on the accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere. This way of modelling allows us

to capture the negative externality that forest owners create on non-forest owners through

the so called reduced-carbon-sequestration effect.
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We present the objectives of the two players. In what follows we use subscript FO to

denote forest owners and subscript NF to denote non-forest owners.

2.1 The problem of forest owners

Forest owners maximize their discounted stream of net revenues. Forest revenues depend

on their afforestation and deforestation rates ρ(t) and D(t), respectively, as well as on

the existing forest area F (t) measured in hectares. Net revenues are discounted at rate

rFO throughout a fixed and finite time horizon, given by time T . The rate rFO can be

viewed as an intertemporal rate of substitution. Net revenues include gross revenues R(t),

afforestation costs κ1ρ(t) and deforestation costs κ2D(t), where κ1 and κ2 are respectively

the per-hectare afforestation and deforestation costs. The objective of forest owners is the

following:

max
ρ(t),D(t)

∫ T

0
e−rFO

t [R(t)− κ1ρ(t)− κ2D(t)] dt, (50)

where ρ(t) ∈ [0, ρmax] and D(t) ∈ [0, Dmax]. The upper bounds for afforestation (ρmax) and

deforestation (Dmax), reflect the idea that there is a physical limit in the short term to

afforestation and that deforestation is subject to some regulation that allows for it within

some limits. The value of Dmax is set to fit the observed deforestation world figures provided

by FAO (2006). The definitions of all parameters, their values and their sources are provided

in Appendix A.

We assume that the evolution over time of the forest area can be well approximated by

the following linear-differential equation:

Ḟ (t) = ρ(t) + ηF (t)−D(t), F (0) = F0, (51)
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where η is a positive parameter, and F0 is the initial world’s forest area in 2005 (FAO,

2006) and equals nearly four billion hectares. Equation (51) is an extension of Van Soest

and Lensink (2000) and Fredj et al. (2006), where ρ = η = 0 in the first and ρ = 0 in the

second. The specification used in (51) is linear for simplicity and approximates reasonably

well forest expansion within a large interval around current world forest area F (0). The

linear form of the dynamics will enable us to obtain analytical solutions.

Forest owners obtain revenues from selling timber and agriculture products. Denote by

q(t) the quantity of timber put on the market at time t, and let the price P (t) be given by

the following linear-inverse demand:

P (t) = P − θq(t), (52)

where P is the choke price that makes demand equal to zero, and θ is the average price

elasticity of demand. The values of parameters P and θ have been calibrated using data

given by FAO on timber prices and quantities.

The quantity q(t) comes from two different sources, namely, clear felling and selective

logging, and is given by

q(t) = nD(t) + nγδF (t), (53)

where nD(t) is the amount of wood retrieved from clear-felling an area D(t) and the product

nγδF (t) stands for total selective-logging yield which is lower (in per-hectare terms) than the

one obtained through clear felling. Parameter n denotes the per-hectare timber yield and is

typically measured in stems per hectare or cubic meters of timber per hectare. FAO (2006)

provides an estimate for this parameter. We assume that clear felling an area D(t) reduces

total forest size by the same amount. However, unlike deforestation, selective logging is

assumed here to have no impact on total forest land. “[Selective logging]...is not necessarily
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destructive and can be done with low impact on the remaining forests, if the proper techniques

are applied”.31 Clearly, for selective logging to have a negligible environmental impact, its

per hectare yield per unit of area must be much lower with respect to clear felling. This

lower yield is accounted for by parameter γ (γ << 1). Finally, according to FAO (2006),

roughly one third of the world’s forests are used primarily for the production of wood and

non-wood forest products. Parameter δ takes into account the fact that only a fraction of

the world’s forests are actually being exploited.32

Agriculture revenues are equal to prices times yields of the different crops grown. For

simplicity, we suppose that forest owners grow a single agricultural good that we model as a

composite good made of four representative crops that are commonly related to deforestation

processes. This good is sold in international markets at a given price PA.33 The total yield

at time t depends on the size of available (deforested) land, given by F − F (t), where

F stands for the carrying capacity of the forest, and on the soil productivity Z(t). As

in Andrés-Domenech et al. (2011) -see also Van Soest and Lensink (2000) for a simpler

version- we model Z(t) as follows:

Z(t) = Z + α(t)D(t)− βF − F (t)

F
. (54)

The above expression of total productivity of land Z(t) is the sum of three terms. The first

one is a constant productivity term Z that measures the average yield in tons of crop per

hectare of land of a representative agricultural good. The second term, α(t)D(t), captures

the idea that newly deforested land D(t) is more productive. Variable α(t) measures the

increase in total average per-hectare production resulting from deforesting an area D(t).

31Source: http://www.fao.org/forestry/news/48681/en/
32The equation that we have used for q is a small variation of the one presented by Van Soest and Lensink

(2000). In their case γ and δ are assumed equal to one. We follow here the more comprehensive specification
used by Andrés-Domenech et al. (2011).

33The price PA is constant, unlike P (t), due to the fact that agricultural production in deforested land
represents only fraction of world total agricultural land.
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The third term, −β F−F (t)

F
, accounts for the positive externality that forests generate on

nearby agricultural land. Forests are seen as a source of rain and a protective element to

agricultural land. Parameter β measures the decrease (increase) in soil quality, and there-

fore in agricultural productivity, caused by forest depletion (expansion). The productivity

increase of newly deforested land is given by:

α(t) =
ψZ

F − F (t)
. (55)

Newly deforested land is more productive and parameter ψ measures the factor by which

productivity is increased. However, this extra productivity needs to be normalised among

all agricultural land. We divide the extra yield, ψZ, by total agricultural surface area,

F −F (t), otherwise the term α(t)D(t) in equation (54) would overestimate the real impact

that deforesting an area D(t) has.34 Note that Van Soest and Lensink (2000) assume a

constant productivity increase, i.e., α(t) ≡ α.

Putting together revenues from timber sales and agricultural products, we get the fol-

lowing expression for gross revenue:

R(t) = P (t)q(t) + PAZ(t)
(
F − F (t)

)
. (56)

To recapitulate, forest owners maximize their net discounted economic revenues with

respect to their deforestation and afforestation efforts D(t) and ρ(t), respectively (problem

(50)), subject to the forest dynamics in (51).

34Agricultural revenues are obtained by multiplying productivity (54) by total agricultural land. Hence,
equation (54) has to account for average per-hectare productivity measured in tons of crop per hectare. For
this reason, the term α(t)D(t) cannot be understood as the extra productivity of newly deforested land, but
rather as the normalised productivity increase that newly deforested land has on total agricultural land.
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2.2 The problem of non-forest owners

The economic problem of non-forest owners is quite different. Non-forest owners optimize a

two-part objective function. The first part consists of a short-run gain that non-forest own-

ers derive from producing and consuming economic goods. The production of these goods

generates pollution as a by product and this pollution affects their utility. For simplicity,

we have supposed here that the carbon intensity of the economy is constant. Hence, ceteris

paribus, producing more goods is equivalent to emitting more.35 Denote by E(t) the GHGs

emissions by non-forest owners; and by the concave increasing function G(E) the payoff

generated in terms of goods production. We adopt the following functional form:

G(E(t)) = aE(t)− 1

2
bE2(t), (57)

where parameters a and b are positive and have been fixed in order to ensure that G′(E) > 0

for the relevant range of emissions. This specification is similar to the one proposed in e.g.

Dockner and Long (1993) and Breton et al. (2005) with the only difference that we have

included parameter b to calibrate G(E(t)) at current GDP at the world level.

The second term in the objective of non-forest owners represents an economic loss or

damage related to the accumulation of emissions in the atmosphere. Denote by S(t) the

instantaneous stock of GHGs (e.g., stock of CO2) in the atmosphere at a given time t.

According to the IPCC (2007) increases in the atmospheric concentration of GHGs result in

sea water level rising, temperatures increasing and sea water acidification. These processes

are all related to economic and environmental damages. We assume that the damage cost

is given by a convex increasing function L (S), with L′′(S) > 0. Although we acknowledge

35One could think of a more refined formulation where the carbon intensity of the economy can adjust and
production increases can be compatible with constant levels of emissions or even with emission decreases.
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the existence of thresholds, extreme events and jumps in the damages,36 our formulation,

which is very common in the literature (see e.g. Benchekroun and Long, 2002; Dockner and

Long, 1993; Van der Ploeg and De Zeeuw, 1992; Breton et al., 2006), smooths the impacts

of such phenomena rather than dealing with them explicitly. Needless to say, accounting

properly for non linearities and threshold effects in the damage cost would lead to a model

of much greater complexity.

This being said, for a specific function to qualify as a good candidate to model such

damages we can think of yet another necessary requirement: Greenhouse gases, and most

particularly CO2, have always been present in the atmosphere and represent a basic element

to the existence and development of life (e.g., plants). It is clear that more than the existence

it is the excessive accumulation of atmospheric GHGs that poses the problem. We adopt

the following specification of L(S) that captures in a simple way all these elements:

L(S(t)) = c(S(t)− S)2, (58)

where S is a natural threshold, beyond which economic and environmental damages are

considered to be excessive. In practical terms, choosing a reasonable value for S - given the

specification above- amounts to choosing a level of atmospheric GHGs for which there is no

perceived damage. We identify S with the pre-industrial level of GHGs (see, e.g., Bahn et

al. (2008)).

Taking into account the gain function G(E) and the damage function L(S), we obtain

the objective functional that non-forest owners maximize:∫ T

0
e−rNF

t [G(E(t))− L(S(t))] dt− φ (S(T )) e−rNF
T , (59)

36For instance, a small increase in the atmospheric concentration of GHGs can bring a quantitatively
different damage, and large increases may trigger qualitatively different damages (e.g., massive ice cap
melting, dissolution of coral reefs as a result of extreme oceanic acidification, etc).
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where rNF is the intertemporal rate of substitution, and φ(S(T )) is a salvage value. Note

that for the sake of generality, we do not require that both players discount their stream of

payoffs at the same rate, i.e., rNF need not be equal to rFO .

Non-forest owners are modelled as forward looking agents who consider the long-term

impact of their decisions. The stock of emissions accumulates slowly and then has a long-

term impact on non-forest owners’ payoffs. Therefore, it is sensible to have a scrap value

function somehow related to the stock of emissions at the terminal date of the planning

horizon. Such scrap value function can be generically written as φ(S(T )). It is reasonable

to think that whatever the GHG stock at the terminal date, it will strongly impact future

payoffs due to the long-term persistence of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. One could

think of a more sophisticated scrap value function that also depends on the emission policy

followed after the terminal date. Or even define the scrap value function as an identical

problem to the one presented above in equation (59). Because we want to keep the problem

as simple as possible, and because we want to be able to say something that is irrespective of

what policies are chosen after the terminal date, we have chosen a formulation for φ(S(T ))

that depends on the terminal stock of greenhouse gases alone:

φ (S(T )) =

∫ 2T

T
e−rNF

(s−T ) L(S(T )) ds. (60)

Although the salvage function in (60) is simple, it satisfies the following intuitive require-

ments: (i) It reflects the idea that the terminal stock of GHGs matters and has an impact

on future payoffs; (ii) it is easy to compute and does not depend on (potentially) unknown

future policies; (iii) it keeps discounting in a natural way the cost of future environmental

damages; and (iv) the time span considered for the scrap value function is related to the

planning horizon. In fact, if the planning horizon chosen is short, then the weight given for

future environmental problems will likely be short as well and vice versa.
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Non-forest owners maximize their payoffs in (59) by adjusting their emissions, and their

decision has an impact on the state of the system. Emissions, in our model, are supposed

exclusively anthropogenic and are given entirely by non-forest owners’ emissions. By this

we do not mean that forest owners do not emit but rather that their contribution to global

emissions is negligible. The dynamics of the emissions rate E(t) is then given by:

Ė(t) = v(t)E(t), E(t) ≥ 0, E(0) = E0. (61)

The dynamics of emissions in equation (61) can also be written in a more familiar way:

Ė(t)

E(t)
= v(t),

where v(t) denotes the instantaneous speed of variation of emissions. For the sake of realism

v(t) has been modelled as a bounded control variable (i.e., vmin ≤ v(t) ≤ vmax), with

vmin < 0 and vmax > 0. In the literature, it is more common to see emissions as a flow

variable. As in Andrés-Domenech et al. (2011), we treat emissions as a stock and the speed

of variation of emissions as a bounded control variable. This way of modelling allows us

to better account for the inertia of the productive and economic system. Indeed, emissions

take time to adjust and the upper and lower bounds on v(t) simply reflect this idea that

emissions cannot be increased or decreased at whatever rate. One can think of these bounds

as being given by the existence of technical, economic and/or political constraints.

The evolution of the stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere depends on emissions

and carbon sequestration by world forests and oceans. World forests sequester carbon

as they grow and according to IPCC (2000) and FAO (2006) approximately half of the

dry weight of forest biomass is carbon. To model carbon sequestration by forests one

could measure the variation of total forest biomass. However, this would present two main

difficulties. First, the variation in total carbon biomass is difficult to measure. And second,
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measuring carbon sequestration through the variation in forest biomass underestimates total

carbon sequestration since timber captures are neglected. To overcome this problem, we

have made the simplifying assumption that forest owners manage a representative forest

whose trees grow -volume wise- at an average and constant rate. Having a representative

forest whose growth rate is constant allows expressing carbon sequestration as a linear

function of forest area alone (i.e., carbon sequestered per hectare of forest land and per unit

of time). The advantage of having carbon sequestration in terms of forest area -rather than

in terms of biomass variation- is that one can easily consider timber captures, while gaining

a tractable and understandable way to measure carbon sequestration.

Further, note that by measuring carbon sequestration as a function of forests’ surface

area, one can account for the so called reduced-carbon sequestration effect that is based on the

simple principle that a tree that is cut cannot grow (i.e., cannot sequester carbon). Thus, it

is straightforward to see that deforestation has a negative impact on carbon sequestration

due to the reduction in forest area that it induces. Expression (62) below captures the

dynamics of the atmospheric concentration of carbon in terms of the forest stock, where

parameter ϕ reflects the amount of carbon sequestered per hectare of forest and per unit of

time.

We have considered a second carbon sink -the oceans- that we denote by W . We have

assumed W to be constant for simplicity. Even if there exist small year-to-year variations

due to el Niño effects, the carbon uptake by the oceans has remained relatively stable during

the last few years (Le Quéré et al. (2009)). The evolution of the stock of pollution is, then,

given by the following differential equation:

Ṡ(t) = E(t)− ϕF (t)−W, S (t) ≥ 0, S(0) = S0. (62)
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To wrap up, non-forest owners maximize their payoff in (59) adjusting the instantaneous

variation of emissions v(t), subject to equations (61) and (62) and given the fact that the

solution to (51) is inherited from forest owners’ problem.

3 Individual optimization

In this section we characterize the optimal strategies of the two players when they act

independently. As forest owners’ payoffs do not depend on emissions or GHG accumulation,

their payoffs are independent of the action of non-forest owners. On the other hand, non-

forest owners’ payoffs are affected by forest owners’ actions through the evolution of the

forest stock. In this setting, where there is a one-way interaction, Nash and Stackelberg

equilibria coincide. Further, open-loop and feedback information structures yield the same

result. Given this, we can first solve the economic problem of forest owners, and next

optimize for non-forest owners taking the evolution in the forest stock as given.

3.1 Forest owners

Forest owners maximize their revenues in (50) subject to (51)-(56). The following proposi-

tion provides the optimal solution to their control problem.
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Proposition 1 For the parameter domain defined in Appendix A the optimal control, state

and co-state variables are given by:37

ρ∗(t) = 0, D∗(t) = Dmax for all t ∈ [0, T ],

F (t) =

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
eηt +

Dmax

η
, (63)

λ(t) =
1

η − rFO

{
(2θnDmax − P )nγδ + PA(Z − 2β)

+ 2F (t)

[
θn2γ2δ2 + PAβ

1

F

]}[
1− e(η−rFO

)(T−t)
]
. (64)

Proof. See Appendix B.

The results show that forest-owners’ optimal strategy consists in deforesting at maximal

admissible level and not afforesting at all. As the problem is linear in the afforestation

effort, and afforestation is a pure cost in our setting, then the optimal strategy is obviously

to set ρ (t) at its lowest admissible value, i.e., ρ(t) = 0. Further, the marginal revenue from

agricultural activity is positive for all admissible values of D (t), including Dmax. Therefore,

there is an incentive to deforest at maximal level. These results follow from the fact that,

for our parameter domain, we have λ(t) ≤ 0 , for all t. Indeed: (i) the term 1
η−r

FO
is always

negative because η << rFO ; (ii) (2θnDmax − P )nγδ + PA(Z − 2β) > 0, for all admissible

values of D (t), including Dmax; and (iii)
[
1− e(η−rFO

)(T−t)
]
≥ 0. Note that deforestation

is mainly driven by the revenues obtained from growing agricultural products on deforested

land, rather than by the timber revenues that arise from deforestation itself. This is in line

with other studies, e.g., Barbier and Rauscher (1994), Barbier and Burgess (2001) and FAO

(2006), which suggested that deforestation for agricultural purposes is the main explanatory

factor of forest depletion worldwide.

37The second-order sufficient optimality conditions are satisfied for this and all the problems studied in
this paper.
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3.2 Non-forest owners

Non-forest owners maximize their payoff given by (59) and take into account the values of

the three state variables, namely forest area, F , emissions, E, and the stock of accumulated

emissions in the atmosphere, S. The following proposition provides the optimal solution

to the problem of non-forest owners. The optimal solution depends on the length of the

planning horizon and on the intertemporal discount rate. For the values of our parameters,

the solution is constant (v∗ = vmax) as long as the planning horizon (T ) is less than approx-

imately forty years, (i.e., T . 40).38 The following proposition provides the optimal time

paths for control and state variables in such case.

Proposition 2 For the parameter domain defined in Appendix A and T . 40, the optimal

control and state variables are given by:

v(t) = v∗ = vmax for all t ∈ [0, T ],

E(t) = E0e
v∗t, (65)

S(t) = S0 −
ϕ

η
tDmax −

E0

v∗
(1− ev∗t) +

ϕ

η

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
(1− eηt). (66)

Proof. See Appendix C.

As pointed out above, the optimal control v∗ depends on the planning horizon consid-

ered. For a relatively short horizon, i.e., T . 40, the optimal solution is constant of the

type v∗ = vmax all along. Note that the solutions showed in Proposition 2 hold for as long

as there is no switching time. For longer horizons, i.e., T & 40, the optimal solution is to

apply the control v = vmax for some time and then switch to a cleaner regime. For even

longer horizons, it is possible that the optimal solution consists of switching not once but

38The determination of the exact planning horizon beyond which Proposition 2 does not hold depends
on the intertemporal discount rate. As we will see for every value of the discount rate we can obtain the
maximum value of T for which Proposition 2 holds.
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several times. In all cases, the different switching times and the number of switches depend

on the adopted value for T . Denote by t̃v the optimal switching time. Then the optimal

solution for 40 . T ≤ 100 can be summarized as follows:

v̂(t) =

{
vmax, for t ≤ t̃v
vmin, for t > t̃v.

In Appendix D we have solved the problem for the case where there is only one switching

time, and characterized the first-order conditions that apply in that case. Retrieving the

actual switching time, however, represents a challenge. This is mainly due to the change in

the evolution of the state and co-state variables as a consequence of changes in the switching

time itself. The first-order conditions before and after the switch will only be satisfied if the

exact switching time is chosen. This poses a problem in determining the actual switching

time since one has to try with infinitely many possibilities and the first-order conditions

will only be satisfied if the exact one is chosen.

To overcome this problem we have developed an algorithm to obtain the switching time.

We approximate it by the integer time at which it is best to switch. The algorithm proposed

consists on evaluating the sum of payoffs for all the possible scenarios (i.e., all the possible

switching times). Among them, we then select the integer time for which shifting regime

(from vmax to vmin) yields greater payoffs. A sketch of the algorithm can be found in

Table 3.I.

Table 3.I: Sketch of algorithm used to compute the optimal switching time t̃v

Fix the length of the planning horizon (T ) and the discount rate (rNF )
for all possible integer switching times (tv) do

Payoff(tv) = Discounted sum of payoffs before switch tv
+ Discounted sum of payoffs after switch tv
+ Scrap value function

end
Select the tv whose Payoff is greater
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Suppose for instance that our planning horizon and discount rate were fixed at, e.g.,

T = 50, rNF = 0.02. Figure 3.1 gives the payoffs measured in trillion dollars in the y-axis

obtained for each possible switching time (x-axis). We observe, for this particular case, that

switching from vmax to vmin after seventeen years (t̃v = 17) is the best thing to do.

Figure 3.1: Payoffs as a function of the switching time

We can generalize the algorithm presented in Table 3.I and let the planning horizon T

vary while keeping the discount rate rNF constant. So doing we obtain the best switching

time for each different planning horizon.

Figure 3.2 gives the optimal switching time for each possible planning horizon T . To

better understand this figure it is important to distinguish the difference between three

concepts. First, parameter T denotes the planning horizon of the problem. Second, the

value T s denotes the threshold planning horizon, that is, the minimum planning horizon

beyond which there is a switch. And finally, since the switching time does not coincide with

T s; the value t̃v denotes the time in which the switch actually occurs.
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Figure 3.2: Optimal switching time for every planning horizon

Figure 3.2 illustrates the fact that it pays to emit more in the short run. It also shows

that for longer planning horizons it is comparatively less attractive to apply vmax. This

result is related to the existence of the non-linear damage function L(S), by which the

environmental damage increases when GHGs accumulate due to excessive emissions.

In Figure 3.2, T s = 38. This means that there is no switch if the planning horizon

is short (i.e., less than 38 years). Conversely, there is a switch if T ≥ T s. As mentioned

before, T s and t̃v do not coincide, not even when T = T s. Put differently, if the planning

horizon is long enough non-forest owners recognize the need to switch to a cleaner regime,

but the switch will take place some time before the terminal date. Note that the pair(
T = 50, t̃v = 17

)
that we previously obtained in Figure 3.1 is now just one point of the

curve displayed in Figure 3.2.

We can further generalize our algorithm and drop the assumption that the intertemporal

discount rate rNF is fixed. In the previous two figures we set rNF = 0.02 (2%). We compare
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our previous results with two other alternative scenarios rNF = 1% and rNF = 3%. The

results are showed in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The impact of the interest rate on switching time

From Figure 3.3 we obtain a double message: First, when the discount rate is lower,

non-forest owners internalize earlier the negative externality coming from the accumulation

of GHGs in the atmosphere. This can be inferred from the fact that T s is lower for lower

discount rates. In particular we have that T s = 35 if r = 1%, T s = 38 if r = 2%, and

T s = 41 if r = 3%. Second, the longer the time horizon used, the earlier the switch, i.e.,

the three curves are downward slopped.

To summarize, it is optimal for non-forest owners to increase emissions if T . 40. If

T & 40, it will be better to switch to a cleaner regime (v = vmin) at some time t̃v. The

optimal time of the switch depends directly on the planning horizon and the discount rate.

A simple folk conjecture says that the longer the planning horizon and/or the smaller

the intertemporal discount rate, the sooner this switch will arrive. This is related to the
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existence of the damage function L(S) that yields greater (cumulative) losses for lower

discount rates and longer planning horizons.

We have showed how to determine the switching time. To put things into perspective

we compare in Figure 3.4 the difference in payoffs between the payoff with the optimal

solution with switching time (π∗) versus the payoffs π(vmax) and π(vmin) obtained applying

the constant solutions: v = vmax∀t ∈ [0, T ] and v = vmin∀t ∈ [0, T ] respectively.

Figure 3.4: Comparing v̂ with vmin and vmax

Figure 3.4 is a plot of expression (59) along the optimal path for E(t) and S(t) computed

for rNF = 2%. For T < 38 the curve π∗ and π(vmax) coincide. If T ≥ 38 the curve π∗ is

obtained by applying a switch.

So far we have analyzed the optimal emissions policy. Another important result that we

obtain from the optimality conditions of non-forest owners regards the shadow price of the

forest stock, λF . This shadow price is positive regardless of the time horizon and discount

rate considered. The positive sign of the co-state λF is directly related to the ability that
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forests have to sequester carbon. Since the increase in forest area is directly related to the

enhancement of carbon sequestration (see expression (62)); then, whatever the value of F

and S,39 increasing marginally the forest area implies marginal reductions in S, meaning

smaller environmental losses (see expression (58)). This is a qualitative aspect.

At the same time, we have seen that the importance of reducing emissions is directly

related to the length of the planning horizon and inversely related to the discount rate.

Likewise, the marginal value that non-forest owners attach to an additional hectare of

forest is greater when the planning horizon is longer and the discount rate is lower. This is

a more quantitative aspect.

In short, unlike forest owners, non-forest owners are interested in increasing total forest

area and this is reflected by the sign of λF . If we compare the different way in which forest

owners and non-forest owners evaluate an additional hectare of forest, it is clear that there

exists an environmental externality. As we have seen, forests have at least two uses: (i) the

provision of economic revenues; and (ii) carbon sequestration. These uses are competing

and somewhat excluding. Forest owners create a negative externality on non-forest owners

with their net deforestation policy. Hence, the question is: Should this negative externality

be corrected?

Given the existing property rights over the forest, and the fact that forest owners’

payoffs are a decreasing function of total forest area, reducing net deforestation is harmful

for forest owners. Therefore, the answer to this question depends on whether an additional

unit of forest can generate an increase in the payoff of non-forest owners, such that it

more than compensates the reduction in forest owners’ revenues when they apply a more

environmentally friendly deforestation/afforestation policy. If that is the case, then it will

39Clearly we are referring here to values of S above S.
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be jointly optimal to correct the externality, or at least part of it. In the next section we

compute joint payoffs to give an answer to the question raised above. We also compare the

cooperative scenario to the status-quo individual equilibrium results.

4 Cooperative solution

In the previous section we determined the non-cooperative (status-quo) strategies for both

forest owners and non-forest owners. We saw that forest owners find it optimal to deforest

as much as possible and to not afforest. On the other hand, non-forest owners suffer a

negative environmental externality coming from the depletion of the forest via the reduced-

carbon-sequestration effect that states the simple idea that a tree that is cut cannot grow

and thus cannot sequester carbon. This has an impact in the concentration of GHGs in the

atmosphere and leads to payoff losses to non-forest owners.

A relevant question to address is whether cooperation can improve welfare, while leading

to some additional afforestation effort and/or some deforestation reduction. We assume

that cooperation is achieved through joint optimization of the payoff functionals of the two

players. Further, we suppose that forest and non-forest owners adopt the same discount rate

r. This assumption is made to avoid giving implicitly different weights to players’ streams of

payoffs. Note that dealing with the general case of two different discount rates complicates

the computations, but does not cause any conceptual difficulty.
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The joint-optimization problem is as follows:

max
0≤ρ(t)≤ρmax,
0≤D(t)≤Dmax,
vmin≤v(t)≤vmax

∫ T

0
e−rt [R(F (t), D(t)) +G(E(t))− L(S(t))] dt− φ(S(T ))e−rT

s.t.: Ḟ (t) = ρ(t) + ηF (t)−D(t), F ≥ F (t) ≥ 0, F (0) = F0,

Ė(t) = v(t)E(t), E(t) ≥ 0, E(0) = E0,

Ṡ(t) = E(t)− ϕF (t)−W, S(t) ≥ 0, S(0) = S0,

where ρ, D and v are the three control variables. The joint payoff is maximized subject to

the dynamics of the forest area, emissions, and stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

The Hamiltonian of the cooperative problem is:

Hc (F,E, S, ρ,D, v, λcF , λ
c
S , λ

c
E) = R(F,D) +G(E)− L(S) + λcF [ρ+ ηF −D]

+ λcS [E − ϕF −W ] + λcEvE,

where λcF , λ
c
E , λ

c
S denote the co-state variables associated with the forest stock, emissions

and the stock of GHGs respectively. All the variables with a superscript c refer to cooper-

ation as opposed to the non-cooperative outcomes retrieved before.

The Lagrangian of the cooperative problem can be written as:

Lc (F,E, S, ρ,D, v, λcF , λ
c
S , λ

c
E , w

c
1, w

c
2) = Hc (F,E, S, ρ,D, v, λcF , λ

c
S , λ

c
E)

+ wc1D + wc2 (Dmax −D) ,

where wc1(t) and wc2(t) are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the deforestation rate.
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The first-order optimality conditions read:

max
0≤ρ≤ρmax,
0≤D≤Dmax,
vmin≤v≤vmax

Lc (F,E, S, ρ,D, v, λcF , λ
c
E , λ

c
S , w

c
1, w

c
2) , (67)

Ḟ = ρ+ ηF −D, F ≥ F ≥ 0, F (0) = F0, (68)

Ė = vE, E ≥ 0, E(0) = E0, v ∈ [vmin, vmax],

Ṡ = E − ϕF −W, S ≥ 0, S(0) = S0,

·
λcF = rλcF −

∂Lc

∂F
, λcF (T ) = 0, (69)

·
λcS = rλcS −

∂Lc

∂S
, λcS(T ) = −dφ(S(T ))

dS(T )
, (70)

·
λcE = rλcE −

∂Lc

∂E
, λcE(T ) = 0, (71)

wc1D = 0, wc1 ≥ 0, D ≥ 0,

wc2(Dmax −D) = 0, wc2 ≥ 0, Dmax ≥ D.

The necessary condition for the maximization problem in (67) with respect to the de-

forestation rate reads:

∂Lc

∂D
= 0; −2θn2 [γδF +D] + Pn+ PAψZ̄ + w1 − w2 − κ2 − λcF = 0. (72)

Because the Lagrangian function is linear in the afforestation rate, ρ, and ∂Lc
∂ρ = −κ1 +

λcF , the optimal afforestation rate is a bang-bang policy as follows:

ρ(t) =


0 if −κ1 + λcF (t) < 0,

ρ̃ ∈ [0, ρmax] if −κ1 + λcF (t) = 0,
ρmax if −κ1 + λcF (t) > 0.

(73)

Just as before, λcF appears in the optimality conditions for ρ and D. The only change

with respect to the non-cooperative solution is that now λcF captures the negative valuation

of an extra hectare of forest (forest owners) as well as the positive effect that increasing
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forest area has on carbon sequestration (non-forest owners). Hence, now, λcF can take either

positive or negative values depending on which effect dominates. Furthermore, unlike in

the non-cooperative case where the sign of λcF was constant along the planning horizon for

both players; now, nothing prevents that the sign of λcF changes as time evolves. Hence, it

is possible that we have a switch in either the afforestation rate, or the deforestation rate,

or both throughout the planning horizon.

The differential equation (69) for the costate variable reads:

·
λcF = (r−η)λcF +2θn2γδ(D+γδF )+2PAβ

F

F
+PA(Z−2β)−Pnγδ+ϕλcS ,

λcF (T ) = 0. (74)

In order to obtain λcF we need to have an analytical expression for F that in turn depends

on both ρ and D (see (68)). When we were in the non-cooperative setting it was possible

to characterize analytically the solution to forest owners’ problem by supposing ex-ante

that we were in the right case of figure, and then verifying, ex-post, that our first order

conditions were indeed satisfied (see Appendix B for more details). This type of reasoning

was possible because the optimal afforestation and deforestation rates were constant. In the

present case, however, we can have a policy switch on ρ and/or D at any time. The value

of λcF is a function of the switching time on ρ and D. Thus, the first-order conditions will

be satisfied for all t ∈ [0, T ] only if the exact switching time for both variables is chosen.

With respect to the speed of adjustment of emissions, v, the Lagrangian function is

linear and ∂Lc
∂v = λcEE. Thus, the optimal speed of adjustment of emissions is a bang-bang

policy as follows:

v(t) =


vmin if λcE(t)E(t) < 0,
ṽ ∈ [vmin, vmax] if λcE(t)E(t) = 0,
vmax if λcE(t)E(t) > 0.
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We need to know λcE to derive the optimal cooperative emissions strategy. Equations (70)

and (71) can be written as:

·
λcS = rλcS + 2c(S − S), λcS(T ) = 2cφ[S − S(T )], (75)

·
λcE = (r − v)λcE − a+ bE − λcS , λcE(T ) = 0. (76)

From (76) we see that λcE is a function of λcS . And from (75) we have that S is a function

of F . Therefore, to obtain λcE we need to know the evolution of the forest stock and the

evolution of the forest stock depends on the afforestation and deforestation policies applied.

As it turns out, not only do we have a potential switch of regime for all our three controls,

but the switches themselves are interdependent.

One can obtain the analytical expressions for the evolution of the state and co-state

variables for all the possible cases of figure. But just as it happened with non-forest owners’

problem, it is not possible to derive the exact switching times analytically.

Denote now by tcρ, t
c
D and tcv the switching time for our three control variables ρ, D and

v respectively. We have evaluated the discounted intertemporal sum of joint payoffs for all

the possible combinations of integer switching times (tcρ, t
c
D, t

c
v ) using a similar algorithm

as before. See Table 3.II for a sketch of the algorithm.

The only difference with respect to our previous algorithm is that now the computational

complexity is increased as a consequence of the multiplicity of cases. Denote now by t̃cρ,

t̃cD, t̃
c
v the three integer switching times that yield greater intertemporal payoffs. We have

computed t̃cρ, t̃
c
D, t̃

c
v for T = {N ∈ [1, 100]} and for r ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.03}. Again, the results

are linked to the length of the planning horizon and the discount rate used.

Our results, call for the following comments: The solutions obtained can be classed into

four different groups that coincide with four regions of the parameter space. We denote
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Table 3.II: Sketch of the algorithm used to obtain t̃cρ, t̃
c
D, t̃cv

Fix the joint intertemporal discount rate r
for all integer planning horizons T ∈ [1, ..., 100]

for all possible integer switching times tcρ
for all possible integer switching times tcD

for all possible integer switching times tcv do

JointPayoff(tcρ, t
c
D, t

c
v, T ) = Discounted sum of revenues of FO

+ Discounted sum of payoffs of NFO
+ Scrap value function of NFO

end
end

end
end
Select the tcρ, t

c
D, tcv whose JointPayoff is greater for each value of T

them by Z1 to Z4. The boundaries of regions Z1 − Z4 are related to parameter T . We

denote the limits to these regions by T1 to T3. Figure 3.5 is a schematic representation of

the solution.

Figure 3.5: Cooperation timeline is a function of T

The results, that are summarized in Table 3.III, call for the following comments: (i) If

the planning horizon is short (i.e. T < T1) we are in region Z1 and the cooperative solution

coincides with the non-cooperative one (i.e. the cooperative solution brings no gain). The

label not applicable (N.A.) is used here to denote that there is no switching time and that

the solution coincides with the status quo. (ii) If we are in region Z2 (i.e. T1 ≤ T < T2)

then it is jointly optimal to afforest at maximum rate for some time and then switch to

afforestation ρmin some time before the end of the planning horizon. It is not optimal to

afforest all the time and we have that ρ∗ = ρmax if t < t̃cρ and ρ∗ = ρmin if t ≥ t̃cρ. We use
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the notation t̃cρ = f(T ) to denote the fact that the switching time depends on T . Clearly for

larger values of T it is optimal to switch later. The same reasoning applies for t̃cD. In this

case, though, we have that D∗ = Dmin if t < t̃cD and D∗ = Dmax if t ≥ t̃cD. (iii) If we are in

region Z3 (i.e. T2 ≤ T < T3) then it is optimal to apply ρ∗ = ρmax and D∗ = Dmin all along.

We have used the notation t̃cρ = t̃D = T to differentiate it from label N.A. Recall that label

N.A. was used to denote that there is no switch and the optimal policy is identical to the

status quo one (i.e. ρ∗ = ρmin and D∗ = Dmax ∀t ∈ [0, T ]) whereas in region Z3 we have

that there is no switch either, but the optimal policy is to apply ρ∗ = ρmax and D∗ = Dmin

throughout. (iv) Finally, region Z4 is similar to region Z3 except for the emissions policy.

If T ≥ T3 then it is certain that we will have a jump from vmax to vmin. The time of the

switch is a function of T .

Table 3.III: Jointly optimal policies are a function of T

Switch Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4

t̃ρ N.A. t̃ρ = f(T ) T T
t̃D N.A. t̃D = g(T ) T T
t̃v N.A. N.A. N.A. t̃v = h(T )

Cooperation is more intense and the solution is more environmentally friendly as we

move from region Z1 (no cooperation) to region Z4 (full cooperation and emissions abate-

ment). When the discount rate is smaller, the environmental damage is further internalized.

Table 3.IV shows the values of T1 to T3 for our different values in the discount rates. It

is not surprising that when the discount rates are smaller the threshold planning horizons

between regions (T1, T2, T3) are shifted downwards (See Table 3.IV).

Table 3.IV: Threshold times are a function of the discount rate

Discount T1 T2 T3
r = 1% 11 19 36
r = 2% 12 20 38
r = 3% 12 21 41
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4.1 Comparison of t̃cv and t̃v

In Table 3.III we showed that if T ≥ T3 it is optimal to have a switch of regime in emissions.

This type of behaviour was observed in the non-cooperative case too. It is interesting to

compare the differences between the two settings. In Figure 3.6 we plot the switching time

for the cooperative case, t̃cv, and compare it to the non-cooperative one, t̃v.

The curve in Figure 3.6 shows the one-to-one correspondence between T and t̃cv. The

45-degree diagonal indicates that no switch is applicable. The shortest planning horizon

for which there is a switch - T3- is the first element of the curve off the diagonal. T3 = 38,

this means that if the planning horizon (T ) is shorter than 38 years it is optimal to apply

vmax throughout and there will be no switch. Conversely, if T ≥ T3 we will have a switch at

time t̃cv. Figure 3.6 gives in the y-axis the t̃cv that corresponds to each T . As we saw in the

non-cooperative case, the curve is downward slopped after the switch. This means that as T

increases t̃cv decreases. Otherway put, as the planning horizon increases the environmental

damage coming from the accumulation of greenhouse gases is further taken into account

thus making profitable that emissions reduction arrives earlier.

Comparing the cooperative and non-cooperative cases one can observe that the mini-

mal planning horizon beyond which emissions reduction is desirable is the same for both.

However we have that the cooperative curve is always above the non-cooperative one. This

means that for T ≥ T3 it is optimal to switch later in the cooperative case than in the

non-cooperative one.

To explain this difference recall that, in the cooperative setting, afforestation and re-

duced deforestation reduce part of the environmental damage. For this reason, it is prof-

itable to switch to the clean regime later when we are in the cooperative case. In other

words, cooperation allows to delay emissions abatement.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of t̃cv and t̃ncv

4.2 Cooperation brings asymmetric results

We have showed that joint payoffs are greater in the cooperative setting provided that

T ≥ T1. This is due to the damage reduction generated by increased afforestation effort

and lower deforestation rates. Cooperation, however, does not bring gains to both players.

Non-forest owners gain from the lower environmental damage, while forest owners lose by

applying forest policies that are environmentally friendly but revenue harming.

Denote by πcNF (xc) the discounted sum of payoffs that non-forest owners get in the co-

operative setting, where xc denotes the state of the system along the cooperative trajectory.

Analogously πncNF (xnc) denotes the discounted sum of payoffs that non-forest owners get in

the non-cooperative setting.

The difference πcNF (xc)−πncNF (xnc) measures the individual gain that non-forest owners

obtain from cooperation. By the same token πncFO(xnc) − πcFO(xc) represents the loss that
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forest owners have in the cooperative setting vis-à-vis the non-cooperative one. These two

quantities are a function of T and r. We compare them in Figure 3.7 for r = 2%.

Figure 3.7: Cooperation gains and losses by NFO and FO

The cooperative gain by non-forest owners is represented by the solid line; while the loss

by forest owners is represented by the dashed one. The vertical difference between these

two lines measures the net cooperative gain for any given planning horizon. We observe

that, for T ≥ T1 (with T1 = 11 years) πcNF (xc)− πncNF (xnc) > πncFO(xnc)− πcFO(xc).

It is not the issue of this paper to determine how this cooperative solution can be im-

plemented. However, from Figure 3.7 it is clear that the implementation of the cooperative

solution will require some sort of compensation from non-forest owners to forest-owners.

To sum up, the jointly optimal solution is different from the status quo one for T

sufficiently long (i.e. T ≥ T1) and involves greener outcomes. If the planning horizon is

short but not too long, i.e. T1 ≤ T < T3, it will be optimal to mitigate the damage by

increasing afforestation and decreasing deforestation, but not to abate emissions. If the
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planning horizon is sufficiently long, i.e. T ≥ T3, then it will be optimal both to mitigate

(from the beginning) and to abate emissions (from time t̃cv onwards). Emissions abatement

has a greater cost than increasing afforestation or decreasing deforestation, this explains

why it is preferable to start by applying less costly measures first and then move into more

drastical changes as environmental damages increase.

4.3 Robustness analysis

Most of the parameters used in the forestry model proposed for forest owners have been

obtained from FAO’s Forest Resources Assessment (2006) or, when unavailable at FAO,

from other sources in the literature (see Appendix A). Parameters a and b used in non-

forest owners’ payoff function have been calibrated to fit world GDP while making sure

that emissions’ gains are always increasing and concave. Finally, parameter c captures the

environmental damage coming from the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere

and is key to the model. There is great uncertainty as to what is the exact impact of

emissions on climate change and, therefore, on damage. For this reason attempting to

estimate parameter c is a hard task. In an effort to account for part of this uncertainty

on our results we have performed a sensitivity analysis with respect to it and analyzed two

cases of figure. First, in Case 1 we suppose the environmental damage parameter (c) to be

one third greater than the benchmark case used so far. Then, in Case 2 we suppose c to be

one third below the same benchmark.

We have recomputed the cooperative outcomes obtained in the previous section for

these two cases of figure. We do not observe qualitative changes. Just as before, we have

four areas of interest Z1 − Z4. The behaviour in these four areas is exactly the same.

The only difference that we observe is that cooperation will be more easily (i.e. earlier)
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achieved when the environmental damage is higher (Case 1). The results are summarized

in Table 3.V below:

Table 3.V: Robustness of solution to changes in environmental damages

Discount
Benchmark Case 1 Case 2
T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3

r = 1% 11 19 36 8 15 31 15 25 42
r = 2% 12 20 38 9 16 33 17 27 46
r = 3% 12 21 41 9 17 36 18 29 49

Table 3.V shows the threshold times (T1 − T3) for Case 1 and 2. These thresholds

are shifted downwards when c increases (Case 1) and upwards when c decreases (Case

2). A downward shift in T1 indicates that the minimum planning horizon beyond which

cooperation brings gains is reduced. Analogously, if T2 and T3 are reduced this will mean

that it is optimal to enhance cooperation for shorter planning horizons than before, and

vice versa for upwards shifts of the thresholds.

To sum up, our results seem quite robust to changes in parameter c and, even if the

thresholds are affected, the structure of the solutions does not change and cooperation is

still strictly welfare improving for all the scenarios studied regardless of the value of c used.

5 Conclusions

Forests play an important role to mitigate climate change. In this paper we have proposed

a two-player model where forest owners have an incentive to deforest so as to increase

their economic revenues; while non-forest owners suffer a negative externality coming from

deforestation due to the so called reduced-carbon-sequestration effect that states that a

tree that is cut cannot grow and hence cannot sequester carbon. We model the economic

incentives of both types of players and explore the conditions that make environmental
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cooperation strictly welfare improving. We show that longer time horizons and smaller

discount rates help to better account for greenhouse gas accumulation damage.

We have proposed three different mechanisms to reduce GHG accumulation: abatement

of emissions, increases in afforestation, and decreases in deforestation. We show that for

short planning horizons cooperation brings no gain.

For longer planning horizons it is jointly optimal to have some afforestation effort and

deforestation reduction. Cooperation brings tangible economic gains that increase with the

length of the planning horizon. For even longer planning horizons it is optimal to combine

forestation efforts with emissions abatement. Reducing emissions is expensive but effective

in offsetting the environmental damage coming from the excessive accumulation of GHGs.

Cooperation along with a sufficiently long planning horizon allows to partly internalize

the positive externality that the carbon sequestration by forests creates. Cooperation brings

greener outcomes because it helps mitigate climate change and slows down forest depletion.

Our results also convey a double positive message: First, considering the carbon se-

questration potential of forests can make a significant difference to stop forest destruction.

Second, international cooperation can bring sound economic and environmental gains.

The results obtained in this paper are very promising. However, there are many aspects

that have not been considered and call for a critical interpretation of the results: (i) A more

comprehensive dynamics of the accumulation of greenhouse gases should consider emissions

related to land use change. (ii) Carbon sequestration by the oceans may be affected by

the excessive acidification of the oceans. A more thorough research should integrate this

aspect. (iii) We have analyzed when is it that cooperation strictly improves joint welfare.

However, nothing has been said on how this cooperative solution could be implemented nor

on how the surplus arising from it would be distributed. (iv) One could envisage some sort
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of transfer mechanism as a way to ensure cooperation. In that case it would be interesting

to study the time consistency of the cooperative solution with transfers.

Appendix A: Variables & parameters description

State variables

F : Stock of Forest

Forest surface area of the world measured in hectares. The current stock of forest F0 is

estimated by FAO (2006) at 3952 million hectares in 2005. Parameter F = Fmax has been

estimated for 1750 AD at 42% of the globe’s surface40 (i.e., 13067 million hectares excluding

Antarctica and Greenland). This gives us a value for Fmax of approximately 5500 million

hectares. Consequently, we require that F (t) ∈ [Fmin, Fmax] =
[
0 · 109, 5.5 · 109

]
.

E : Yearly emissions of CO2

These are world yearly emissions of CO2 measured in metric tons. In 2005, total CO2

emissions (E0) amounted to 28.2 billion metric tons, i.e., 7.7 GtC (gigatons of carbon).41

S : Cumulated quantity of CO2 in the atmosphere

The cumulated stock of CO2 in the atmosphere is measured in gigatons. The current stock

of CO2 that we denote by S0 has been estimated to be approximately at 3000 Gt of CO2

that are equivalent to 800 GtC (383-387 ppmv) in 2007.42

40Source: http://www.geo.vu.nl/˜renh/deforest.htm
41Source: EIA (2008).
42Source: NOAA (2007).
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Control variables

ρ : Yearly afforestation [ρmin, ρmax] = [0, 3 · 106]

For the period 1990-2005, FAO (2006) estimates world yearly afforestation at 2.8 million

hectares.

D : Yearly deforestation [Dmin, Dmax] = [0, 13 · 106]

For the same period, FAO (2006) estimates the average global deforestation rate at 13

million hectares per year.

v : CO2 emissions adjustment rate [vmin, vmax] = [−0.015, 0.03]

During the decade going from 1990 to 2000 world CO2 emissions increased roughly 1%

every year.43 Only a few countries (e.g., Germany, United Kingdom, Denmark, Finland,

some Eastern European countries and former Soviet Republics) were able to reduce their

emissions. Germany was the most outstanding case and achieved a 1.8% yearly cumulative

decrease. On the other hand China’s emissions increased at a rate of 3% per annum. All

the other big economies lie somewhere in between. Between 2000 and 2008, however, world

emissions have increased at a faster rate, 3.4% yr−1, (Le Quéré et al., 2009) with a probable

decrease during the next two years (2009-2010) due to the world crisis. Following these

observations we have set both the lower and upper bounds on v. As a benchmark scenario

we have chosen v ∈ [vmin, vmax] = [−0.015, 0.03].

43Source: Bernstein et al. (2006) and EIA (2008)
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Parameters

a, b : Emissions-output ratio parameters

Parameters a and b are chosen to ensure that (i) G(E) in 57 is increasing and concave

throughout and (ii) G(E0) equals world’s GDP estimate by the World Bank for the year

2008.44 a = 2100, b = 4 · 10−9.

c : Environmental damage parameter

This parameter captures the impact of greater GHG concentration levels on the welfare of

individuals. c = 1.5 · 10−11.

S : Pre-industrial CO2 concentration level

Parameter S has been set to match preindustrial levels, i.e., 284 ppmv in year 183245 that

are equivalent to 587 GtC.

κ1 : Per hectare afforestation cost

The World Bank estimates the cost for seedling at roughly 40 US$ per thousand seedlings.

The number of seedlings per hectare is equal to approximately 2000. This amounts to

approximately 80 $ per hectare of forest in terms of seedling. Afforestation costs also include

other costs (e.g. labour costs) that fluctuate with countries. The World Agroforestry

Centre gives estimates for the Philippines around 1000 $/ha. Other NGO organisations

provide estimates that range between 180 $/ha for Senegal and 400-500 $/ha for other

44http://web.worldbank.org/
45Source: NOAA.
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countries in Africa such as Sudan,Madagascar and Ethiopia.46 We have chosen the round

and representative value of 500 $/ha.

κ2 : Per hectare deforestation cost

The Bureau of Business and Economic Research of Montana University estimates the costs

of ground-based logging per green ton of harvest for the year 2006 at 22.70$.47 A green

ton is equivalent 907 kg (2000 pounds of undried biomass material). The density of wood

is typically 500 kg/m3. For a representative douglas fir plantation (530 kg/m3) we obtain

a deforestation cost of 13.26 $/m3. If the yield per hectare, is equal to 110 m3/ha (see the

estimation of n below) then we obtain an estimate of the deforestation cost per hectare of

1459 $/ha.

η : Natural growth rate of the forest

FAO (2006) estimates the average yearly natural expansion of world forests to be equal

to 2.9 million hectares, i.e. η F = 2.9 · 106 ha. Parameter η is dimensionless and can be

estimated accordingly: η = 7.34 · 10−4.

ϕ : Carbon absorption rate

This parameter is measured in metric tons of CO2 equivalent absorbed per hectare of forest

and year. According to Le Quéré et al. (2009) during the decade from 1990-2000 forests

absorbed 2.6 PgC yr−1(i.e., 2.6 GtC) which amounts to 9.53 GtCO2. World total forest

area equals 3952 million hectares. If we consider a homogeneous forest, its mean yearly

carbon sequestration is 2.412 tonnes of CO2 ha−1yr−1.

46See e.g.: www.villageprojectsint.org and www.edenprojects.org
47www.bber.umt.edu/pubs/forest/prices/loggingCostPoster.pdf
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W : Carbon absorption rate by oceans

Le Quéré et al. (2009) estimate that oceans were able to sink, on average, 2.2 PgC yr−1(8.07

GtCO2 yr−1) during the period 1990-2000. We have set parameter W equal to their esti-

mate.

n : Per hectare timber yield

Timber yield is measured in m3 of wood per hectare. According to FAO (2006) the mean

wood content of a hectare of forest land in 2005 is equal to 110 m3.

β : Lower productivity due to forest depletion

Eswaran et al. (2001) estimate the productivity loss as a consequence of land degradation,

erosion, and desertification for the African continent at 8.2% of average productivity. Av-

erage land productivity is measured by Z (see the estimation below). Parameter β is thus

equal to 0.061 (8.2% of Z).

γ : Selective logging yield, fraction of average yield

The selective logging yield is measured as a fraction of average yield. When forests are

managed for wood production they produce as much as 1-3 m3 per hectare (in other words

nγ =1-3m3). Following Andrés-Domenech et al (2011) we set the value of γ = 1.5%.

δ : Fraction of forests selectively logged

Share of the world’s forests selectively-logged. Following FAO (2006), parameter δ has been

calibrated at 30% to fit the current world yearly production of wood.
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θ : Slope of wood demand

According to FAO (2006), the commercial value of all wood (i.e., roundwood and fuelwood)

in 2005 was US$64 billion per year of which only 7 billion correspond to fuelwood. Current

world production equals 3400 million m3. The average price for both types of wood is 18.8

dollars per m3. FAO (1997) gives the elasticity of demand for several countries and several

types of wood.48 A representative value of both the mean and median price elasticity of

wood is -0.50. We have approximated an iso-elastic curve by a linear one in an interval of

2000 millionm3 centred at 3400 millionm3 such that the average elasticity inside the interval

equals -0.50. The slope of our demand can be then computed and we obtain θ = −2.7 ·10−9.

P : Choke price of wood

With the average price of wood and the slope of demand computed above, we can retrieve

the choke price of our inverse demand function and obtain P = 27.98 (US$ per m3).

ψ : Extra productivity of deforested land

Parameter ψ denotes the productivity gain of land after deforestation. It is measured as

a fraction of average productivity. We adopt ψ = 0.3 following Andrés-Domenech et al.

(2011).

PA : Average price of representative agricultural product

Measured in US$ per metric ton. To determine the average price of the representative

agricultural good we took four representative commodities (i.e., cocoa, coffee, cotton and

sugar) from FAO (2004). These four commodities are related to deforestation processes.

The net economic yield per hectare of crop ranges from 1660 $/ha for coffee to 771 $/ha

48Most elasticity values are comprehended between -0.25 and -0.75
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for cocoa. The mean yield equals 1141 $/ha. Cotton is the more representative of the four

in terms of prices and economic yield (1467 $ per metric ton and 1088 $/ha). We use the

price of cotton as a reference.

Z : Average land productivity

Measured in tons per hectare. Average land productivity has been computed with the same

four crops used to obtain PA. Z is set equal to 0.742 metric tons per hectare.

Appendix B: Proof of proposition 1

The Hamiltonian of forest owners’ control problem is:49

HFO (F, ρ,D, λ) =
[
P − θ (nD + nγδF )

]
n(D + γδF )

+ PA

[
Z +

ψZ

F − F
D − βF − F

F

] (
F − F

)
− κ1ρ− κ2D

+ λ [ρ+ ηF −D] ,

where λ denotes the co-state variable associated with the forest stock. The Lagrangian of

forest owners can be written as:

LFO (F, ρ,D, λ, w1, w2) = HFO (F, ρ,D, λ) + w1D + w2 (Dmax −D) ,

where w1(t) and w2(t) are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the non-negativity

condition D(t) ≥ 0 and D(t) ≤ Dmax.50

49The time argument is eliminated when no confusion can arise.
50To simplify the notation, we do not include Lagrange multipliers associated with the non-negativity

conditions on the other control variable, ρ(t), because this variable enters in a linear way in the model and
the optimal afforestation policy is bang-bang.
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The first-order optimality conditions read:

max
0≤ρ≤ρmax
0≤D≤Dmax

LFO (F, ρ,D, λ, w1, w2) , (77)

Ḟ = ρ+ ηF −D, F ≥ F ≥ 0, F (0) = F0, (78)

·
λ = rFOλ−

∂LFO

∂F
, λ(T ) = 0, (79)

w1D = 0, w1 ≥ 0, D ≥ 0,

w2(Dmax −D) = 0, w2 ≥ 0, Dmax ≥ D.

The necessary condition for the maximization problem in (77) with respect to the defor-

estation rate reads:

∂LFO

∂D
= 0; −2θn2 [γδF +D] + Pn+ PAψZ̄ + w1 − w2 − κ2 − λ = 0. (80)

With respect to the afforestation rate, ρ, we have a Lagrangian that is linear in ρ and

∂LFO

∂ρ = −κ1 + λ . The optimal afforestation rate is a bang-bang policy as follows:

ρ∗(t) =


0 if −κ1 + λ(t) < 0,

ρ̃ ∈ [0, ρmax] if −κ1 + λ(t) = 0,
ρmax if −κ1 + λ(t) > 0.

(81)

The differential equation (79) for the co-state variable reads:

·
λ = (rFO−η)λ+2θn2γδ(D+γδF )+2PAβ

F

F
+PA(Z−2β)−Pnγδ,

λ(T ) = 0. (82)

For the values of our parameters it can be proved that a maximum deforestation rate

(D(t) = Dmax for all t ∈ [0, T ]) and a minimum afforestation rate (ρ(t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ])

satisfy the optimality conditions established above. Replacing these optimal policies into
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the dynamics of the forest stock given in (78) we have:

·
F = ηF −Dmax, F (0) = F0.

The solution to this differential equation is given by (63). Plugging (63) in equation (82)

leads to:

λ̇ = (rFO − η)λ− Pnγδ + 2θn2γδDmax + PA(Z − 2β)

+ 2

[(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
eηt +

Dmax

η

] [
θn2γ2δ2 + PAβ

1

F

]
, λ(T ) = 0.

From the integration of the above non-homogeneous linear differential equation we get

the following

λ(t) =
1

η − rFO

{
−Pnγδ + 2θn2γδDmax + PA(Z − 2β)

+ 2

[(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
eηt +

Dmax

η

] [
θn2γ2δ2 + PAβ

1

F

]}
+Kλe

(r
FO
−η)t,

where Kλ denotes the constant of integration.

This constant Kλ can be retrieved using the transversality condition for the co-state

variable λ, λ(T ) = 0. The final expression of the co-state optimal time path reads as in

(64).

For our parameter domain λ always takes negative values and increases over time to

reach zero at T . Therefore, from (81), we conclude that the optimal afforestation policy is

ρ(t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ].

∂LFO

∂D
= 0; −2θn2 [γδF +D] + Pn+ PAψZ̄ + w1 − w2 − κ2 − λ = 0.

Finally, to show that the optimal deforestation rate D∗ is indeed Dmax for all t ∈ [0, T ]

(and hence w1 = 0 and w2 6= 0), we replace the optimal time paths of F and λ given by
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(63) and (64), respectively, in equation (80). Given our parameters’ values we observe that

if w2 = 0, then the LHS of equation (80) is positive -instead of null- for all feasible F and

D. The only way to avoid this contradiction is by having w2 6= 0. In other words, forest

owners maximize their payoffs for D = Dmax and the forest area along the optimal path

decreases with time.

Appendix C: Proof of proposition 2

The Hamiltonian of the optimal control problem of non-forest owners is:

HNF (F, S,E, V, λF , λS , λE) = aE − 1

2
bE2 − c (S − S)2

+ λF [ρ+ ηF −D] + λEvE + λS [E − ϕF −W ] .

The first-order optimality conditions read:51

max
v
HNF ,

s.t.: Ḟ = ρ+ ηF −D, F ≥ F ≥ 0, F (0) = F0,

Ṡ = E − ϕF −W, S ≥ 0, S(0) = S0,

Ė = vE, E ≥ 0, E(0) = E0, v ∈ [vmin, vmax] (83)

·
λF = rNF λF −

∂HNF

∂F
, λF (T ) = 0, (84)

·
λS = rNF λS −

∂HNF

∂S
, λS(T ) = −dφ (S(T ))

dS(T )
, (85)

·
λE = rNF λE −

∂HNF

∂E
, λE(T ) = 0. (86)

51In order to simplify the presentation we do not explicitly introduce the Lagrangian function and the
restrictions on the state variables, but we check a posteriori that all these restrictions are satisfied. The time
argument is also eliminated when no confusion can arise.
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Since the Hamiltonian is linear in v, condition (83) and ∂HNF

∂v = λEE, lead to the following

optimal bang-bang solution:

v∗(t) =


vmin if λE(t)E(t) < 0,

ṽ ∈ [vmin, vmax] if λE(t)E(t) = 0,
vmax if λE(t)E(t) > 0.

Equations (84), (85) and (86) can be written as:

·
λF = (rNF − η)λF + ϕλS , λF (T ) = 0,

·
λS = rNF λS + 2c(S − S), λS(T ) = 2cφ[S − S (T )], (87)

·
λE = (rNF − v)λE − a+ bE − λS , λE(T ) = 0, (88)

where

φ =
1

rNF

(
1− e−rNF

T
)
.

Let us assume v(t) = v∗ constant over the planning horizon, where v∗ denotes either

vmin, vmax or ṽ. Solving the differential equation in (83) we can characterize the optimal

trajectory of emissions, E(t), which is given by (65).

From the problem of forest owners, the optimal path of the forest stock is known and

given by equation (63). Take equations (63) and (65), and plug them in (83). Integration

of the resulting expression gives the expression in (66).

Given our parameter domain, it can be shown that both the optimal paths of emissions

and stock of greenhouse gases are always greater than zero.

Using the expressions for the optimal paths of the state variables F (t), E(t) and S(t)

(expressions (63), (65) and (66) respectively), we can retrieve the optimal paths of the three

co-state variables.
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From the integration of the differential equation of the shadow price of the pollution

stock, λS , in (87), we get:

λS(t)=KSe
r
NF

t − 2c

rNF

[
S0 − S −

E0

v∗
+
ϕ

η

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)]
+2c

[
1

rNF

(
t+

1

rNF

)(
W+

ϕ

η
Dmax

)
−ϕ
η

(
F0−

Dmax

η

)
eηt

η−rNF

+
E0

v∗
ev

∗t

v∗−rNF

]
,

where KS denotes the constant of integration. This constant can be easily determined

using the transversality condition λS(T ) = 2cφ[S − S(T )]. After replacing this constant on

λS the optimal path of the shadow price of the pollution stock reads:

λS(t) = Λ1 + Λ2e
−r

NF
(T−t) + Λ3t+ Λ4e

v∗t + Λ5e
ηt,

where:

Λ1 = − 2c

rNF

[
S0 − S −

E0

v∗
+
ϕ

η

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
− 1

rNF

(
W +

ϕ

η
Dmax

)]
,

Λ2 = −Λ1−2c

[(
W

rNF

+
ϕ

η

Dmax

rNF

)
T−ϕ

η

(
F0−

Dmax

η

)
1

η−rNF

eηT+
E0

v∗
ev

∗T

v∗−rNF

]
+2cφ[S − S(T )],

Λ3 =
2c

rNF

(
W +

ϕ

η
Dmax

)
,

Λ4 = 2c
E0

v∗(v∗ − rNF )
,

Λ5 = −2c
ϕ

η

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
1

η − rNF

,

S(T ) = S0 −WT − ϕ

η

(
DmaxT −

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
(1− eηT )

)
− E0

v∗
(1− ev∗T ).

Once we have λS we can plug it in expression (88) to obtain λE . Integrating the resulting

expression gives:
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λE(t) =
a

rNF − v∗
− bE0

rNF − 2v∗
ev

∗t +
Λ1

rNF − v∗
+

Λ2

v∗
e−rNF

(T−t)e−2v
∗t

+
Λ3

rNF −v∗

(
t+

1

rNF −v∗

)
+

Λ4

rNF −2v∗
ev

∗t+
Λ5

rNF −v∗−η
eηt+KEe

(r
NF
−v∗)t,

where KE denotes the constant of integration. To determine KE we use the transversality

condition λE(T ) = 0, and substitute its value in the expression above. The co-state variable

λE(t) then reads as in expression (89).

λE(t) = (Λ1+a)
1

rNF −v∗
(1− Γ(t))− bE0

rNF −2v∗

(
ev

∗t−ev∗TΓ(t)
)

+
Λ2

v∗
[e−2v

∗te−rNF
(T−t) − e−2v∗TΓ(t)] (89)

+
Λ3

rNF −v∗

(
t+

1

rNF − v∗
−
(
T+

1

rNF −v∗

)
Γ(t)

)
+

Λ4

rNF −2v∗
(ev

∗t−ev∗TΓ(t))+
Λ5

rNF −v∗−η
(eηt−eηTΓ(t)).

where Γ(t) = e−(rn−v
∗)(T−t).

The optimal path for the shadow price of the forest stock λF (t) can be obtained analo-

gously and is given by expression (90).

λF (t) = ϕ

[(
− Λ1

rn−η
+

Λ2

η
Ψ(t)

)
(1−Ψ(t))− Λ4

rn−η−v∗
(ev

∗t−Ψ(t)) (90)

− Λ3

rn−η

(
t+

1

rn−η
−
(
T+

1

rn−η

)
Ψ(t)

)
− Λ5

rn−2η
(eηt−Ψ(t)e−ηT )

]
,

where Ψ(t) = e−(rn−η)(T−t).
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Appendix D: Switching time

If there is only one switch in the optimal policy (switch at time t̃v) then the jump should

be of the following type: First apply vmax ∀t ∈ [0, t̃v] and then apply vmin ∀t ∈ [t̃v, T ].

Applying vmax always brings greater yields in the short run than it does vmin and if one

optimizes using a positive discount rate it is better to allocate emissions at the beginning

of the planning horizon.

Recall that in absence of switching time we have that S(t) is given by (66). Whereas,

when there is a switch, the optimal expression for S(t) changes. We now have a two-part

expression, one before the switch and another afterwards.

S(t)=S0−tW−
ϕ

η
Dmaxt−

E0

vmax
(1−evmaxt)+

ϕ

η

(
F0−

Dmax

η

)
(1−eηt),∀t ∈ [0, t̃v),

S(t)=S(t̃v)−
(
t− t̃v

)(
W +

ϕ

η
Dmax

)
− E0

vmin
evmax t̃v(1− evmin(t−t̃v))

+
ϕ

η

(
F (t̃v)−

Dmax

η

)
eηt̃v(1− eη(t−t̃v)), ∀t ∈ [t̃v, T ],

where

S(t̃v)=S0− t̃vW−
ϕ

η
Dmaxt̃v−

E0

vmax
(1−evmax t̃v)+

ϕ

η

(
F0−

Dmax

η

)
(1−eηt̃v).

These expressions are straightforward to obtain considering that:

E(t) =

{
E0e

vmaxt, ∀t ∈ [0, t̃v]

E0e
vmax t̃vevmin(t−t̃v), ∀t ∈ [t̃v, T ].

Once we have S(t), λS(t) can be computed using the transversality condition from the

salvage value function. Proceeding similarly as we did to obtain λS(t) in the case without

switch, the following expression for the interval [t̃v, T ] is obtained:

λS(t) = Υ1 + Υ2e
−r

NF
(T−t) + Υ3t+ Υ4e

vmin(t−t̃v) + Υ5e
ηt, (91)
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where:

Υ1 = − 2c

rNF

[
S(t̃v)− S −

E0e
vmax t̃v

vmin
+
ϕ

η

(
F (t̃v)−

Dmax

η

)]

− 2c

rNF

(
W +

ϕDmax

η

)(
t̃v −

1

rNF

)
,

Υ2 = −Υ1 − 2c

[
W

rNF

T +
ϕ

η

(
Dmax

rNF

T −
(
F (t̃v)−

Dmax

η

)
1

η − rNF

eη(T−t̃v)
)

+
E0

vmin
evmax t̃v e

vmin(T−t̃v)

vmin − rNF

]
+ 2cφ[S − S(T )],

Υ3 =
2c

rNF

(
W +

ϕ

η
Dmax

)
,

Υ4 = 2c
E0e

vmax t̃v

vmin (vmin − rNF )
,

Υ5 = −2c
ϕ

η

(
F (t̃v)−

Dmax

η

)
1

η − rNF

.

Once λS(t) ∀t ∈ [t̃v, T ] is known, λS(t) ∀t ∈ [0, t̃v] can be computed analogously and

can be written in a compact manner as follows:

λS(t) = Σ1 + Σ2e
r
NF (t−t̃v) + Σ3t+ Σ4e

vmaxt + Σ5e
ηt,

where

Σ1 = − 2c

rNF

[
S0 − S −

E0

vmax
+
ϕ

η

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
−
(
W

rNF

+
ϕ

η

Dmax

rNF

)]
,

Σ2 = −Σ1−2c

[(
W

rNF

+
ϕ

η

Dmax

rNF

)
t̃v−

ϕ

η

(
F0−

Dmax

η

)
eηt̃v

η− rNF

+
E0

vmax

evmax t̃v

vmax−rNF

]
+λS(t̃v),

Σ3 =
2c

rNF

(
W +

ϕ

η
Dmax

)
,

Σ4 = 2c
E0

vmax (vmax − rNF )
,

Σ5 = −2c
ϕ

η

(
F0 −

Dmax

η

)
1

η − rNF

,
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and where λS(t̃v) is the boundary condition to this problem that can be obtained by sub-

stituting for time t = t̃v in equation (91).

Now λS(t) ∀t ∈ [t̃v, T ] and λS(t) ∀t ∈ [0, t̃v] are known; λE(t) ∀t ∈ [t̃v, T ] and λE(t)

∀t ∈ [0, t̃v] can be obtained analogously. In this case it is easier since the boundary condition

for λE (i.e., λE(T )) is equal to zero. The expression of λE(t) ∀t ∈ [t̃v, T ] reads:

λE(t) =
a

rNF − vmin
− bE0e

vmax t̃v

rNF − 2vmin
evmin(t−t̃v) +

Υ1

rNF − vmin
− Υ2

vmin
e−rNF

(T−t)

+
Υ3

rNF −vmin

(
t+

1

rNF − vmin

)
+

Υ4

rNF −2vmin
evmin(t−t̃v)

+
Υ5

rNF −vmin−η
eη(t−t̃v)+KEe

(r
NF
−vmin)t.

The constant of integration KE can be obtained using the transversality condition

λE(T ) = 0. Denote Π (t) = e(rNF
−vmin)(t−T ), then the value of λE(t) ∀ t ∈ [t̃v, T ] can

be written as follows:

λE(t) = (a+ Υ1)
1

rNF − vmin
(1−Π (t))− Υ2

vmin

(
e−rNF

(T−t)−Π (t)
)

− bE0e
vmax t̃v

rNF − 2vmin

(
evmin(t−t̃v) − evmin(T−t̃v)Π (t)

)
+

Υ3

rNF −vmin

[(
t+

1

rNF −vmin

)
−
(
T +

1

rNF −vmin

)
Π (t)

]
+

Υ4

rNF −2vmin

(
evmin(t−t̃v)−evmin(T−t̃v)Π (t)

)
+

Υ5

rNF −vmin−η

(
eη(t−t̃v)−eη(T t̃v)Π (t)

)
. (92)
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Similarly, for λE(t) ∀ t ∈ [0, t̃v] we obtain the following expression:

λE(t) = (a+ Σ1)
1

rNF −vmax
(1−∆(t))− bE0

rNF −2vmax

(
evmaxt−evmax t̃v∆(t)

)
− Σ2

vmax

(
e−rNF(̃tv−t)−∆(t)

)
+

Σ4

rNF −2vmax

(
evmaxt−evmax t̃v∆(t)

)
− Σ3

rNF −vmax

[(
t+

1

rNF −vmax

)
−
(̃
tv+

1

rNF −vmax

)
∆(t)

]
+

Σ5

rNF −vmax−η

(
eηt−eηt̃v∆(t)

)
+λE(t̃v)∆(t), (93)

where λE(t̃v) in (93) can be obtained from (92) and ∆(t) = e(rNF
−vmax)(t−t̃v).

With the two equations for λE(t) (before and after the switch) the switching time can be

obtained. The switching time (provided it is unique) has to satisfy the following first-order

condition:

λE(t)E(t) > 0 ∀t ∈ [0, t̃v),

λE(t)E(t) < 0 ∀t ∈ (t̃v, T ].
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General Conclusion

The over exploitation of world forests can be seen as a global tragedy of the commons

and addressing the problem is quite challenging for it involves different economic actors

with conflicting economic objectives. In this dissertation we have accounted for many of

these conflicts and proposed new forest management strategies that are compatible with

sustainable forest development. These strategies, however, need not be in the best interest

of all the parties involved and, in absence of a regulatory agent, they will not be applicable

unless all the actors have a strong incentive to cooperate.

We have analyzed the role of economic transfers as a key mechanism to align all actors’

objectives. In this sense, transfers can be seen as monetary compensations from those who

gain with the application of greener forest policies towards those who may be harmed by

them.

We have modelled the forestry sector using real data. Our results replicate some very

well known stylized facts, i.e., forest depletion is a direct result of rural poverty, ill defined

property rights, population and agricultural expansion, and timber demand.

In the first essay we analyze the problem of forest depletion from a microeconomic

perspective. We have modelled the productive system of a forest-dependent traditional

society -The Tandroy- as well as some of the causes explaining the large deforestation rates

in the region. We have showed that sustainable economic development necessarily requires a

more or less stable population size, a less cattle-intensive productive system, better defined

property rights over forest land, and a reduction on the net deforestation rate to at least

half of its current level.
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Current population sets great pressure on the resource and current consumption levels

are not sustainable in the long run. Sustainability of the forest can be achieved at the price

of a 40% reduction in the current consumption rate of the region. Since poverty is the main

factor explaining forest depletion in Androy, it is quite unlikely that further consumption

reductions will lead to a stabilization of the forest area. We analyze the role that economic

transfers can play as a means to reconcile the need of the Tandroy to subsist with the

conservation of their valuable dry forest. According to our estimates, as much as 31 million

2011 US$ are needed on a yearly basis to compatibilize current consumption rates with the

conservation of the forest.

In this dissertation we also account for the need to treat world forest depletion as a

global problem. We analyze the causes and consequences of deforestation and provide a

novel modelling framework at the conceptual level by linking forest depletion to climate

change issues.

In the second essay, the consequences of deforestation are analyzed. We enlarge our

scope and consider the global negative externality that forest depletion creates on the ac-

cumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Trees sequester carbon as they grow

and forest depletion reduces carbon sequestration through the so called reduced-carbon-

sequestration effect. We show that current net deforestation and emissions rates are far

from being sustainable and lead to forest depletion and excessive greenhouse gas accumu-

lation respectively. Our results suggest the need for a concerted effort: First, the current

net deforestation rate must greatly decrease. If reducing the deforestation rate is too costly,

then afforestation needs to more than triple in order to compensate for it. Second, emissions

must decrease below 1990 emissions levels in all cases. Monetary transfers can pay for an

increase in world forest surface area and contribute significantly. The greater the forest

area the lower the emissions decrease needed. This being said, the carbon sequestration
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potential of forests is limited and we cannot simply rely on them to achieve our environmen-

tal targets. That is, monetary transfers can partly ease the problem, but large emissions

reductions are still needed.

In the third essay we follow a dynamic game-theoretical approach where two types of

agents (forest owners and non-forest owners) are clearly identified. By doing so it is possible

to capture the existence of colliding objectives between them: Forest owners obtain economic

revenues by exploiting the forest. This leads to forest depletion and creates a negative

economic externality on non-forest owners who suffer the damage from the accumulation of

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Cooperation may achieve greener and economically more efficient outcomes. It may

help to reduce net deforestation and thus partly or fully internalize this negative externality.

However, this will be possible only if the long term damages are accounted for.

The results obtained in this work call for a number of comments. In the first place, we

have accounted for the economic value that forests have as a carbon sink. Other sources of

value, such as the biodiversity, aesthetic and recreational values have been neglected due

to the lack of data availability and extreme difficulty to estimate them. We leave for future

investigations the task to compute the value of forests in a more accurate and holistic way.

Some of the parameters used in this work are still rough approximations and in some

cases the data did not exist or had to be estimated using other primary or secondary

sources. As the sources of these data become increasingly available and reliable, so will the

conclusions derived from them.

Also, the emissions-deforestation model proposed can be expanded to include other state

variables, such as population and/or temperature dynamics. Further, we did not account

here for technological progress which may help in reducing emissions by unit of output or
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may lead to a more productive agriculture. These aspects need to be integrated in future

investigations.

In the present work we have acknowledged for the existence of environmental thresholds

triggering irreversible damages or feedback changes. There is yet much uncertainty and the

value of both thresholds and damages is still subject to debate. Empirical observation and

the accumulation of scientific evidence will partly reduce this uncertainty in the next years

to come. In the mean time, a natural way to extend the present work is by modelling this

uncertainty in a more explicit manner.

Finally, the present work has called for the need for joint cooperation by all countries.

Sustainable forest management requires much larger afforestation rates and lower defor-

estation rates at the global level. During the last few years, some countries have become

increasingly aware and intensified their efforts towards a more sustainable development.

These efforts, however, still remain local and insufficient, and more countries are expected

to join in the next years to come. As this process evolves new issues related to the for-

mation, implementation and time consistency of international forestry agreements will be

raised.


